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Abstract

In the face of persistent large-scale changes in travel behavior spurred by the COVID-
19 pandemic, mass transit agencies face a landscape full of new challenges. Transit rid-
ership, often used as a primary measure of agency success, remains diminished. Nev-
ertheless, the purpose of and benefits provided by a well-designed and well-operated
transit network remain unchanged. This thesis investigates one powerful tool at the
disposal of transit providers: fare policy. Fare policy can be used to spur transit
usage, to fund agency operations, and to respond to societal goals. Rider-centric fare
policies that simultaneously increase transit travel volumes while showing only small
negative fare revenue impacts can be identified. Implementation of such policies is
key moving forward to maintain public investment and individual engagement.

This thesis presents four case studies that analyze fare equity, new fare products,
and multi-agency regional fare integration. First, fare equity is considered through
a case study of Washington, DC’s Metrorail transit fare structure, residential and
employment geography, and user demographics. The results highlight policy elements
that consistently improve fare equity regardless of structure type, including peak
pricing differentiation and removal of penalties for circuitous travel. The second case
study designs and evaluates novel fare products using post-pandemic travel patterns
on the CTA. The hypothetical products considered differ from traditional offerings by
changing the usage restrictions and the validity periods. A flexible pass that confers
a set number of CTA journeys at a discounted per-trip price is found to be the most
promising, as it would provide the most utility to riders for whom pay-per-use travel
is currently the most economical choice. The third case study considers single-day
fare capping as an alternative to traditional 1-day passes for transit users in Chicago,
identifying benefits to reduced-fare and bus-only riders while providing opportunities
to boost agency ridership. Finally, the results of a recently introduced fully-integrated,
multi-agency transit pass in the Chicago region are analyzed. Fare structure changes
are used to estimate post-COVID commuter rail fare elasticity, and the elasticity for
integrated passes. Additional findings include large increases in cross-agency travel,
new customers accessing secondary transit agencies, and continued opportunities to
integrate.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The COVID-19 pandemic stands out as a monumental turning point in our most

recent history, leading to a great number of changes across society. Stay-at-home or-

ders and work-from-home policies may both have been introduced and understood as

temporary measures to curb the spread of pathogens and combat a virus spiraling out

of control, but as the magnitude of the pandemic continued to be better understood,

and the timeline over which it continued to unravel surpassed original estimates, so-

ciety became more comfortable operating in its newly adapted ways. The spread of

technology only served to solidify many changes that occurred over the course of the

pandemic, especially with regard to the traditional office environment, work hours

and commuting patterns. The spread of teleworking, and the strong preference many

employees have for continuing remote work post-pandemic, has raised a plethora of

questions with which society will have to tussle. Within this thesis, one particular

subset of COVID impacts is considered – public transit systems in the United States

of America.

There was a gargantuan decrease in all travel during the pandemic, which led to
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a corresponding drop in public transit ridership. Nevertheless, many riders were still

reliant on public transportation to get to work and take care of other basic needs.

Transit-dependent riders became a larger share of transit trips while commuting trips,

one of the traditional backbones of public transit ridership, shrank drastically as those

with the ability to work remotely took advantage of the option. Additionally, many

individuals with alternative options switched to non-transit travel modes to avoid

exposure to the COVID-19 virus. Throughout the earlier periods of the pandemic,

many transit agencies hoped that they were weathering a brief storm as opposed to

staring down a whole new paradigm of travel patterns and transportation choices.

To help keep agencies afloat through the early periods of lower ridership and lower

fare revenues, which was expected to be temporary, and to hopefully counteract the

possibility of cost savings achieved through extensive service reductions, the federal

government stepped in to provide two infusions of funds as part of national COVID

relief bills.

It is important to note that while the COVID-19 pandemic was having enormous

effects on transit ridership, our society was simultaneously grappling with a long

history of racial injustice. Catalyzed by the murder of George Floyd by a Minneapolis

police officer, protests and rallies occurred across the country to advocate for racial

justice. This movement spurred reflection in many individuals and organizations, and

increased awareness of widespread inequities. One outcome has been a reappraisal of

existing structures through an equity lens. The importance of equity, and specifically

as it applies to equitable public transportation in this thesis, is already an area subject

to considerable research. However, the importance of equity was magnified at the

same time rider trends were shifting.

As pandemic-era restrictions were lifted, and health recommendations were up-

dated in light of effective vaccines and improved understanding of the COVID-19

virus, aspects of everyday life began moving back towards of pre-pandemic norms.
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People gradually returned to public places, and travel volumes slowly ticked up. Tran-

sit ridership similarly rose, but nowhere near as dramatically as it had fallen off.

Across the country, it has failed to recover to near pre-pandemic levels. Data from

the American Public Transportation Association (‘APTA’) and the Transit app noted

a new highpoint of post-pandemic transit ridership was reached in September of 2022,

with transit trips for the month totaling 70% of pre-COVID levels [1]. Two and a

half years after the first stay-at-home orders were issued, and more than a year after

vaccines became widely available, it is clear that the ridership levels transit agencies

were accustomed to have as of yet not come close to fully returning. Many agencies

have realized that a paradigm shift has fully arrived, and policies that made sense

before the pandemic must be reconsidered for a post-COVID world.

While the exact contours of post-COVID travel remain uncertain in the long-term,

three years on from the first stay-at-home orders transit travel volumes have not

rebounded back to pre-pandemic levels. It remains possible that transit riders return

to earlier travel frequencies and trip volumes. Nevertheless, for practical purposes this

thesis focuses on a continuation of the current scenario and assumes we have reached

a new equilibrium. Current evidence supports the idea of a new equilibrium. This

assumption does not preclude other possibilities; in actuality there exist a range of

potential long-term transit ridership scenarios. While the case studies presented here

assume that we are in a steady state regarding transit ridership, the methodological

frameworks developed are flexible enough to be applied to other transit scenarios

as needed. Further, this uncertainty in and of itself suggests active intervention by

transit agencies to support their desired outcomes, which includes a larger transit

rebound moving forward.

Given the continued development of a more complete picture of travel pattern

changes and an understanding of the COVID-era norms that have become entrenched,

transportation policies must be reconsidered. Public transit exists to move people
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efficiently from origin to destination. There are aspects of geometry to system design;

what path should routes follow? How can the most people be moved across the same

space? Transit provision can also be thought of as a maximization problem. Agencies

have a finite number of resources, and they use those resources to move people around

cities. Agencies accumulate additional resources by charging customers to travel on

their system, and the decisions about how to price travel can have major implications

in terms of trip volumes, travel frequency, and rider equity.

Given the ridership and operational implications of transit fares, the changes to

travel behavior due to COVID, and the increased societal recognition of equity’s

importance, traditional notions of an effective fare policy for transit systems are

important to reevaluate. Fare policy is one lever agencies should explore both as an

opportunity to encourage transit use for trip making and to ensure that the benefits of

transit use are well aligned with its costs, ensuring that fare policy and fare products

are not only rider friendly, but also equitable and efficient.

1.2 Research Questions

This thesis explores the components of an effective fare policy as they apply in our

post-COVID world. It is an attempt to tie together different strands of analysis to

arrive at a holistic understanding of how to determine an equitable, effective fare

policy; how such a policy provides benefits to riders; and how such a policy affects

agency fare revenues.

To investigate these questions, specific aspects of fare policy, fare products, and

fare equity are explored using transit data from US public transportation agencies

serving two major urban areas: Washington, DC and Chicago, Illinois. The analyses

conducted in these cities can be distilled into the following four questions:

1. How are the costs and benefits of transit experienced across differ-
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ent rider segments? Transit users are not a monolith; the riding public is

composed of thousands of individuals with different incomes and backgrounds

seeking travel options that meet different requirements. Similarly, the cost for

using transit is not uniform across cities or even within agencies. There may be

an average cost per trip, but that masks the distributional impacts felt across

various customer segments. To move towards an equitable fare policy, an un-

derstanding of how different rider groups bear different costs for transit travel

is necessary.

2. What aspects of existing fare structures improve overall equity, and

what aspects detract from system equity? This question is closely tied to

the preceding question. Local agencies determine the rules that govern how the

cost of a given trip is determined. Fare determination can be as complex or as

simple as the agency prefers. However, understanding differing travel behaviors

when selecting a fare structure can have the effect of either improving or harming

rider equity.

3. What fare product design could meet new and shifting travel pat-

terns? It is clear that travel patterns have changed over the COVID-19 pan-

demic, with fewer work commutes each week and a less singular division between

weekday and weekend transit use. The relative utilities of fare products, and

in particular fixed period transit passes designed and priced for pre-COVID

commuting, have seen a corresponding change. This opens the door for consid-

eration of new fare product designs that complement current travel patterns.

4. What role can improved cross-agency fare integration play in increas-

ing regionwide transit use, and does it benefit all cooperating agen-

cies? Many metro areas have multiple providers of public transportation, some

offering different and/or complementary modes. In some cases, these agencies
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have not integrated their fare offerings making it difficult for a single traveler

to utilize multiple providers during a single trip. This presents an opportunity

to exploit the benefits of closer collaboration. Riders and operators both stand

to benefit from a more integrated environment through lower travel costs and

increased boardings, respectively.

While each of these questions is important to understand, final decisions about

fare policy are ultimately proposed by high-level decision makers at each transit

agency and approved by the agency’s governing board. However, by exploring each

of the questions listed in the context of a single transit agency, planners and analysts

can make informed recommendations to guide fare policy in ways that complements

agency priorities.

1.3 Analytical Approach

The research questions considered by this thesis are explored through a series of

analyses conducted for the transit in systems Washington, DC and Chicago, IL using

data provided through the major agency in each.

1.3.1 Data Sources

The analyses contained in this thesis are built primarily from Automated Fare Col-

lection (‘AFC’) databases compiled at each agency. The available AFC data at both

the CTA and WMATA provide extensive information on trip start location, mode

choice, fare product used, cost to ride, whether the transaction is the start of a new

journey or a transfer, and unique, anonymized customer identifiers that can be used

to link travel at the customer level. The exact parameters of the data used to address

each research question will be explained in detail in the relevant chapter.
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AFC data from Chicago also contains fare information for Metra (commuter rail)

and Pace (suburban bus) systems, as the same vendor, Ventra, is used across all three

agencies. Riders are able to buy fare products for all three systems from multiple sales

channels, but the smartphone app maintained by Ventra has become more popular

over time and, particularly with respect to commuter rail, is responsible for a large

number of fare transactions. Transactions on Pace and Metra record fewer AFC

variables for retention in the database, although time of use and cost information are

recorded for all transactions.

WMATA has additional detailed information on rail riders; given the nature of

its distance-based fares each rider must tap into and out of the rail system resulting

in a recorded destination station alongside the origin. This AFC data is the basis

of WMATA’s Trace model, which provides inferred origin, destination, and transfer

information for trips taken on the WMATA network.

Beyond AFC records, additional data sources were used to supplement and sup-

port aspects of the analyses. Two particularly important sources for this thesis include

AFC card registration records, some of which contain important rider demographic

information, and local travel surveys conducted around the analysis periods. These

additional sources have been integrated with AFC data in order to accurately un-

derstand questions of fare policy, as well as to complement the AFC sources where

integral information was unavailable from AFC sources.

1.3.2 Methodologies

Different analytical methods are used to evaluate individual aspects of post-COVID

fare policy in each case study presented. Detailed descriptions of each methodological

approach are provided at the start of each chapter to frame the analysis that follows.

A brief overview of each approach is as follows:

• Fare equity and rider fare burdens are evaluated in the context of Washing-
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ton, DC. The findings rest on a new approach to synthesizing rider demographic

information and AFC travel records. Existing fare equity is then contextualized

against a suite of realistic, revenue neutral fare structures.

• Post-COVID fare product utility and novel fare product design are

considered in Chicago. Travel frequency changes before and after the onset of

COVID-19 are considered at the level of individual CTA users, and the utility of

existing fare products are probed to illustrate the magnitude of COVID’s impact

on fare product choice. Multiple designs for pass products governed by more

flexible regulations (‘flex-passes’) are developed and evaluated against existing

offerings to estimate potential rider benefits. Simultaneously, the fare revenue

impacts under estimated product switching are considered for all hypothetical

products.

• Single-day fare capping is analyzed as another novel fare product for the

CTA. Single-ride pay-per-use fares have long been the dominant fare choice for

CTA users. Potential opportunities to use a single-day fare cap to induce discre-

tionary travel by pay-per-use travelers are explored with a focus on maintaining

the primacy of longer-duration pass products. The fare implications of such

an implementation and the riders most likely to benefit are determined, both

geospatially and by current fare group.

• Opportunities to boost ridership through regional fare integration

are investigated in the Chicago area, particularly between two transit providers

that historically have had limited fare integration: the commuter rail system

operated by Metra and the mass transit services provided by the CTA. Given

a new multi-operator fare product introduced in the summer of 2022, alongside

major pricing changes for monthly commuter rail passes, post-COVID price

elasticities are estimated. These elasticities are then leveraged to inform the
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potential travel gains from expanding the number of multi-operator products

offered.

1.4 Thesis Organization

This thesis is organized around four case studies conducted in Washington, DC and

Chicago, IL. This chapter details the background and genesis of this research, as well

as elaborating on its application.

Chapter 2 is a brief overview of the agencies involved in this research, their re-

spective fare policy and fare structures, and additional background useful to consider

this thesis.

Chapter 3 is a synthesis of the existing body of research on fare policy, fare equity,

and the data sources used to investigate both.

Chapter 4 analyzes questions of fare equity and approaches to developing an eq-

uitable fare structure across rider segments.

Chapter 5 considers the impacts of COVID-19 induced travel pattern changes on

fare product choice and design.

Chapter 6 analyzes potential costs and benefits of a single-day fare cap on the

CTA system, as well as considers multiple cap thresholds.

Chapter 7 explores the untapped benefits to agencies and riders when fare inte-

gration is increased between transit agencies in the same region.

Chapter 8 synthesizes the findings across each case study into a set of principles

and findings regarding fare policy in the post-COVID era. It summarizes the analyses

completed here and suggests future work.
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Chapter 2

Case Study Background

2.1 Chicago Transit Authority

2.1.1 Agency Overview

The Chicago Transit Authority (‘CTA’) is a public agency that provides bus and

rapid rail service in Chicago, Illinois and nearby suburbs. It is one of the highest-

ridership transit agencies in the United States, with a pre-pandemic average daily

ridership of 1.5 million weekday boardings in 2019 [2]. Average weekday ridership

stands at 874,000 in October 2022 [3]. Bus boardings comprised 55% of all CTA trips

during that period. The CTA operates hundreds of bus routes and eight rail rapid

transit lines. The CTA’s rail rapid transit system is known as the ‘L’ and is designed

in a radial pattern with all lines serving the downtown business core known as “The

Loop”. The rail network can be seen in Figure 2-1 [4].

Funding is allocated by the Regional Transportation Authority (‘RTA’), which

oversees the CTA and two additional public transportation providers in the Greater

Chicago metropolitan area. Those two additional public transportation providers

are Metra, which provides commuter rail service into Chicago via eleven rail lines

serving the surrounding suburbs, and Pace Suburban Bus, which provides suburban
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Figure 2-1: CTA Rail System Map

bus service and paratransit service across Greater Chicago.

The farebox recovery ratio for the CTA is governed by Illinois state law that

stipulates a minimum of 50% of agency operating expenses must be covered by fare

revenues [5]. This requirement applies to Pace and Metra, as well. Nevertheless, in

2019 the farebox recovery ratio for the CTA was 40.7% [4]. This was further eroded by

pandemic ridership changes, with a farebox recovery ratio of only 18.3% for the third

quarter of 2022 [6]. This value represents an increase from mid-pandemic farebox

recovery levels for the same month in 2021.

2.1.2 Fare Policy at the CTA

The CTA offers many payment options, although its AFC system is the predominant

choice among transit riders in Chicago. The AFC payment system is branded as

Ventra; account-based smart cards and a smartphone app are both available to tap
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into the system. Open-loop payment technology is in place, giving the option to

pay for individual trips by tapping a personal bank card on any fare validator. For

unbanked individuals, or those that are unable to utilize the Ventra smartphone app,

ticket vending machines (‘TVMs’) can be found throughout the system and there

is a network of retailers acting as a sales channel. Additionally, cash payments can

be made onboard buses. Ventra is also used at Metra and Pace for AFC payments.

The CTA offers many pass options for different numbers of days alongside traditional

pay-per-use travel. Single-ride fares are dependent on the mode utilized, with full-fare

bus trips priced at $2.25 and rail trips at $2.50. Pass prices were reduced first as a

temporary price reduction to attract riders back to transit in May 2021, but these

promotional prices were made permanent in November 2021, with additional pass

price reductions instituted at the same time.

Additional fare product improvements and pricing changes have continued to occur

over time. Prior to July 2022, Metra riders that wanted to travel on the CTA in

conjunction with commuter rail were able to purchase the “Link-Up” pass, which

provided CTA travel only on weekdays during the morning and evening peak hours.

This product cost $55, but was superseded by the “Regional Connect Pass” which

was introduced in July 2022 and cost $30 for unlimited CTA travel regardless of day

or time. The CTA and Pace previously offered a small number of pass products that

were usable on both systems, each of which required a slight premium as compared to

the CTA only versions. However, in December 2022 it was announced that all CTA

passes would become jointly valid on CTA and Pace at the single, lower price point.

A selection of CTA fare products and their prices as of January 2023 can be seen in

Table 2.1.
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Fares Full Reduced Student
Rail 2.50 1.25 0.75
Bus 2.25 1.10 0.75

Unlimited ride passes
1-Day CTA 5.00 n/a n/a
3-Day CTA 5.00 n/a n/a
7-Day CTA 5.00 n/a n/a
7-Day CTA + Pace 5.00 n/a n/a
30-Day CTA + Pace 5.00 n/a n/a

Table 2.1: CTA Fare Prices, January 2023

2.2 Washington Metropolitan Area Transit

Authority

2.2.1 Agency Overview

The Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (‘WMATA’) is a public trans-

portation agency headquartered in Washington, DC that provides rail rapid transit

(branded ‘Metrorail’), fixed-route bus (‘Metrobus’), and paratransit service (‘MetroAc-

cess’) across the Washington, DC area. In August 2022 average weekday ridership on

the system was 500,000, with 52% of boardings occurring on Metrobus and 48% on

Metrorail [7]. In August of 2019, before the COVID-19 pandemic, average weekday

ridership on the system was 946,000 with 36% of boardings occurring on Metrobus

and 64% occurring on Metrorail [8]. While WMATA does not have a legally set target

for farebox recovery, the recovery ratio in the pre-pandemic period was 33% in 2019

[9].

WMATA is under the joint jurisdiction of Virginia, Maryland, and Washington,

DC. It is governed by a board composed of directors appointed by one of the three

governments. There are other small local transit providers in the region that primar-

ily provide bus service (e.g., DASH, DC Circulator, and others) as well as commuter

rail systems operated by Virginia (Virginia Railway Express, or ‘VRE’) and Mary-
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land (Maryland Area Rail Commuter, or ‘MARC’). WMATA’s Metrorail network is

composed of six lines providing service to Washington, DC and surrounding counties

in Maryland and Virginia. The rail network is considered by some a hybrid sub-

way/commuter rail system given the length of its rail lines. See Figure 2-2 for a

visual representation of the network [10].

Figure 2-2: WMATA Rail System Map

2.2.2 Fare Policy at WMATA

At WMATA, the fare structures for bus and rail trips differ. Local Metrobus travel

is charged a flat $2.00 fare for full-price riders. On Metrorail, the cost of a single trip

varies based on the distance traveled, the time the trip is taken, the day of the week,

and until recently, whether a transfer to bus was needed as part of the same journey.

Reduced fares are also available to riders based on age and disability status.

Metrobus riders are able to pay their fares using either the WMATA smart card

payment system, called SmarTrip, or cash upon boarding. Metrorail requires a tap-in

and tap-out on each trip using SmarTrip. As a SmarTrip card is used to enter and exit

each Metrorail station, AFC data provides information on the origin and destination
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Table 2.2: Metrorail Fare Inputs

a Peak ($) Off-Peak ($)
Minimum fare 2.250 2.000
(first 3 miles)
Per-mile rate 1 0.326 0.244

(miles 3-6)
Per-mile rate 2 0.288 0.216

(miles 6+)
Maximum fare 6.000 3.850

aEffective July 2017 on Weekdays; as of 27 June 2022 weeknight travel after 9:30 pm is charged
a flat fare

station for each trip on Metrorail, and whether that trip is linked to bus travel on

the same journey. As there are no alternative fare media on Metrorail, utilizing AFC

data captures all paying rail riders.

At the time of writing, Metrorail’s fare structure is distance-based on weekdays

before 9:30 pm with flat $2.00 fares after 9:30 pm and on weekends. During weekdays,

fares are further differentiated by time of travel, with higher prices in the peak. For

both peak and off-peak travel on weekdays, the process of calculating the required

fare remains the same, but the base costs, incremental charges, and maximum fares

differ. When tapping out of the Metrorail system at the end of a trip, the distance

from the origin station is used to calculate the mileage cost, which is rounded to the

nearest $0.05. A minimum fare covers the first 3 miles of travel, beyond which a

distance-based charge is levied. The per-mile cost is charged at one level for miles

three to six; distances beyond six miles incur a lower per-mile rate until the maximum

fare is reached. Table 2.2 shows the minimum, maximum, and per-mile rates.

The distance measure used to calculate trip length for fare purposes is the mean of

the straight-line (“crow flies”) distance and the distance along Metrorail’s rail network

(“track-miles” distance) between the origin and destination stations. This mean dis-

tance is termed the “composite distance”; its use as the measure of distance influences
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fares for trips of differing directness.

Given the complexity of Metrorail cost per ride, monthly pass products offered

by WMATA do not have a uniform price; riders must choose the tier that covers

their travel distances. This has led to low adoption of Metrorail pass products at

the agency. Conversely, weekly passes conferring unlimited travel on Metrobus are

offered at a single rate. Unlimited use Metrorail passes are also offered for 1-day,

3-day, and 7-day periods, but these passes are priced using a baseline assumption of

longer distance journeys, resulting in high pass-multiples for short-distance riders.
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Chapter 3

Literature Review

3.1 Fare Structures and the Cost to Ride

While riders must pay a fee to use public transit, that cost is not uniform across

or even within transit networks. The fare is required of the traveler, but the set

of policies governing how that fare is determined are selected and approved by each

transit agency individually, which can result in wildly disparate payment schemes.

One obvious example in the context of this thesis is the contrasting approach to

fares chosen by WMATA and the CTA. For rail trips, WMATA uses a distance-based

pricing structure with peak-pricing differentiation whereas a flat fare is charged its

bus. Compare this to the CTA, which has flat fares for both bus and rail services,

but at different rates.

These examples help illustrate some of the many dimensions along which transit

fares can be determined. Many aspects of transit travel that are commonly considered

when determining the cost to can be sorted into five general categories: 1) journey

distance, 2) time of travel, 3) mode of travel, 4) rider demographics, and 5) travel path

characteristics. These categories cover the questions Walker suggests each agency

must answer when setting fares [11]. Those questions are: Should people pay more to
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travel farther? Should transfers require an extra charge? What is the role and extent

of discounts for frequent use? Should there be pricing differentiation based on system

capacity?

Previous explorations of fare policy and payment technology have identified the

functional aspects of a fare system [12], summarized by Stuntz as consisting of four

distinct elements: the fare structure, the fare level, product distribution and fare

collection, and fare validation and enforcement [13]. These elements demonstrate

how fare policy extends beyond determining the fare for a given trip. Within these

four functional areas, agencies make a variety of decisions that collectively form the

fare policy and the fare structure that customers experience.

When determining fares, it is also to remember that there is a natural and con-

stant tension between two primary goals of fare policy, each of which exists in contrast

to the other. The purpose of transit agencies is to transport people, and lower fares

encourage ridership. However, there are significant costs associated with operating

mass transit systems; the revenues collected from riders in the form of fares help pay

for the continued provision of transit services. Given this tension, although not solely

because of it, perspectives on the primary goals of fare policy differ. TransitCenter’s

2019 report A Fare Framework specifically laid out policies they find counterproduc-

tive to equitable transportation [14]. These policies are listed as:

• "Transfer fees that penalize riders because their trip happens to involve a con-

nection

• Distance-based fares that make prices difficult to discern

• Fare structures that impose higher costs per trip on riders with low incomes

than on riders with means

• Criminal penalties for fare evasion that are disproportionately applied to people

of color.”
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On the other hand, Cervero found in 1981 that adopted fare policies were inefficient

in financial terms, suggesting that fare structures could be redesigned to raise more

revenues for transit operators [15]. A particularly important cause for this financial

inefficiency, according to Cervero, is the move towards flat fare structures. Elsewhere,

Cervero [16] has noted that agency fare priorities can frequently diverge or overlap,

and he lists several potential motivations for the fare policy an agency selects, such

as a need to:

• “capture the cost of services;

• generate as much revenue as possible;

• reflect the quality or value of service to the user;

• promote equity objectives, such as helping the poor;

• encourage commuters to shift travel from the automobile to transit; and

• redress problems stemming from the underpricing of the automobile.”

While there were many changes between these two publications (e.g., land use,

residential locations, transit ridership, etc.), they illustrate the dichotomy of fare

pricing. Both of these publications are part of the broad literature on fare policy.

Cervero touches on other aspects of fare policy in the same paper, exploring not only

how fare structures impact agency revenues but also how they correspond to rider

benefits. Nevertheless, Cervero and TransitCenter take a different focus and come to

different conclusions, including whether pricing differentiation is positive (Cervero)

or negative (TransitCenter).
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3.2 Methods and Data Sources for Fares Research

In order to analyze fare policy at the level of individual riders, variables that allow

for differentiation between these transit users is imperative. The advent of Auto-

mated Fare Collection (‘AFC’) systems, and their widespread adoption, has made

such differentiation possible for a majority of transit users. Riders that travel using

limited tickets or pay cash fares do not have any unique, anonymized identifier at-

tached to their travel records making identification difficult if not impossible. The

number of such riders has decreased steadily over time, however. There have been

other advances in fare technology, including the ability to pay for transit fares with

contactless bank cards. These bank cards are also differentiable in AFC records.

Consumer preference for fare media has been explored in the past [17], but the

ability to pay by tapping a debit or credit card varies across agencies. In Chicago, the

CTA provides the ability to tap a bank card directly on a farebox or turnstile to pay

a fare, and an anonymized identifier is then assigned to that particular bank card.

However, for passes and fare products other than a one-ride fare, a Ventra account

is necessary. Such Ventra account-based transactions use a different identifier for

each transit user. Given the proportion of riders that have adopted Ventra, there

is widespread AFC data in Chicago even without rider identifiers for cash fares and

limited-use tickets. In comparison, WMATA has a closed rail system and requires

use of their SmarTrip card to enter and exit all rail stations. Metrobus fares can be

paid with cash in addition to using a SmarTrip card. However, open-loop payments

using bankcards are not accepted. There are many useful benefits to AFC-based

data records. One such opportunity of such record keeping is the ability use of AFC

data to dissect ridership in novel ways, such as by fare medium or sales channel as

demonstrated by Stuntz [13], or longitudinal analysis of pre-defined rider groups over

long periods of time as done by Chan et al. [18].

As data collection on public transportation has become commonplace and the
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systems used to collect and record that data have become standardized, additional

opportunities to leverage these sources have been developed. AFC systems record fare

transactions associated with individual travelers as identified through the payment

card used as previously described. Automatic Vehicle Location (‘AVL’) systems are

installed on transit vehicles and record vehicle location at discrete intervals. Beyond

solely tracking the ways in which individuals pay their fare, the records generated by

these systems, supplemented by additional automated data collection systems, have

been used to generate detailed datasets used by transit agencies to better understand

how the public accesses and utilizes transit. Wilson et al. demonstrated the applica-

tion of these data sources to estimate origin and destination pairs for transit users in

Chicago [19]. Gordon et al. extended on this work in the context of London, demon-

strating that AVL and AFC data could be used in conjunction to not only estimate

origin and destination matrices for transit users, but could further be used to estimate

the transfer points within a transit network along the path of each rider’s journey [20].

Gordon’s Origin-Destination-Transfer (‘ODX’) model was found to be both accurate

when compared to the ground-truth provided by survey responses as well as efficient

enough to populate transit records on a daily basis. Later work by Gordon, Kout-

sopoulos, and Wilson succeeded in scaling the results of the ODX ridership matrices

by total system ridership to accurately estimate the travel paths of riders whose travel

was not inferable either because the rider did not pay using a fare card or because

some records required for inference using the ODX model were missing [21]. Later

work on the ODX model by Sanchez-Martinez resulted in enhancements to improve

accuracy and provide efficiency gains when performing the ODX inference procedure

[22]. Taken together, these strides have dramatically increased in the ability of public

transportation providers to understand how riders actually move through the transit

networks.

There is a substantial benefit to understanding the passenger flows available using
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the ODX model as opposed to traditional metrics such as, say, only knowing the

average vehicle load at specific nodes in the transit network. Potential applications

to agency planning is clear – understanding where people start, end, and transfer helps

direct the appropriate resources throughout the network. Vanderwaart et al. used

the availability of ODX data for MBTA travelers to demonstrate a new approach to

evaluating design of bus networks and transit service planning [23]. The applications

of this model are not restricted to service planning, however. Understanding the

travel paths of transit users augments traditional AFC data and allows insight on

the exact impacts of fare policy decisions given rider travel patterns. Accordingly,

the case studies in this thesis will utilize travel information from the ODX model to

explore fare equity at the level of individual riders, who can be aggregated into various

rider segments to understand how fares impact different rider groups as desired.

After identifying rider travel and capturing fare payments, the extensive data

available through AFC systems can be used to model customer sensitivity to fare

changes. Transit agencies have a history of using the economic concept of elasticity to

anticipate travel volume changes in response to fare policy. Such elasticity measures

can be used to estimate rider responses to any pricing changes undertaken by the

agency. The economic concept of price elasticity is well-suited for these kinds of

analysis and has been adapted and fully incorporated into the field of transportation.

The Demand for Public Transport: A Practical Guide, provides a detailed review of

the historical transit fare elasticity landscape including elasticity differences by travel

mode, by region, and by urban population [24]. This guide also details different

methodologies used to calculate transit fare elasticities, and highlights where elasticity

studies have differentiated based on rider and travel characteristics. For instance,

estimated elasticities have been found to differ based on the original fare level, with a

proportional price change having larger impacts if the original price was already set

at a high level. Elasticity studies have also found that the magnitude of the change
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can impact results, with larger changes returning higher estimated elasticities. And,

finally, the guidebook highlights that studies are not in agreement on whether transit

fare elasticities are symmetrical regardless of the direction of price change; some

studies find that the elasticity is greater for a price increase than a price decrease,

while others found the elasticities were the same regardless.

A second overview of transit elasticity studies by Litman argues that frequently

used elasticity estimates originate from studies that are now many decades old and

were first conducted when incomes and transportation options were very different,

resulting in underestimates when applied in today’s context [25]. This paper further

argues that the studies used to generate widely accepted transit elasticity estimates

predominately estimated short-run and medium-run impacts, whereas long-term elas-

ticities tend to be greater and are potentially more applicable when considering tran-

sit’s potential to support long-term societal restructuring. Litman reconsiders anal-

yses of transit fares and ultimately suggests an overall transit elasticity range of -0.2

to -0.5 in the short term and -0.6 to -0.9 in the long term.

Regarding differences between short-run and long-run elasticity estimates, Schmiek

finds that the temporal difference between these two periods is small, with 90% of

adjustment to long-run equilibrium taking place within 1.5 to 3 years [26]. Chen et

al. explores how service, gasoline prices, and fare levels impacts transit ridership and

estimate cross-elasticities [27]. The authors find the short-run fare elasticity to be

-0.4 and in the long-term -0.8. The extensive research that has been done on tran-

sit fare elasticities generally support fare elasticity being less than unit elastic, with

long-term elasticities increasing from short-term counterparts.
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3.3 Fare Products and Sales Channels

Within a transit system, the cost to travel can be affected by the selection of products

offered. When people hear “transit fare” they often think of the cost to take a single

trip on a system. However, fare payment for each individual trip taken is not the only

way to access many transit systems. Additional fare products are commonly offered,

although the variety of products, alongside their costs, are determined by individual

transit agencies. Some common fare products include the pay-per-use single-ride

ticket, calendar-based pass products available for a flat rate to all customers (e.g.,

1-day passes, monthly passes, etc.), and discounted fare offerings for certain rider

classes (e.g., students, senior citizens, etc.).

Common pass products offer potential benefits and drawbacks to both the transit

rider and the local agency. The rider generally must first predict how many times

they will ride transit over the period of the pass offering, second determine if they

believe will travel enough to make passes a beneficial purchase, and then finally pay

the full price of the product upfront. After purchasing a pass, the marginal cost

of each transit trip reaches $0, which economics tells us should encourage increased

use. The drawbacks to pass purchases are the inherent uncertainty of future travel

expectations and the often high upfront cost for a pass. The uncertainty of transit

travel has only increased for most individuals following the COVID-19 pandemic, and

some agencies have responded by lowering pass prices while other agencies have not.

Focusing on the power of passes to spur ridership, it is key to realize that lowering

the marginal cost of each transit trip to zero reduces the price “salience”. Salience

is the prominence of a cost to a consumer and plays a significant role in purchas-

ing decisions. Behavioral and economic research has consistently shown that the

more aware individuals are of a cost, the more that cost impacts demand. Rosenfeld

demonstrated this finding clearly in the arena of car commuting, where Boston-area

employers switched from monthly to daily parking passes, requiring staff to choose to
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pay each day they chose to drive resulted in a clear decrease in parking demand [28].

This finding has been replicated elsewhere, and there is no economic reason the same

findings cannot be extended to transit fare products. In fact, given the low marginal

costs provided by pass products, and the importance of price salience to consumers,

Stuntz demonstrated the opportunities that exist for transit agencies to increase rid-

ership levels without large corresponding decreases in fare revenues by transitioning

customers away from pay-per-use travel and onto pass products [13]. Current levels of

post-pandemic transit use offer an opportunity to exploit these findings. The amount

of transit service that agencies continue to provide has resulted in excess capacity

that can be used to absorb additional ridership without an immediate need to in-

crease service levels. This would allow higher ridership at the same operating cost,

which can help support arguments for continued transit funding from local, regional,

and national sources.

The impacts of fare products and fare offerings on ridership, and not solely fare

levels, is an important consideration. Changes in fare levels can be analyzed using

elasticities as previously described and can be used to reliably measure changes in

travel volumes at all levels, from the individual to the entire riding public. Some

studies have explored a variety of options for fare pricing differentiation that smart

card technology made feasible [29]. While such differentiation is possible, not every

transit agency has chosen to implement extensive pricing differentiation. Further,

the impacts of fare policy on non-riders must also be considered. It is possible these

riders have different sensitivity to transit prices than individuals already on transit.

One study out of Australia analyzed a fare restructuring in Southeast Queensland

that simplified the zonal system, lowered fares, and added usage incentives [30]. This

study found this restructuring spurred much more travel among existing users, but

brought new users onto the transit network at lesser levels.

Similarly, the fare product offerings themselves, and the way those offerings in-
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teract with each other, can be equally powerful in affecting transit use. For example,

Allentown, PA changed their fare structure in 1987 by raising the price of single-ride

pay-per-use fares from $0.50 to $0.75 while offering pre-paid tickets valid for ten tran-

sit trips at a cost of $5.00 [31]. This equates to $0.50 per trip, equal to the previous

single-ride fare. Six months after this pricing change, the local transit agency saw

increases in farebox revenues and ridership, with 67% of trips utilizing the pre-paid

10-trip ticket.

Another avenue for lowering the cost of transit use is available to employees

through the transit tax benefit created by the US federal government. Through

this program, companies can offer employees tax-advantaged transportation benefits

although participation is not required. These tax-advantaged benefits can be fully

paid for by an employer, they can be fully paid for by the employee through a pre-tax

payroll deduction, or they can be partially paid for by the employer with employee

pre-tax payroll deductions covering the remainder [32]. This program can substan-

tially reduce the effective cost of transit products, reducing prices by the level of an

individual’s income tax burden. The monthly limit for pre-tax deductions has in-

creased over time to reflect changes in transit fares. It is not only transit users that

benefit from such programs, however; transit agencies are receiving the full fare due

from users enrolled in such programs. Riders experience a lower effective fare, which

incentivizes increased transit travel which in turn leads to higher agency revenues,

which agencies collect at the full posted price, which is higher than that experienced

by the riders involved in these programs. Transit benefits programs are a win-win

for riders and agencies. They are an even bigger win when employers choose to cover

transit expenses as a benefit for employees. Enrollment in this program are only

available through an employer, however, and employers are not required by the US

federal government to offer transit benefits. In fact, a relatively recent study found

that only 7% of US employees have access to transit benefits with only 2% using
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them [33], which seems even smaller when one considers the population that is not

in the workforce. Usage of these programs is not uniform across agencies, with some

regions seeing higher employer engagement than others. All of this conveys the need

to increase the number of organizations and individuals enrolled in these programs.

The potential for significant increases in transit ridership and transit revenues has so

far been underexploited, and deserves significant attention.

Research has supported these assumptions. As one would anticipate, the avail-

ability of commute benefits has been found to increase transit usage in a variety of

studies. A 2005 Transportation Research Board report on commuter benefits found

across survey data that most employers introducing transit benefits see an uptick of

at least 10% in transit use [34]. The impacts differed, with low-transit-usage areas

seeing relatively larger gains in new ridership while a few regions saw most of the

benefits flow to existing transit users [34]. In 2014, TransitCenter published a report

that studied the attitudes and behaviors of national transit users; the report found

that individuals offered pre-tax commute benefits have a much higher probability of

regular transit use, being five times as likely to be regular riders [35]. A 2017 study

focused on 22,000 commuters in the New York-New Jersey metro area included in-

dividuals with differing benefits and concluded that employer transit-pass and bike

benefit programs increased travel share for those modes. This program can have not

only a large impact on transit cost, but also transit use. It is important to remember

that it is only available through participating employers, restricting its reach to the

wider spectrum of ridership.

However, two issues arise from the focusing on pass products to increase transit.

The first issue with utilizing traditional pass products to boost ridership in a post-

COVID environment is that rider travel patterns have changed. Historically passes

were designed and priced to attract commuters. For a given pass price and single-

trip cost there is a corresponding point at which the cost of the pass breaks even
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with the cost of paying for each trip. This number is called the pass “multiple”, and

changes in either the cost of the pass or the cost of a single trip can impact the

usefulness of a pass product to a given rider. In the post-COVID environment, many

individuals are commuting less due to hybrid work schedules or fully-remote work.

Correspondingly, a pass multiple that previously would have been seen as reasonable

may be substantially too high for many former pass users.

The second issue is a longstanding concern with the equity of collecting payment

upfront to confer lower per-trip costs. Low-income riders who are dependent on

public transportation have less ability to pay large upfront sums in order to access

the most beneficial fare pass products, as demonstrated by Agrawal et al. [36]. To

accommodate these riders, researchers have made many proposals, one of the most

common being some way of dividing large lump-sum payments into smaller payments

made more frequently to even the burden across income levels. One implementation

of this approach is fare capping, wherein a rider pays for each trip until they have

paid fares equivalent to the price of a pass. The equity impacts are obvious, but it

contradicts a goal of spurring ridership by reducing the marginal cost of each trip

to $0. In practice, the marginal cost remains the full cost of a trip until the pass

multiple is achieved, at which point additional trips finally incur no further costs.

3.4 Fare Equity

Equity in transportation is a key consideration for every transit system, and its im-

portance has become clearer in recent years. Drops in transit ridership during the

pandemic were not evenly distributed across socioeconomic groups. Hu and Chen

found that low-income riders, riders of color, and riders without a college degree con-

tinued riding transit at higher frequencies than their counterparts [37]. A survey by

the Transit app [38] and a study by Liu et al. [39] came to very similar conclusions,
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both finding that early in the COVID-19 pandemic essential workers, females, riders

of color, and low-income individuals were continuing to ride transit at higher rates.

The importance of essential workers is a key ingredient in all of these findings, as

another study corroborated the findings that disadvantaged communities remained

more reliant on mass transit, but also found that adjusting for the number of es-

sential workers in each neighborhood controlled for these findings [40]. Brough et

al. analyzed transit use data in King County, Washington, where Seattle is located,

and found the largest travel decreases were among those with higher educational at-

tainment and higher-incomes [41]. The travel volume discrepancies that developed

during COVID remained stable as all groups began traveling more as things began

once again reopening, suggesting it may be an ongoing feature.

The legally defined measure of equity for public transportation networks rests

on the application of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Through this act,

each agency is required to formally analyze how any major change to any of transit

infrastructure, transit service, or transit fares will affect the population, and to ensure

that there will be no disparate impacts on demographic groups defined by race and

income when compared to the rest of the population [42]. It is important to note that

Title VI analyses only measures changes in equity; it has no requirements regarding

the existing equity. Compelling suggestions on how to remedy this shortcoming and

expand the analysis to current system equity are discussed throughout the existing

research literature [43].

While there is only a single legal requirement regarding equity, there are numerous

definitions of equity across the literature. An important aspect of the wide-ranging

definitions is that application or different definitions can lead to conflicting findings

and contradictory suggestions for improvement. Equity has been defined as procedu-

ral, considering who is represented in the policy and planning process; distributional,

comparing how costs and benefits are borne by different populations; structural, where
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accountability for decision-making is institutionalized and long-term historical, cul-

tural, and institutional dynamics are recognized as they related to privileged and

disadvantaged groups; and transgenerational, concerned with long-term implications

of policy decisions as they affect future generations [44]. Taylor further utilizes mar-

ket equity, opportunity equity, and outcome equity as primary considerations [45].

Market equity occurs when the services provided are proportional to the revenues

collected; opportunity equity considers whether a uniform level of investment is made

in all areas; and outcome equity is achieved when access, mobility, or transit service

are equal for all users. Observing all of the ways equity is designated, it is clear that

application of disparate definitions will often result in contradictory findings.

These contradictory definitions in the literature have real-world analogs that can

be observed in discussions around agency funding decisions. Consider the boards

governing the CTA and WMATA. These boards approve budgetary decisions, and

they are composed of members representing different levels of government in each

agency’s service area. WMATA’s board is composed of eight voting directors, with an

even number of directors appointed by Maryland, Virginia, the District of Columbia,

and the US federal government. The CTA board is composed of seven members,

with four appointed by the mayor of Chicago and three appointed by the governor

of Illinois. In both instances, the governments that provide funding also appoint

members to set agency policy. However, transit service levels are not provided and

funding is not generated in perfect proportion to board representation. This can, and

has, resulted in differences of opinion regarding whether those providing funding are

reaping the benefits of transit to the proper extent. Such tension is symbolic of the

many differing conceptions of equity defined by TransitCenter [44] and Taylor [45].

Moving beyond defining what is meant by equity, the existing literature also con-

siders the unit of measurement used for analysis. How should individuals and groups

be aggregated, and to what purpose, are key questions for interpreting findings re-
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garding equity. Three units of scale are established by Taylor: individual equity is

evaluated at the person-level; group equity compares segments individuals clustered

by similar characteristics; and geographic equity is focused on measurement across

locales [45].

Although many definitions of equity exist, to operationalize one for analysis ne-

cessitate that a unit of scale and evaluation criteria must be selected. Regarding scale

of analysis, fare equity studies are most commonly at the group-level to allow com-

parison across defined rider segments. Selection of a measurement criteria has been

less uniform. Cervero has identified diverse criteria that could be used to measure

the equity of a fare structure [15]. Nuworsoo et al. adapts and operationalizes these

criteria as the “benefit criterion”, which holds that fares should be proportional to the

benefit the rider receives; the “cost criterion”, which holds that a trip’s fare should

be proportional to the cost of providing that trip; and the “ability to pay criterion”,

which holds that fares should be proportional to the rider’s wealth [46].

The choice of how to define and quantify the benefits of transit leads to divergent

results when applying the benefit criterion. For example, one can define the benefit as

a “trip”, in which case flat fares are judged equitable, or as the travel distance, which

requires uniform per-mile rates to be considered equitable. Methodologies used to

assess fare equity according to the benefits criterion have used metrics including fare

paid per mile [47], the average transit fare [48], and changes in both the average fare

and the number of trips taken [46].

There have been a number of studies that assess the equity of either existing fare

structures or hypothetical fare structures to understand the interaction of agency

ridership, agency fare policies, and the corresponding fare equity. Brown developed

six potential fare structures for LA Metro and estimated corresponding fares per

mile using survey responses from the 2012 California Household Travel Survey [47].

Nuworsoo et al. used on-board rider surveys to estimate the equity and ridership
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impacts of five fare structures that were being considered by AC Transit in Oakland,

CA [46]. Using the 2012 Utah Household Travel Survey, Farber et al. created a model

to understand the joint decisions to travel by transit and the daily distance traveled by

transit [48]. The purpose of the developed model was to determine whether a switch

to distance-based fares would improve rider equity for the Salt Lake region. For an

international example, Rubensson et al. analyzed flat, zonal, and distance-based fare

options within Stockholm, Sweden using census data [49].

There is no consistent finding across these studies regarding whether flat or distance-

based fares are better for equity. Instead, they all illustrate the importance of the

local geographies to understand fare equity for a given agency. It is also important

to note the types of comparisons made are not consistent across existing studies.

For instance, Brown has developed alternate fare structures for comparison but did

not discuss the overall fare revenue differences across hypotheticals. Contrast this

to Nuworsoo who is comparing possibilities proposed by AC Transit and specifically

evaluating revenue impacts, among other aspects.

A separate approach to a more comprehensive understanding of fare equity was

undertaken by El-Geneidy et al. in which travel costs inclusive of travel time and

transit fare were compiled to understand social equity [50]. The authors considered

total travel costs to be the combination of required travel time and monetary costs.

These total travel costs were evaluated against the accessibility of jobs for different

rider segments. This study is interesting but is focused on accessibility for rider groups

as opposed to actual travel patterns exhibited by demographic groups. Further, its

focus on jobs does not consider transit use for non-work trip making. Although the

importance of transit fares is integral to this work, it is ultimately an extension of

the accessibility literature more so than a review of fare equity specifically.

Within this thesis, I focus on group-level analysis of fare equity as it applies to

transit agency networks. Within the services areas of both WMATA and the CTA,
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group-level analysis sometimes overlaps with geographic analysis given the distribu-

tion of demographic groups. Further, this thesis conceives of fare equity as being

rider-centric; it therefore focuses on the distributional impacts of transit, considering

how its benefits and costs are borne by rider segments. The benefits of transit in

terms of fare equity are defined as the fare per linked trip, which is closest in line

to how riders experience transit fares. Transit is used to access amenities, not as an

opportunity to travel a given distance.
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Chapter 4

Analyzing Fare Equity

4.1 Introduction

Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority, as described in Chapter 2, uses

a distance-based fare with peak-pricing differentiation for its Metrorail service. The

Metrorail system is uncommon among US subway systems in that it utilizes both trip

characteristics to determine the cost of a trip. However, it is unclear if this pricing

regime results in unequal cost burdens for subpopulations of the Metrorail ridership.

When evaluating the distributional effects of a given fare policy, and the fare

structure features driving those effects, transit agencies regularly face a dearth of rider

demographic information and a challenge in connecting trip characteristics to rider

characteristics. Traditional survey-based analysis can provide detailed demographic

information for transit users, but the sample sizes are often relatively small. In this

chapter a case study is presented that amalgamates multiple data sources containing

rider-reported demographic information and detailed AFC-based travel records1. This

method is applied to Metrorail to understand the equity outcomes of its existing fare
1While this chapter develops and applies a methodology to understand fare equity using ridership

data from the years preceding COVID-19, the findings are reaffirmed with updated post-COVID
ridership data as described in Appendix A The appendix explores two approaches to updating
the pre-COVID travel data used in this chapter, with consistent findings between both of those
approaches and these pre-COVID findings as explained more fully in Appendix A.
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structure.

Fare equity is considered here through comparisons of the fare burdens felt by

ridership segments as defined by race and income characteristics. To fully contextu-

alize the impact of the chosen fare structure on equity outcomes, a suite of alternate

fare structures are developed. The fares under each alternate structure are calculated

to be revenue neutral assuming constant ridership, although this constraint is later

relaxed to capture realistic rider responses to fare changes. The two key elements of

current Metrorail fares are the distance-based structure and peak pricing differentia-

tion; the alternate fare structures are correspondingly designed to explore these two

aspects, and how different implementations would impact the fare burden felt by rider

groups. Comparison between race- and income-based rider segments help illustrate

how residential locations, travel patterns, and fare structure mediate the equity of

the fare system as experienced by historically disadvantaged riders.

4.2 Research Goals

The case study provided in this chapter provides clarity on the equity of WMATA’s

existing Metrorail fare structure. It seeks to determine the fare burden felt by low-

income riders and riders of color, and then to contrast those results against higher-

income and white counterparts. Through this process, the case study determines a

set of travel characteristics that can be employed by the fare structure to improve

equitable outcomes low-income riders and non-white riders.

The question of distance-based fares in the Washington, D.C. region is especially

important given the complexity of WMATA rail fares. Though this question has

received substantial attention in the popular press and transit advocacy community

[51, 52, 53], it has not enjoyed equivalent scholarly attention. In considering alter-

native fare scenarios, agency staff have defended the economic logic and fairness of
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the rail fare structure, and raised potential Title VI equity concerns should distance-

based fares be replaced with a flat fare in a revenue-neutral fashion [54]. Such an

assertion can be scrutinized more completely in light of the analysis undertake in this

case study.

The argument that flat fares raise a Title VI equity concern rests on a combination

of two travel behavior assumptions: that low-income Washingtonians disproportion-

ately take shorter trips and that they disproportionately travel off-peak. However, it

is important to empirically test these assumptions, especially in light of changing de-

mographic patterns. Demographic trends, including in the Washington, D.C. region,

show that suburban areas are becoming less wealthy, less white, and less-educated

relative to the metropolitan area as a whole [55], substantiating what Ehrenhalt

terms the “great inversion” [56] or what Renn terms “the new donut” [57]: the idea

that the revitalization and gentrification of sections of the urban core and the sub-

urbanization of poverty create a “donut” of poverty with a wealthy outer ring and a

wealthy “donut hole” in the city center. The suburbanization of poverty results in

the increased concentration of lower-income populations in more auto-centric areas,

thereby obstructing their travel and reducing their access [58]. These demographic

trends and their adverse effects point to the need for progressive policies, including a

reevaluation of fare structures.

4.3 Methodology

4.3.1 Equity Metrics

To assess fare equity, the measurement criteria must be established. A set of equity

metrics are necessary to indicate how fare burden is currently felt across Metrorail

users. Further, selecting the proper equity metrics allows comparisons across existing

and alternate fare structures. Such comparisons can be used to identify aspects of a
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fare structure that provide benefits to disadvantaged rider groups, or fare structures

to avoid. The case study in this chapter is driven by a focus on understanding the way

costs are felt by riders. Three distinct equity metrics based on the rider experience

have been selected to guide the understanding of fare equity:

1 Fare per linked trip captures the direct monetary costs of traveling on the

system.

2 Fare differential across rider groups compares the average fares paid by dif-

ferent rider segments.

3 Trip volume changes account for the expected changes in travel by riders

given a new fare level for their trips. Increases or decreases in travel volume are

indicative of rider benefits, as trips not taken on transit due to the fare burden

are a form of inequity that are not captured without a comparison to some

baseline level of travel, which in this chapter is set as the current Metrorail fare

structure.

4.3.2 Metrorail Travel with Known Rider Demographics

As discussed in Chapter 3, many previous analyses exploring the equity of fare struc-

tures have generally either used surveys or spatial distribution of demographics as

the dataset for analysis. Survey-based analyses utilize actual transit trips reported

by riders, often through travel diaries. Spatially-based analysis often rely on general

geographic distributions of demographic groups; one common source of this informa-

tion is census data.

In the analysis presented here, however, the focus is placed on actual trips taken

by representative riders with known demographic information. This necessitates first

identifying riders for whom demographic information is known with a high level of

confidence, and second determining the trips taken by those riders on the Metrorail
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system. To compose a large, representative sample of transit users and their Metrorail

travel, disparate data sources were collated to leverage the complementary aspects

provided by each. These data sources include traditional household travel surveys

and WMATA fare card data. Traditional travel surveys provide a good source of

demographic information on respondents, but sample sizes are often small, especially

when there is a need to focus on subpopulations of interest or distinct rider segments.

On the other hand, fare card data provides detailed travel information that can be

used to create a very large sample, but that sample is often lacking in important

demographic details. This case study uses a method to jointly synthesize and use the

information available from both travel survey and fare card data, ensuring comparable

data.

Our first source of demographic information is the Metropolitan Washington

Council of Governments (MWCOG) Regional Travel Survey (RTS) [59]. RTS reports

detailed travel and demographic information, including race and income, from a large

sample of over 16,000 Washington-area households. Each household was assigned a

single weekday between October 2017 and December 2018. On that day, information

on all journeys and travel modes was gathered for each respondent. When report-

ing a Metrorail trip, respondents provided the origin and destination rail stations.

From this detailed trip-level travel information, a framework of logical rules based on

stated origin station, destination station, travel mode sequence, and time of journey

was used to match a representative trip from WMATA’s implementation of ODX

(referred to internally as ’Trace’) to each RTS response record.

Our second source of demographic information is WMATA’s internal SmarTrip

card registration records. Riders are able to use the optional registration process

to ensure transit value can be recovered from lost or stolen cards or to access tax-

advantaged transit benefits. Of the SmarTrip cards that have been registered with

WMATA, there is a subset for which the registrant has provided demographic in-
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formation including race and income. This subset of just under 4,000 registrants,

anonymized so that only race, income, a unique customer identifier, and hashed iden-

tifiers for each SmarTrip card are available, provides another avenue to link Metrorail

trips in ODX with stated income and race. Many of the Metrorail customers in this

registered, labeled subset of cards had registered multiple SmarTrip cards. For this

reason, it was necessary to set an upper limit on the number of registered cards a

user could have and still be included. The maximum number of cards registered by

a single user was 886, as an extreme example. The upper limit set was 7 SmarTrip

cards, which captured 3,271 unique SmarCard users.

To evaluate fare equity for riders based on race and income characteristics, the

parameters for each group were established. Riders in this analysis are classified by

race and ethnicity as either white or as a person of color. The latter group, also

referred to as "riders of color", includes people of non-white race or of Hispanic eth-

nicity. Passengers are additionally classified by household income as earning above

or below the livable wage. The livable wage is defined using the Living Wage Calcu-

lator for Washington, D.C., at the beginning of the RTS data period in October 2017

[60]. This calculator adjusts for regional variation in costs and spending. The income

thresholds used for classification in these two data sources are not uniform. The

RTS breaks income groups at $25,000 and $35,000; WMATA’s registered SmarTrip

card database has an income break at $30,000. Given these differences, riders whose

household income is below the dataset threshold nearest the living wage of $32,686

are designated as "low-income". That corresponds to RTS respondents making less

than $35,000 and registered SmarTrip users with incomes under $30,000.

Given the subset of registered SmarTrip cards with labeled demographics, the

RTS travel diary process was mimicked to create a synthetic RTS dataset, ensuring a

direct comparison with the collected travel diary responses. The synthetic RTS data

was generated by randomly assigning each registered, labeled SmarTrip customer
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a single weekday during the RTS period. Once assigned, WMATA’s ODX travel

records database was queried for all journeys by each customer on their specified

travel day. These travel records became “Synthetic RTS” entries available to be used

in conjunction with RTS travel responses matched to ODX travel records.

Figure 4-1: Schematic of Compiled Metrorail Trips Data

After matching travel records representative of the RTS travel records, and creat-

ing synthetic RTS data, the information was combined into a final dataset of Metro-

rail trips that contain the necessary travel and demographic identifiers. The resulting

combined dataset is representative of systemwide Metrorail travel. It comprises 6,174

unique riders taking 12,129 Metrorail trips. 2,916 of these riders were identified using

RTS responses and 3,258 were identified using registered SmarTrip cards. Similarly,

5,486 of the Metrorail trips are from RTS data; the remaining 6,643 come from reg-

istered SmarTrip cards. All 91 active Metrorail stations were represented as a trip

origin and a trip destination. Within the dataset, there are 1,973 unique station pairs,

representing 48.2% of potential rail station origin-destination combinations. However,

origin-destination pairs do not experience equal travel volumes; correspondingly, the

1,973 station pairs captured in the sample data are responsible for 86.5% of trips

taken on the Metrorail system during the RTS period.
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To ensure that the sample of travel data is representative of all Metrorail riders,

iterative proportional fitting (‘IPF’) was employed to calculate appropriate weights

for each individual Metrorail trip within this dataset. The initially compiled dataset

underrepresented riders below the livable wage and overrepresented the number of

trips taken during the peak periods. To make sure travel was accurately represented

along all dimensions relevant to this analysis weights were calculated to control for

income, race, and peak travel. Each of these characteristics of travel is a necessary

dimension given the focus on fare equity and a rail system with peak-pricing.

To utilize iterative proportional fitting, a three-dimensional matrix (2x2x2) was

seeded with each dimension corresponding to one of the defined controls. The val-

ues in each cell were taken directly from the compiled Metrorail travel sample. The

marginals for each of the controls were taken from contemporaneous Metrorail data

covering all travelers. The proportion of riders by race and by income were set using

the 2016 WMATA Metrorail Rider Survey. The ratio of peak to off-peak rail travel

was set using total SmarTrip records on weekdays during the RTS period. IPF was

then used until the values converged to the ground-truth values for ridership by race,

income, and peak period. Upon convergence, the resulting weights were used to trans-

form the travel sample such that all demographics precisely match contemporaneous

Metrorail ridership in an unbiased way. Applying the calculated weights to each trip

record resulted in a weighted travel sample which both matches Metrorail ridership

demographics and covers the majority of all Metrorail travel in spatial terms as de-

tailed above. The weights calculated for trips based on these three dimensions can

be seen in Table 4.1.

4.3.3 Developing Alternate Fare Structures

Given a set of rider travel patterns and a formula for fares, one can easily calculate

average fares across rider segments. However, that alone does not provide a complete
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Riders of Color White Riders
Below
Livable
Wage

Above
Livable
Wage

Below
Livable
Wage

Above
Livable
Wage

Peak travel 3.796 1.276 2.065 0.694

Off-peak travel 4.391 1.476 2.388 0.803

Table 4.1: Calculated Weights by Metrorail Trip Dimensions

understanding of whether a fare structure is performing equitably; there is a need

for other potential fare regimes against which the performance of the current fare

structure can be compared. To fulfill this need it was necessary to create realistic fare

structures and estimate equity metrics under each.

Alternate fare scenarios were developed through consideration of previous fare

policies, review of formal and informal fare proposals, attention to prior WMATA

board discussions, and conversations with WMATA staff. To ensure direct, unbiased

comparisons between fare scenarios, fare levels within each fare scenario were first

calculated to be revenue neutral, assuming unchanged ridership. Once fare rates

were determined for each scenario the assumption of constant ridership was relaxed

in order to estimate rider response.

Alternate fare scenarios were developed to consider of a diversity of realistic struc-

tures. The constructed scenarios vary the fare impacts ascribed to a Metrorail trip’s

distance, time of travel, and specific journey characteristics in order to isolate the

importance of each. Altogether, these variations provide clarity on how the interplay

between trips and fare structures combine to affect fare equity outcomes. Alternate

fares were grouped into five scenarios, each comprising fare implementations that

share a high-level organizing principle. A summary of each structure can be seen in

Figure 4.2.
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Fare
structure

Type Distance basis Peak
surcharge

Core
surcharge

1a Distance-based Composite miles X
1b Distance-based Composite miles
1c Distance-based Composite miles X X
1d Distance-based Composite miles X
2a Distance-based Crow-flies miles X
2b Distance-based Track miles X
3a Zonal Zonal difference X
3b Zonal Zonal difference
3c Zonal Zonal boundary crossings X
3d Zonal Zonal boundary crossings
4a Flat-fare – X
4b Flat-fare –

Table 4.2: Summary of Alternate Fare Structures Analyzed

Revenue Neutral Alternate Fares

To determine the per-mile costs under all scenarios given differing measures of dis-

tance, trip-level data from WMATA’s Trace model for October 2019 was used. The

data comprises weekday Metrorail fares and origin-destination stations for individual

trips taken by riders paying full fare rates. For scenarios that maintain peak-pricing

differentiation, per-mile costs were estimated independently for peak and off-peak

periods.

The process of calculating revenue-neutral fare rates for all hypothetical scenar-

ios began from the principle that the same portion of riders should be paying the

minimum and maximum fare in both peak and off-peak hours. The percentage of

Metrorail trips paying a minimum fare under the current structure was calculated for

both peak and off-peak periods. Under network and straight-line distance measures,

the distance at which the same portion of riders would fall into the minimum fare

bucket was determined (which will be lower for straight-distance fares and higher for

track-based distance fares); this distance was then rounded to the nearest half-mile

and deemed the point at which per-mile charges would commence. While distance-
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based fares allow for arbitrary cutoffs, WMATA’s fare principles call for legibility

and simplicity. The distance at which the maximum fare is reached was similarly

calculated such that the same proportion of riders would be charged the maximum

fare, although no adjustments were made to this distance. The revenues that would

be generated by trips paying the minimum or maximum cost, for which riders essen-

tially pay a flat fare, were summed. The resulting sum was subtracted from total fare

revenues actually generated by Metrorail, and the remaining difference composes the

actual fare revenues not yet recovered by the given alternate structure.

The next step was to partition all trips between the minimum-fare and maximum-

fare distances into the set of “per-mile” trips. The miles traveled by these per-mile

trips were aggregated. Each per-mile trip pays a fare made up of two components: 1)

the minimum fare and 2) the additional per-mile charge. The minimum-fare compo-

nent of each per-mile trip was subtracted from the remaining revenues to be covered

by mid-distance trips, leaving only the fare revenues to be apportioned on a per-mile

basis.

To reflect Metrorail’s existing fare structure, one per-mile fare cost was calculated

for the first few miles traveled beyond the minimum-fare distance and a second per-

mile cost for all miles beyond. Under Metrorail’s existing system, the higher per-

mile charge applies to rail distances from 3 miles to 6 miles; the same principle has

been applied here. The higher per-mile charge applies up to the point at which a

traveler has ridden twice as far as the distance covered by the minimum fare, and

the lower charge applies for all miles thereafter until the maximum fare is reached.

In Metrorail’s system the second, lower per-mile cost is 88% of the higher per-mile

cost; this ratio is very similar in the peak, the off-peak, and at previous WMATA fare

levels. Given this consistency, the same ratio between per-mile costs is applied here.

Figure 4-2 is a visual representation of the calculations described above. The x-

axis displays each individual trip taken on Metrorail, not the distance of trips. It is
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essentially an index where trips have been ordered from shortest to longest. The y-axis

is the distance-based fare for each Metrorail trip. Region 1 represents fare revenue

from riders who only pay the minimum fare, regardless of miles traveled. Region 2

represents the fare revenue generated by passengers who reach the maximum fare cost.

Region 3 is the minimum-fare component of trips that are charged based on distance.

Region 4 is the remaining fare revenue to be recovered on a per-mile basis from the

total distance traveled by trips charged between the minimum and maximum fares.

Figure 4-2: Visual Representation of Revenue Neutral Calculations

Scenario 0 - Previous WMATA Fare Structure

This scenario is a previous WMATA structure, which was replaced by the current

fare structure in September 2021. Passengers transferring from bus to rail or rail

to bus paid the full fare for both systems, minus a $0.50 discount. That transfer

penalty was permanently eliminated in 2021, meaning that passengers now pay the

rail fare and enjoy a free transfer to or from Metrobus, equivalent to a $2 discount.

The net effect was to reduce the cost of a multi-modal trip by $1.50. This structure is
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contemporaneous to the sample of travel data, which comprises data collected prior

to 2021. Under this fare scenario, multimodal trips have the transfer penalty of $1.50

intact but otherwise match the current fare structure.

Scenarios 1 - Variations on the Composite Distance-Based Structure

The current Metrorail fare structure, as previously described in the background sec-

tion, is the baseline scenario and referred to as scenario 1a.

Fare structure 1b diverges from the existing structure in that there is no peak-

pricing differentiation. The off-peak minimum fare ($2.00) becomes the minimum fare

for all Metrorail trips. The maximum fare is set at $5.50; this is nearer the current

peak maximum fare ($6.00) than the off-peak maximum fare ($3.85), although it is

between the two. The first per-mile charge, for miles 3 to 6, and the second per-mile

charge, for distances further than 6 miles, are calculated to be $0.312 and $0.275,

respectively.

Fare structure 1c mimics the current fare structure, but incorporates a small

surcharge of $0.30 for all trips entering into, terminating at, or traversing the system

core during the peak periods. The core is defined as the section of the Metrorail

network comprising stations that experience maximum passenger loads along each rail

line. To offset this core surcharge, the minimum peak fare is reduced to $2.00. This

matches the off-peak minimum, resulting in a single minimum fare. The maximum

fare in the peak is adjusted down by $0.25 to $5.75. The distance-based costs are

unchanged from the existing structure.

Fare structure 1d utilizes existing peak and off-peak differentiation, but with a

single, consolidated fare per-mile for all Metrorail journeys beyond 3 miles. The

existing peak per-mile charge for distances between 3 and 6 miles is applied to all

distance-based charges. The per-mile charge for all off-peak trips is recalculated to be

$0.110 given the additional revenue generated during the peak. There are no changes
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to the minimum or maximum fares.

Scenarios 2 - Per-mile Structures with Alternate Measures of Distance

The current WMATA Metrorail fare structure uses a composite measure of distance to

determine fare, calculated as the average of two components: the crow-flies distance

between the Metrorail stations at which a trip begins and ends and the miles traveled

along the WMATA rail network between those stations. See Figure 4-3 for a visual

explanation of these different measures. The two structures considered in this scenario

each use a single component of composite distance as the distance basis. They retain

the current minimum and maximum fares in both the peak and off-peak periods.

Figure 4-3: Circuity Schematic

Fare structure 2a uses the crow-flies distance between origin and destination rail

stations to calculate the distance-based fees. The minimum fare covers the first 2.5

miles traveled, a higher per-mile rate ($0.348 peak / $0.254 off-peak) covers travel
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between 2.5 and 5 miles, and a lower per-mile rate ($0.307 peak/ $0.224 off-peak) is

charged beyond 5 miles until the maximum fare is reached. Such a structure would

remove any additional fare burden currently incurred for traveling between stations

not directly linked.

Fare structure 2b considers track miles traveled on the Metrorail network between

origin and destination as the distance basis. The track-miles distance is assumed

to be the shortest path along the rail network, regardless of how close the stations

are geographically. The minimum fare covers the first 3.5 miles of travel, a higher

per-mile rate ($0.285 peak / $0.205 off-peak) is charged for travel between 3.5 and

7 miles, and a lower per-mile rate ($0.251 peak / $0.180) is charged beyond 7 miles

until the maximum fare is reached.

Scenarios 3 - Zonal Fare Structures

Zonal fares would retain some benefits of a distance-based fare system while sim-

plifying the calculation of station-to-station fares compared to the current system.

However, such systems can have unexpected consequences, as expensive zonal bound-

aries make short inter-zone trips costlier than longer intra-zone trips.

Zonal systems can charge passengers based on two fare bases: the absolute differ-

ence in the zone numbers of the origin and destination station (“zonal difference fare

basis”) or the number of zonal boundaries crossed in the course of travel (“bound-

ary crossings fare basis”). The former would discount longer suburb-to-suburb trips

relative to trips between the system core and the suburbs, while the latter charges

passengers proportionally to the total length of their trip.

In collaboration with WMATA staff, a zonal map was developed for the Metro-

rail system that includes five zones. We determined zonal boundaries algorithmically

based on the track distance of each station to the center of the Metrorail system. The

center of the system was designated as the 0.3 mile segment between Metro Center
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and Gallery Place-Chinatown stations. These two stations are centrally situated in

Washington, DC and together serve all Metrorail lines. The distance from a given

station to the center of the system is then defined as that station’s track distance to

the closer of the two stations. The track distance cutoffs defining the zonal bound-

aries were first determined using the Jenks natural breaks classification method, then

heuristically adjusted to achieve specific desirable characteristics, such as restrict-

ing Zone 1 to a smaller region of the District of Columbia and ensuring that each

non-terminus station is adjacent to at least one station within the same zone.

Figure 4-4: WMATA Stations by Scenario 3 Zone

Given the zonal map, as shown in Figure 4-4, and the two fare bases described,

four zonal structures were developed: a zonal fare structure with zonal difference fare

basis and peak pricing (3a); a zonal fare structure with zonal difference fare basis and

no peak pricing (3b); a zonal fare structure with a boundary crossings fare basis and

peak pricing (3c); and a zonal fare structure with a boundary crossings fare basis and

no peak pricing (3d).

Under scenario 3a and 3b, passengers pay on the zonal difference fare basis, mean-
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ing a passenger who crosses 8 zonal boundaries and ends up in the same zone pays

the minimum fare. Under 3a, with peak pricing, fares are designed to closely mirror

the current fare system, ranging from $2.00 to $4.00 in the off-peak periods and $2.25

to $6.00 in peak periods. Under 3b, with no peak fare differentiation, the fares range

from $2.25 to $5.05 in even $0.70 increments.

Scenarios 3c and 3d utilize a boundary crossings basis. Fares are composed of

the minimum fare, one charge that increments for each boundary crossed up to four

crossings, and then a discounted charge that increments for all remaining boundary

crossings. The result is that long suburb-to-suburb trips traversing the network core

are costlier than the longest suburb-to-core trip. Scenario 3c has the same minimum

fares in the peak and off-peak periods as the current system, but has a slightly higher

maximum fare in both periods due to small additional charges for travel crossing

more than four zonal boundaries ($6.05 peak / $4.40 off-peak). Scenario 3d follows

the same logic as scenario 3c, but with no peak pricing differentiation, resulting in

fares that range from $2.00 to $5.80.

Scenarios 4 - Flat Fare Structures

Lastly, two flat fare structures are evaluated that remove the distance-based compo-

nent of Metrorail’s fare structure. One scenario includes continued price differentia-

tion between the peak and off-peak periods (4a) and the other charges a single fare

for all trips regardless of distance and time of journey (4b).

To calculate the revenue neutral flat-fare equivalent with peak pricing (4a), all

fare revenues collected during peak transit hours were spread evenly across all of the

journeys taken during peak hours. Likewise, all fare revenues generated in the off-

peak were divided among all off-peak trips. This resulted in flat fares of $3.45 in the

peak and $2.70 in the off-peak.

Finally, the revenue neutral flat fare is determined such that all fare revenues gen-
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erated by the existing distance-based structure were spread evenly across all Metrorail

trips taken (4b). The calculated flat fare in this scenario is $3.20.

4.3.4 Estimating Equity Metrics Under Alternate Fare

Structures

With an extensive dataset of Metrorail trips, including detailed information on trans-

fers, time of travel, travel path along the WMATA network, and multiple measures of

trip distance, the fare due under each of the developed alternate fare structures can

be calculated for each individual trip. Further, since each trip record includes rider

demographics, the aggregate and distributional impact can be estimated for different

subpopulations of Metrorail riders.

The average fare by group under each alternate fare structure is not the only

measure of fare equity, however. Changes in the number of trips are an important

component of fare equity, and a key layer to understand alternate fare scenarios. The

ability of riders to travel on Metrorail is not captured solely by measures of average

fare; an unobservable aspect of fare equity is the number of trips not taken because

the cost is prohibitive. Riders are sensitive to price changes; higher costs will result

in less travel. But to gauge the extent of rider responses, and to capture differences

across rider segments, it is useful to integrate measures of price sensitivity. Here,

the price elasticity for transit fares is used as the measure of price sensitivity. Price

elasticity is calculated as the percentage change in demand for a given percentage

change in price. In regards transit fares, the fare elasticity is the percentage change

in transit journeys given a change in the cost of each trip. The more sensitive a rider

is to price changes, the more responsive their travel behavior will be, and the higher

the corresponding fare elasticity.

Given that the alternate fare structures were developed to be revenue neutral

in aggregate while holding ridership constant, the cost of individual rail trips cor-
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respondingly fluctuates with some becoming more expensive and others less so. To

capture rider responses to fare changes, elasticity estimates were applied to each trip

based on journey and rider characteristics. The source of the elasticity estimates is

a study conducted specifically for the Metrorail system by The National Center for

Smart Growth at the University of Maryland [61, 62] to develop granular elasticity

estimates that are differentiated by journey and rider characteristics. Given the trip

and demographic information collated in the trips dataset, the most elastic option

for a given trip based on the rider’s race, income, access to transit benefits, and the

number of bus-rail transfers on a given journey was selected.

After assigning fare elasticities, the detailed characteristics of each trip in the

dataset were used to calculate the fares due under each fare structure. Although

the price of trips between origin and destination pairs change in divergent ways,

not all pairs are equally traveled. To determine system-wide travel volume changes,

elasticities were applied to calculate trip changes for each station pair and aggregated

across all station pairs and travel periods. Figure 4-5 shows the directional change in

price for each trip in the weighted trips dataset. The x-axis groups trips into crow-

flies distance-based buckets, the y-axis indicates how many Metrorail trips of that

distance occurred, and the coloring indicates how prices would change under each

fare structure. All fare structures except scenario 1a, the current fare structure, are

displayed. The current fare structure is the baseline, and there would be no change

in cost for any trip when compared to itself.

As Figure 4-5 shows, the number of trips affected varies widely based on what

aspects of travel are used to determine price. Further, the selection of a fare structure

framework can cause the changes to be spread across many trip distances (scenario

1c), or result in benefits and costs accruing more narrowly to trips based solely on

the distance (scenarios 3) or time of travel (scenario 1b).
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Figure 4-5: Fare Changes by Trip Distance under Alternate Structures

4.4 Findings

4.4.1 Travel Behaviors by Rider Segment

Table 4.3 displays summary statistics for trips grouped by both race and income.

While the rider groups of interest to this case study are defined by race and income

separately, this table provides useful background when exploring rider segments. The

average travel distance (in crow-flies miles) and the ratio of peak travel both influence

fares under the current system. So does the directness of each trip, included in

the table as travel circuity. This metric captures the indirectness of trips taken on

Metrorail are, defined as the ratio of Metrorail track distance to crow-flies distance. A

value of 1 indicates that the distance along the rail network is a direct line matching

the crow-flies distance; as the circuity measure increases, so too does the detour

required to navigate from origin to destination using Metrorail.

As shown in Table 4.3, slightly under half of the trips in the weighted dataset were

taken by riders of color. When considering income, low-income riders take just under

14% of Metrorail trips. Most low-income riders are people of color but all low-income
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riders, regardless of race, are more likely to travel during off-peak periods.

Considering average trip distance and circuity, low-income riders take both the

shortest trips as well as the least direct trips. Delving further, low-income riders of

color take by far the most circuitous trips in the dataset. Riders of color with incomes

above the livable wage take both the longest trips, and much more direct trips as

compared to their low-income counterparts. Among white riders, those making above

the livable wage take both longer and more direct trips, but the discrepancy is not as

large.

People of Color White

Weighted
Metrics

All riders
Below
Livable
Wage

Above
Livable
Wage

Below
Livable
Wage

Above
Livable
Wage

Trips 12,129 1,218 4,544 456 5,911
Pct. of total 10.0% 37.5% 3.8% 48.7%

Average
distance

6.05 5.56 6.52 5.51 5.83

(Crow-flies miles)

Travel circuity 1.29 1.46 1.30 1.33 1.27
(Track miles / crow-flies miles)

Trips by period
Peak 70.4% 54.6% 74.5% 63.4% 71.1%
Off-peak 29.6% 45.4% 25.5% 36.6% 28.9%

Average
fare ($)

3.28 3.08 3.44 3.12 3.20

Table 4.3: Combined Trips Dataset Summary Statistics

4.4.2 Fare Equity Findings Across Race

This section walks through the three measures of equity where riders are segmented

based on race. Each chart shown also contains scenario 1a, the current Metrorail

structure, as the baseline for comparisons. Figure 4-6 shows the equity benefits
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WMATA realized by removing the transfer fee in September 2021. The average fare

per journey went down, but it went down much more for riders of color as a higher

proportion of their trips involve a transfer between rail and bus. The decrease in av-

erage fares from removing the transfer fee almost halved the fare differential between

riders of color and white riders. It generated increased travel by all rider groups, with

more total trips and a higher proportional increase in Metrorail use for riders of color.

However, the results still leave riders of color paying roughly 5% more for each trip

under the current structure when compared with white riders.

Figure 4-6: Scenarios 0 by Race

Fare structures maintaining the current composite distance basis result in var-

ied average fares, but the prices across segments fluctuate together leaving the price

differential unchanged. The only of these scenarios expected to result in a notice-

able change in trips is Scenario 1b, which removes peak pricing. The majority of

trips, regardless of race and income, occur in the peak period; accordingly, without

peak pricing the majority of trips would become cheaper. However, it is important

to remember that the converse also occurs; trips in the off-peak, which low-income
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travelers take at higher frequencies, are saddled with higher fares.

Figure 4-7: Scenarios 1 by Race

Altering the distance basis used to calculate fares results in minimal changes to

fare levels and trips taken, but a switch to crow-flies distance as the fare basis provides

a slight positive benefit to riders of color. This is intuitive, as these riders have the

highest travel circuity, which is penalized by the current composite distance fare basis.

Looking at track miles, which comprises the other portion of the composite distance,

the results indicate little change from the current fare structure.

Zonal results differ across the chosen implementation used, with zonal difference

bases (3a, 3b) equalizing average fares across race. On the other hand, zonal bound-

ary crossings structures (3c, 3d) have no impact on fare differential across groups.

Overall, the impact of all zonal structures is to depress the number of rail trips,

with white riders expected to decrease travel proportionally more in three of the four

implementations.

Flat fares equalize the fare per trip, but lead to an expected drop in trips for

all rider groups. This is intuitive; to reach a revenue neutral fare, assuming constant
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Figure 4-8: Scenarios 2 by Race

Figure 4-9: Scenarios 3 by Race

ridership, the calculated flat fare must be higher than the current fare for many short-

distance trips, whereas longer trips see a price reduction. Given the distribution of

trip lengths, there are many short trips negatively impacted by this change with long
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trips benefitting from subsidized travel. When considering riders based on race, this

results in more lost trips by white riders as they take trips that are shorter on average,

meaning a higher proportion of trips by white riders would become more expensive.

Figure 4-10: Scenarios 4 by Race

4.4.3 Fare Equity Findings Across Income

This section walks through the three measures of equity where riders are segmented

based on income. As in the previous section, each chart shown contains scenario 1a,

the current Metrorail structure, as the baseline for comparisons. Figure 4-11 shows

the equity benefits WMATA realized by removing the transfer fee in September 2021.

The average fare per journey went down, and it went down much more for low-income

riders who make many more transfers between the rail and bus systems. It generated

increased travel by all rider groups, with more total trips and a higher proportional

increase in Metrorail use for low-income riders. This results in the current system

where low-income riders pay 6% less per trip for each Metrorail journey than their

peers making more than the livable wage. It also unlocked many more trips within
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the WMATA network, as indicated by the expected increase in trips when moving

from scenario 0 to scenario 1a.

Figure 4-11: Scenarios 0 by Income

Variations on the current composite-distance fare basis show less consistency

across structures than when race was used to group riders. First, removal of peak pric-

ing (1b) would reduce prices for all travelers, but is most beneficial to higher-income

riders who travel more in the peak and accordingly experience a larger drop in average

fare. On the other hand, structure 1d contemplates a single, consolidated per-mile

rate coupled with a decreased off-peak per-mile charge. For low-income riders, this is

estimated to reduce average fare and boost low-income trips with negligible impacts

to higher-income travelers. Finally, a core surcharge (1c) provides slight benefits to

low-income riders.

When altering the distance basis used to determine fare, a crow-flies basis (2a)

benefits low-income riders, as they take the most indirect trips. This is true for

both white riders and riders of color, as low-income riders of each group have more

circuitous travel than their higher-income counterparts. Although the results of a
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Figure 4-12: Scenarios 1 by Income

switch to a crow-flies miles basis is a net benefit to riders across incomes, the largest

benefits accrue to riders below the livable wage. The average price per journey drops,

resulting in a larger fare differential compared to higher-income riders, and rail travel

volumes increase. In comparison, track miles as a basis (2b) has almost no impact on

the fare differential between groups, but it spurs additional travel almost solely for

higher-income travelers who take more direct trips on the Metrorail system.

The equity impact of a zonal fare system, when considering rider income, varies

based on its implementation. A zonal difference system with peak pricing (3a) pro-

vides a slight benefit to low-income riders, but at the expense of a systemwide decrease

in trips. Every other zonal implementation performs worse in terms of equity. Re-

moving peak pricing from the zonal difference structure (3b) increases the fare differ-

ential between groups, but this is achieved through reduced travel for both segments.

Boundary-crossings implementations (3c, 3d) have much larger negative impacts on

low-income riders, who would experience higher costs and fewer trips given their in-

direct travel patterns, which are penalized more heavily when fares are based on the
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Figure 4-13: Scenarios 2 by Income

number of zones crossed.

Figure 4-14: Scenarios 3 by Income

Flat fares (4a, 4b) result in the largest expected decrease in travel. As when
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riders were segmented by race, all groups reduce Metrorail travel. It is low-income

riders would pay higher prices and reduce travel to a larger extent than higher-income

travelers. A fully flat fare without peak pricing (4b) results in a proportional drop in

trip volumes for low-income riders that is over twice as large as observed for riders

making above the livable wage.

Figure 4-15: Scenarios 4 by Income

4.4.4 Discussion

An interesting result from this analysis concerns the differing fare scenario impacts on

rider segments when defined by race and income. These two groups are equally impor-

tant when considering equity, but differing travel behaviors can result in contrasting

recommendations. One clear example can be observed in the disparate impacts of

flat fares (scenarios 4); within the Washington, D.C. area this would result in riders

of color no longer paying higher per-trip fares, but low-income riders would face the

burden of the largest fare increases. Further, a revenue neutral flat fare is expected to

decrease travel for all groups, but it is expected to reduce trips taken by white riders
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to a greater extent than riders of color, and separately reduce trips by low-income

riders more than riders earning above the livable wage. While flat fares may by some

measures benefit riders of color, they would simultaneously disadvantage low-income

riders.

Other investigated fare structures confirm that equity impacts do not always vary

in concert across race and income. Consider the four potential zonal fare structures

explored: estimates show that when segmenting riders by race there is, at worst, no

change in the fare differential and, at best, an equalization of average fares between

riders of color and white riders. When evaluating the same zonal implementations

based on rider income, however, the impacts range from a reduction in average low-

income fares and a decrease in higher income travel (3a) all the way to fare increases

and travel decreases almost solely for low-income riders (3d).

Although there are differing impacts on fare equity when considering race and

income, there are nevertheless attributes that show similar impacts across fare sce-

narios. A clear result from this analysis is that peak pricing provides a net benefit

to low-income riders without disadvantaging riders of color. When comparing white

riders and riders of color, fare implementations with and without peak pricing result

in the same fare differential between groups regardless of fare basis. This holds across

all scenarios evaluated. On the other hand, across the very same structure types any

removal of peak pricing negatively impacts low-income travelers.

Penalizing indirect travel further reduces fare equity. This is most plainly eval-

uated by altering the distance measure used as a basis for fares (scenarios 1a, 2a,

2b). Whether considering race or income, utilizing crow-flies distance to calculate

fare results in more advantageous outcomes for both rider segments. Just as impor-

tantly, travel data shows that riders that are both low-income and people of color are

substantially more impacted by these penalties than riders belong to any other race

and income combination. Switching to a crow-flies basis would provide major benefits
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to riders belonging to the intersection of the two equity groups considered. Riders

belonging to both equity groups are the most disadvantaged by the current measure

of distance. Regarding the other considered distance basis, using track miles along

the WMATA network provides a slight advantage to white riders and those earning

above the livable wage. Switching the current structure to a crow-flies distance basis

would not only better align travel cost with the benefits received, but advantages

both low-income riders and riders of color.

Similarly, when comparing zonal fare structures, implementing a zonal fare struc-

ture based on the difference between origin and destination zones provides the most

benefit to low-income and riders of color. Basing the zonal fare on the number of

zonal boundaries crossed, even with a lowered incremental cost for each additional

crossing after the first four, results in worse outcomes for low-income riders and rid-

ers of color. Riders pay to travel from origin to destination, as quickly and safely

as possible; charging them for taking circuitous trips penalizes them monetarily for

something beyond their control, after already requiring more time to travel an indirect

route.

The results highlight an additional opportunity to reduce fare complexity, increase

fare legibility, and simultaneously provide a benefit to low-income Metrorail users;

consolidation of per-mile rates. Charging a single per-mile rate for all distances

between the minimum and maximum fare, and combining this change with a single,

lowered off-peak per-mile rate subsidized by increased peak revenues would provide

a benefit to low-income riders with minimal impact on peak travelers.

The policy tradeoffs considered in this case study illuminate which elements of

travel, when incorporated into fare policy, can enhance equity in the Washington, DC

metro area. The results report weighted average fares and aggregated trip volumes

under each fare scenario after identifying traveler demographics using a methodology

that can be applied to additional transit networks. However, the exact elements
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of fare structures that improve or decrease fare equity are context-dependent and

sensitive to such factors as the specific demographic residential choice, development

patterns, gentrification, and travel patterns.
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Chapter 5

Fare Product Design and Pricing

5.1 Introduction

Travel of all stripes saw a dramatic reorganization over the course of the COVID-19

pandemic; mass transit systems felt these changes acutely. The pandemic caused

major reductions in all travel, some forms of which has rebounded more quickly and

some which has not. Public transit falls into the latter category. Commute trips have

historically been the backbone of most public transport systems in the US, with a

2017 report from the American Public Transportation Association finding that 50%

of transit users regularly traveled on their system 5 days a week. Across all travel,

49% of transit trips were for a work commute [63]. To summarize, in the years leading

up to the pandemic, commuting was the primary purpose for just as much transit

travel as all other trip purposes combined. Stay-at-home orders affected all travel,

but ongoing remote work and hybrid in-office schedules continue to result in lower

volumes of transit use on a given workday. This represents a large chunk of trips for

which demand remains missing.

Beyond the impact on aggregate transit ridership levels, changes in commute

patterns have scrambled the calculus on how calendar-based pass products should
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be designed and priced. The last pre-COVID fare changes for the CTA went into

effect in January 2018. At that time, single-ride fares for bus and rail were $2.25

and $2.50, respectively, and up to the present those rates have not changed. The

prices for all pass options effective in 2018 remained unchanged until promotional

discounts were offered on 1-day, 3-day, and 7-day passes during the summer of 2021.

These discounts were permanently adopted in November 2021 alongside a decrease

in the cost of the 30-day pass [4]. Table 5.1 below shows pass prices before COVID,

current pass prices, and the pass multiple for rail in both periods. The pass “multiple”

represents the rider’s breakeven point between pay-per-use fares and a pass product.

It is calculated as the number of pay-per-use trips required to reach the pass price.

Figure 5-1 shows the daily cost of the pass offerings.

Pre-COVID Pass Current Pass
Fare Product Cost ($) Multiple Cost ($) Multiple
1-day 10 4 5 2
3-day 20 8 15 6
7-day 28 11.2 20 8
7-day (CTA + Pace) 33 13.2 25 10
30-day 105 42 75 30

Table 5.1: CTA Pass Price Changes

These price reductions were a positive attempt by the CTA to respond to the

changing utility of their pass products. The fare for a single-ride has not been changed

for either the bus or rail systems; this choice by the CTA makes pass products more

desirable when compared to pya-per-use fares. In particular, the steep per-day price

drops on shorter passes sought to induce additional ridership with minimal fare rev-

enue losses. This is most apparent when viewing the 1-day pass, now priced at 2 rail

trips, or a single round-trip.

The CTA showed that they were open to reconsidering the price of their fare

products; the next step is to reevaluate the fare products offered. The case study
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Figure 5-1: CTA Fare Product Costs per Day

presented in this chapter seeks to do just that. A method is presented to identify

the benefits of fare products to CTA ridership, and that process is used to under-

stand how relative fare product utility has changed over time given shifting travel.

New, nontraditional fare products are then designed and introduced into the process,

resulting in a fare product choice for each rider in multiple hypothetical scenarios.

This illustrates which fare products would see the most switching, in turn allowing

approximations of revenue impacts to the agency. For the rider, the ability to travel

more should result in additional trips, something transit agencies are eager to gener-

ate. This methodological process allows agencies to experiment with hypothetical fare

products and identify promising options for further study or potential pilot programs.

5.2 Research Goals

The case study presented in this chapter uses travel records from the CTA in Chicago,

IL to explore fare product designs that encourage transit use and reflect post-COVID
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travel patterns. The overall idea is explored through two distinct but intertwined

analytical steps used to evaluate two aspects of fare product design.

• First, to what extent did simply lowering the price of all CTA transit passes

in Chicago counteract any drops in their utility to transit users? Did the price

drops, in conjunction with new travel patterns, change the relative attractive-

ness of each pass offering?

• Second, what aspects of pass product design can be altered to match current

travel patterns. Passes normally confer an unlimited amount of travel for a set

number of consecutive calendar days. How do altering these two dimensions

(unlimited travel; consecutive calendar days) increase or decrease the attrac-

tiveness of a product? Are the findings consistent across potential price points?

Considering the first research question, it is intuitive to think that dropping pass

prices would boost their attractiveness and persuade some users to reconsider their

fare product choice. When looking at the pass multiples in Table 5.1 it is apparent

that the 30-day pass, which previously required 42 rail rides to reach cost parity with

pay-per-use (‘PPU’) travel, would not be attractive to very many riders post-COVID

given the large drop in commute trips. For a pre-pandemic worker reporting to the

office five days a week, the 30-day pass price would have made some economic sense.

For that same employee working a hybrid schedule post-COVID, and working on-

site in the office two days a week, that same 30-day pass would no longer make any

sense. The equivalent post-COVID pass multiple would need to be on the order of

16 trips, not 42. Further, the riders still traveling frequently enough post-COVID to

make the 30-day pass a smart purchase can plausibly be expected to overlap with

the riders least able to pay the large upfront costs of that pass. Clearly, the pass

price reductions made passes more attractive; this case study illustrates the number

of riders that stood to benefit from the reduced prices.
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Each pass product became more attractive to riders by the sheer fact that they

became less expensive, and it takes fewer pay-per-use trips for the break-even point to

be reached for all options. However, the price reductions for each pass product were

not uniform. The largest price drop occurred for the 1-day pass, which was a 50%

decrease; the smallest price drop occurred for the joint CTA/Pace 7-day pass which

saw a 24% decrease. Given price reductions of differing amounts, new pass multiples,

and less consistent travel, the relative utility of each product is likely to have changed.

In this chapter, these changes in the relative utility across fare products are appraised.

Agencies need to be able to understand if their pricing decisions might result in their

desired outcome. In the case of the 2021 pass price reductions, the CTA’s goal was

to draw riders away from pay-per-use travel and onto passes. Evaluating rider travel

patterns and varying fare products can together shed light on the efficacy of such

actions.

That is where the second research question investigated by this case study comes

squarely into play. How can existing pass products be modified to better match

post-pandemic travel? The methodology developed in this chapter is able to analyze

relative changes in the attractiveness of fare products as price points change. But

that methodology is not restricted to considering fare products already in existence;

it can just as easily be used to investigate hypothetical offerings.

To appraise novel fare products (also referred to in this thesis as “flex-passes”)

alongside existing pass and single-ride products, the parameters defining the flex-pass

must be established. Parameters could be made to include time of day restrictions

(e.g., “only valid on weekends”), rider demographic requirements (e.g., student or uni-

versity passes), or various other constraints on use. The investigation here is focused

on all riders traveling on the CTA post-COVID, so the changes for the hypothetical

fare products will occur primarily across three characteristics:

• The number of trips conferred. Current pass offerings at the CTA confer
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an unlimited number of trips for an individual rider for the duration of their

validity.

• The period of validity. Traditional fare products are valid for a set amount

of continuous time. This can be measured in hours, as with single-ride tickets

which can be used to transfer within the system for up two hours after activation,

or in days, such as the 30-day pass valid for 30 consecutive calendar days.

• The price. This can also be reframed as the discount on each trip in exchange

for an up-front payment, which in turn assumes a commitment to ride in a

customer’s mind.

This case study develops and experiments with flex-pass designs that do not re-

quire usage on consecutive calendar days, or that confer a fixed number of journeys

on the CTA system instead of unlimited travel on a fixed number of days. These

flex-passes are then analyzed individually alongside existing fare products to gauge

how many riders could benefit, and how riders should shift from the existing products

to the considered flex-pass. Repeating the process with different flex-passes at varied

price points can be used to test robustness and price points before any products are

actually introduced.

5.3 Methodology

This section develops the methodology used to investigate the relative utility of fare

product offerings from a given transit operator. The methodology set forth in this

chapter uses actual transit travel records on the CTA network gathered from agency

AFC data. In order to estimate the relative attractiveness of a particular product to

the entire population of system users, it is insightful to understand how many riders

should choose that product from the entire set of options. The use of AFC-based data
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allows determination of the preferred fare product for each rider in each time period,

demonstrating the extent to which travel behavior shifts change how useful each fare

product is to ridership at large. The fare products that are gaining and losing share

due to these changes can then be seen. Similarly, evaluating different groupings of

fare products using AFC data from a single time period can isolate the impacts of

price points and usage restrictions on the relative utility of all fare products.

5.3.1 Parameters for Inclusion in Analysis

To begin this analysis, the first step was to assemble the data for analysis. AFC

records are available at the level of individual riders for all account-based Ventra

travel. The large drop in transit ridership over the course of the pandemic provided

an obvious opportunity for product reevaluation. However, not all of the riders using

the CTA regularly before the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic have returned to

regular CTA use. The subset of riders active on the CTA leading up to COVID, and

also active when society began reopening, provide the foundation of this analysis.

These individuals were still traveling, and their travel patterns changed between the

two periods. The best corresponding fare products for these riders can be quantified

using AFC records.

Travel pattern changes over time were observed and evaluated using transit use

records from October 2019 and October 2021. October is in general well-suited for

transit data benchmarking, as it has no major holidays and is not peak season for

vacationing. The weather is neither freezing cold, as in winter, nor particularly hot,

as in summer. October can normally be considered a generic, average month and is

therefore useful for comparisons across time. October 2019 was selected as a represen-

tative month shortly before the onset of COVID-19; October 2021 was selected as a

representative post-COVID travel month. By October 2021 vaccines had been widely

available, infections levels had receded, and COVID-caused impacts on work travel
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had begun to solidify. Additionally, the CTA’s pass price reductions were largely in

effect by October 2021, allowing exploration of impacts from lowered prices on utility

to riders.

After selecting two time periods for comparison, one prior to COVID and the

other afterwards, the next step is to establish thresholds for inclusion of individual

riders. One clear requirement for inclusion is the existence of identifiable travel on the

CTA in both time periods. There may be many reasons that a Ventra account has

CTA travel records for only one of the months. Explanations could include receiving

a new Ventra card or opening a new account, a cessation in CTA use, or a switch

between limited-use and account-based fare products. Regardless of the cause, riders

only active in one of the months are excluded from the analysis. To measure shifts

in fare product choice across riders, a direct comparison dictates the same riders are

observed in each period.

Filtering all Ventra accounts down to those active on the CTA in both periods is

only the first step. The focus of this analysis are the fare products offered by the CTA,

and the changing utility of those products; for that reason, very infrequent riders can

be excluded. Riders that travel very infrequently have one clear fare product that

they should choose: pay-per-use. The analysis conducted here would not result in

insightful outcomes for these riders. For that reason, all riders included in this case

study traveled on the CTA a minimum of three calendar days in each of the two

months.

After creating a dataset of CTA travel by riders meeting the inclusion criteria,

it can be clearly observed that the frequency and quantity of CTA trips by these

riders changed between October 2019 and October 2021. Figure 5-2 shows that on

the days these riders used the CTA network, they took fewer trips. As shown, there

is an obvious jump in the number of riders taking a single journey on the CTA post-

COVID, with corresponding drops in two-, three-, and four-trip travel days. Similarly,
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Figure 5-2: Trips per Day by CTA Travelers

Figure 5-3 shows that these same riders used the CTA on fewer days per month in

2021. In 2019, the distribution of CTA travel days for these riders was bi-modal, with

many riders traveling less than five days in the month but even more riders traveling

20-25 days out of the month. By 2021, this distribution had completely shifted with

an inverse relationship between the number of travel days per month and the number

of Ventra accounts. The clear majority of riders were traveling no more than ten days

per month on the CTA.

5.3.2 Changing Fare Product Choices

During the two-year period between October 2019 and October 2021 changes clearly

occurred in the transit travel patterns of CTA users. On the whole, travelers used
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Figure 5-3: Changes in CTA Travel Frequency

the system less often and when they did use transit, they took fewer trips. The exact

same fare products were available during both time periods.

Assuming that there are riders who seek to optimize their travel costs by spending

the minimum possible amount on transit travel while still being able to complete all

of their trips, it stands to reason that there should be travelers that buy multiple

fare products to match their travel. The number of riders selectively determining a

fare product purchase, observed where mixing and matching occur, could be expected

to have increased over the course of the pandemic, as travel frequency became more

sporadic and future travel expectations became murkier. This assumption is not borne

out by AFC ridership records, however, as shown in Figure 5-4. The percentage of

riders that regularly traveled on more than one fare product type remained largely

stable from pre-COVID through the early stages of the COVID-19 pandemic. The

fare promotions introduced by the CTA for the summer of 2021 corresponded to

a slight increase in the number of users that mixed fare products, and when those

reductions were made permanent alongside price drops on additional fare products

there was another small jump in the volume of riders choosing to mix fare products.

The number of Ventra accounts using multiple fare products increased concur-

rently with fare promotions introduced by the CTA for the summer of 2021, and this
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Figure 5-4: Ventra Accounts using Multiple Fare Products

remained the case when those pricing promotions were made permanent alongside

additional pass price reductions in the fall of that year. While the number of Ventra

accounts that utilize multiple fare offerings is small, the percentage of transit trips

taken by those riders is higher. As shown in Figure 5-5, in December 2021 8% of CTA

trips were taken by a multi-product rider, although these riders made up around 5%

of all Ventra accounts. This suggests that these users were higher-frequency transit

riders taking the most advantage of the fare changes. Viewed differently, more than 9

out of 10 trips on the CTA were made by users loyal to a single fare product. For most

riders, that single fare product of choice was pay-per-use single-ride tickets. This is

unfortunate given the presumed goal of shifting riders away from pay-per-use to pass

products through fare restructuring.

The Venn Diagrams in Figure 5-6 are used to illustrate the dominance of pay-

per-use single-ride tickets as the fare product of choice both before and after the

CTA’s pass price changes. These charts use three illustrative fare products: pay-per-
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Figure 5-5: Multi-Product Accounts and Multi-Product Trips

use, the 1-day pass, and the 7-day pass. April 2021 saw some riders that used all

of these passes in combination the month before the promotional pricing, although

that segment of riders was very small. It was also comprised mainly of pass users

who occasionally rode pay-per-use. In comparison, there is a much larger cohort of

riders that only rode on pay-per-use fares. The price reductions on pass products

led to an increase in the proportion of riders that traveled on the 1-day and 7-day

passes, as well as more riders using multiple products, as shown for October 2021.

But once again, the dominant fare product choice was pay-per-use. These results

suggest that the steps taken by the CTA to make pass products more attractive were

successful. The promotional pricing introduced in spring 2021 was marketed as part
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of a post-COIVD campaign to invite riders back to transit [64]. The lower price of the

1-day, 3-day, and 7-day passes was a key component of this campaign, and the CTA

advertised it as “More Fun, Less Fare”. The higher usage of short-duration passes

suggests the CTA was moderately successful in marketing the price changes, and a

number of riders changed fare payment selections in response to these lowered prices.

Riders traveling more than twice per day should choose one-day passes as opposed

to pay-per-use, indicating there should be significantly more mixing of the payment

modes after the reductions. Nevertheless, while the data suggests that price discounts

spurred more product mixing, there are nevertheless still many riders to persuade in

the quest to encourage pass product adoption by pay-per-use travelers. Additional

marketing promotion campaigns may be justified.

Figure 5-6: Fare Product Mixing

AFC data further shows that the number of riders that had returned to the CTA

system by October 2021 varied depending on the primary fare product used before

the onset of COVID-19, as shown in Figure 5-7. 75% of Ventra account-based 7-day

pass users active in October 2019 had no identifiable transit use two years later. It

is the same story for 1-day pass and pay-per-use riders. Compare this to the 50% of
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30-day pass users who had not returned to the CTA by the same point. This seems

somewhat counterintuitive, as the literature indicates weekly pass users are more

likely to be low income and/or transit dependent, both of which are associated with

higher levels of continued transit use during the COVID-19 pandemic. One potential

explanation for this finding is that some lower-income riders may purchase limited-

use passes and paper tickets from ticket vending machines (TVMs) or other physical

sales channels that are not associated with a Ventra account. Continued travel on

physical media would not appear in the AFC data, which could cause customer churn

to appear higher among 7-day pass users. In comparison, 30-day passes are not

available through TVMs, and therefore users are more easily associated with Ventra

account identifiers. Nevertheless, there is no data that suggests 7-day pass users that

purchase tickets from TVMs and users of account-based 7-day passes are meaningfully

different in significant ways.

Regardless of pre-pandemic fare product choice, a large proportion of pass users

had switched to pay-per-use travel. Of the 7-day pass users that remained on the

system, just over half kept using the 7-day pass as their primary product in 2021.

Compare this to 30-day pass users who switched to pay-per-use by a ratio of over

two to one. For many riders, their fare product choice understandably changed as

societal travel patterns shifted. In many cases, this shift was towards pay-per-use

travel which requires the smallest upfront payment and provides the most flexibility

for riders uncertain about future travel. The 7-day pass users kept choosing their

pre-pandemic fare products at the highest rates, possibly because past research show

these riders are more likely to be transit dependent. The literature shows in many

instances the reason the 7-day pass is chosen is because it is a better deal than pay-

per-use for frequent riders, but the cost is more affordable whereas the 30-day pass

may be priced out of reach for lower-income and marginalized populations.
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Figure 5-7: Fare Product Choice by Pre-Pandemic Product Group

5.3.3 Creating a Model of Fare Product Choice

AFC records collected from Chicago indicate clear changes in the fare product de-

cisions made by riders over the course of the pandemic. This product selection was

further affected by the 2021 pass pricing changes. To isolate the effect of COVID-

induced travel pattern changes from the effect of price discounts on the different

attractiveness of offered fare products, a process was developed to mimic selection of

the combinations of fare products that would accommodate travel taken on the CTA

at the lowest cost to the rider. Proper estimation of these bundles of products relied

on a set of behavioral assumptions. The primary assumptions are rooted in economic

logic. First, CTA travel is beneficial to each rider, so at a single price point the prod-

uct that confers the most travel is strictly preferred. Second, consumers will want to

choose a combination of products that meet travel needs at the lowest possible cost.

Third, the transaction costs for all pass products are uniform, and there is no cost

to users from using multiple fare products. In practice only some riders actually do

mix-and-match from among the available fare products. To understand how offerings

match rider behaviors, as opposed to how riders choose a fare product, no aversion to

product switching was imposed in the model. The methodology developed here relies

on an additional non-economic assumption, which is that riders generally know what

their future transit travel will be. Within the context of fare product evaluation as
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developed in this case study, that is both a necessary assumption and more insightful

than alternative constructions.

One additional consideration that is not captured by this methodology is the

inherent value of flexibility. One clear benefit of traveling on single-use tickets is that

future travel does not need to be known, or even considered. Riders simply pay when

they need to ride. While this is contra the CTA goal of inducing ridership by moving

users onto pass products, it nevertheless illustrates that riders value flexibility. This

aspect is taken into account later when designing and evaluating hypothetical flex-

pass offerings. It is important to note that the results will be, if anything, conservative

given the rider perception of flexibility is not considered when generating bundles of

fare products for each user’s travel behavior.

Determining a preferred bundle of fare products is done at the level of individ-

ual riders; these individual choices can then be aggregated to understand high-level

product utility across the entire CTA ridership. To establish preferred fare products

for each Ventra account, actual transit trips taken during the evaluation period were

ordered chronologically and evaluated on a daily basis. The totality of the individ-

ual’s travel is used to determine fare product choices in sequence, as a rider would.

Having knowledge of the rider’s actual CTA travel, the pay-per-use cost of that travel

is calculated, broken down by day. Pay-per-use travel requires the lowest upfront pay-

ment; it therefore serves as the reference cost against which other fare products are

compared to determine if they are advantageous. Travel records are then evaluated

against pass products beginning with the longest duration passes and continuing to

other pass products in descending order of duration. The more travel days a pass is

valid for, the larger the per-day discount that pass offers. By way of example, when

traveling for 30 days, a 30-day pass is cheaper than 30 1-day passes; the 30-day pass

is therefore the preferred product for those travel days. When a fare product covers

travel at a lower price, it is added to the rider’s bundle and all travel that would be
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covered by that product is then disregarded. The remaining trips are again evaluated

against the pay-per-use cost to determine what the next product, if any, in the se-

quence should be1. This continues until all remaining travel should be paid for with

single-trip pay-per-use fares.

The process is then repeated with the longest duration pass from the previous

iteration excluded. Iterating in this way is necessary to properly account for any gaps

in transit use. To give an example, for a rider traveling 15 days on the CTA out of 30,

and assuming each of those days was a round-trip, the 30-day pass would be selected

as the recommended pass by this looping evaluation method. However, if the majority

of those 15 travel days were taken over two 7-day periods with a break in between, a

combination of 7-day and 1-day passes could confer the necessary transit access and

save the traveler money. The analytical method developed here would create both

of these potential rider bundles, and then determine which provides travel at the

lowest cost. In case of a tie in cost, the bundle conferring the most potential travel is

selected.

This process is repeated for each Ventra account meeting the travel thresholds. A

preferred bundle of fare products is output for each of these riders. This method is first

applied to pre-COVID and post-COVID travel to illustrate how certain fare products

became more or less useful to riders over time. It is then applied to hypothetical pass

products to gauge which riders which most benefit from these products, and to what

extent.

5.3.4 Designing Novel Flex Pass Products for Evaluation

The procedure described above is applied using a suite of fare products and a set of

rider transit travel as inputs; altering either will change the results. This case study

1The cost of a 1-day pass for the CTA is $5, and the cost for a 3-day pass is $15. For analytical
purposes, the 3-day pass can be viewed as three 1-day passes. There is no added benefit to purchasing
a 3-day pass instead of three 1-day passes, so later iterations consider these two passes jointly.
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Ventra tap records queried

Taps grouped by Ventra user and ordered by datetime

Taps classified as bus/rail and transfer/non-transfer

Fares calculated on daily basis

Daily fares aggregated into

 multi-day fares

At first instance of pass being 

beneficial:

- pass price is recorded

- days covered are removed

Once all pass options exhausted, 

remaining trips labeled "pay-per-

use"

Total fare cost is recorded

Process repeated with additional 

pass products excluded

Once all passes have been 

evaluated:

- lowest possible fare recorded

- bundle of fare products recorded

Single Ventra account ID is selected

Fare costs and product counts aggregated 

across all Ventra IDs

Figure 5-8: Schematic of Preferred Bundle Evaluation Procedure

uses that fact to experiment with hypothetical fare products. Using rider travel

patterns from a post-COVID time period, in this case October 2021, products with
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novel designs can be introduced into the suite of available choices. To evaluate the

benefits a certain flex-pass would provide to CTA users, the parameters governing its

use must be developed.

Analysis of changes in travel frequency and volume, and simultaneous shifts in

fare product choice, help identify two key ways that traditional pass offerings now

match the travel of fewer riders. Those two clear changes are:

• Changes in regularity or frequency of CTA travel. The CTA’s pass

products confer an unlimited number of trips on a set number of consecutive

calendar days. This design made sense when travel was an everyday, or nearly

everyday, occurrence, but that is not the case for many after the COVID pan-

demic. These individuals may have a regular travel pattern that has become

less frequent, or they may travel inconsistently but somewhat frequently. For

either rider behavior, longer-duration pass products are unlikely to be the best

option.

• Reductions in number of trips taken on a given travel day. The riders

analyzed in this chapter take fewer transit trips on days when they did use

public transportation in Chicago. Pass products are priced using assumptions

about the number of trips on each travel day. Since commuting was a major

purpose of transit trips, the default assumption was that most riders would

ride twice, completing a round-trip. This case study revisits this assumption in

designing novel flex-passes.

Flex-pass options that better align with these two changes were considered, and

ultimately two flex-pass designs were tested. These two designs were determined in

consultation with the CTA, ensuring that they aligned with CTA agency priorities and

could potentially be implemented given existing policy and technological constraints.

The first flex-pass considered offered unlimited travel on a set number of CTA
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travel days, but those travel days did not need to be on consecutive calendar days.

The pass can be seen as similar to a bundle of 1-day passes with the stipulation that

they must be used until the bundle is fully used; other fare products, such as pay-

per-use, cannot be used while this flex-pass is valid. The final design offered seven

travel days, making the existing 7-day pass the obvious comparison point. The tradi-

tional 7-consecutive-day pass would remain, allowing riders to choose between both.

However, given the value of additional flexibility with a non-consecutive day pass,

a price premium is proposed. The exact pricing premium was determined through

experimentation. I refer to this first hypothetical fare product as the “7-day flex-pass”.

The second product design was centered on purchasing upfront a set number of

CTA journeys as opposed to a set number of travel days. Riders are free to use as

few or as many trips as they desire on any given calendar day, but there is additional

flexibility in that one-way travel can benefit from this new product. Such a product

provides a per-ride discount in exchange for an upfront purchase of a set amount of

travel, providing the agency revenue at the start and creating an impetus for the

buyer to ride, as no further transactions or costs are required until the journeys

are all taken. The pricing for this product is set in the window between the per-ride

single-use cost and existing passes based on round-trip travel. Ideally, frequent round-

use travel should continue to be pushed towards traditional pass products and not

undercut by this offering. Multiple permutations of CTA trips and per-ride discounts

were evaluated to point towards the combination that would result in the outcomes

that best approximate agency goals. This second flex-pass type is referred to as the

“Trip Pass”.
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Figure 5-9: Hierarchy of CTA Pass Products

5.4 Findings

The analytical process developed in the previous section is applied to AFC records to

generate comparisons of two types. First, cross-time evaluation of existing CTA fare

products and pricing is used to highlight the separate impacts of both COVID and

pass price reductions on the relative utility of the CTA’s fare offerings. Second, post-

COVID travel patterns are used to asses novel, non-traditional flex-pass products in

order to shed light on pass structure aspects that complement current travel behaviors.

The results from both of these two applications are reported and discussed in this

section.

5.4.1 Rider Benefits from Previous Pass Price Reductions

As previously laid out, following the onset of the COVID pandemic the CTA has

incorporated changes to their fare product offerings ranging from new pass prices to

more complete multi-agency integration (discussed more fully in the next chapter).

Lowered pass prices occurred in a few steps, beginning with promotional pricing in

early summer 2021 which was then made permanent that fall. Those pass prices have

remained constant up to the time of writing, but in February 2023 all CTA passes

also became jointly valid on Pace with no surcharge [65]. This will, in effect, lower the

cost of joint 7-day passes gave CTA riders access to Pace at no extra charge. While

recognizing that fact, the data in this case study are analyzed using the pricing levels

adopted in Fall 2021 as shown in Table 5.1.
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Figure 5-10 shows the primary fare product chosen by each Ventra account in the

dataset for both months evaluated. What is clear is that the majority of riders in

both periods chose to pay for transit on a trip-by-trip basis. Most of the shifting

between these time periods was towards pay-per-use travel, with the largest shift in

absolute terms coming out of the 30-day pass. This shift towards pay-per-use fares

is expected, given less frequent and less consistent transit use among many riders

post-COVID.

Figure 5-10: Actual Fare Product Choice by Ventra Account, October 2019 & October
2021

While Figure 5-10 shows what fare product CTA riders actually chose for travel,

it does not imply that these were the optimal choices for each rider. As a part of the

evaluation process, each rider is matched to the fare product(s) that comprise the best

economic option. When the analyzed records are used to match the recommended
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fare products in October 2019, many of the riders are reassigned to different fare

products. Figure 5-11 shows how these shifts would occur between actual product

choice and best product choice. This reassignment should not be surprising; there are

many potential reasons for inefficient fare product choice ranging from personal cir-

cumstance to mistaken expectations about upcoming transit use to comfort provided

by habitual use of a particular fare option.

Figure 5-11: Actual and Recommended Fare Product Choice, October 2019

One key takeaway from this exercise is that optimal fare product selection does

not result in any significant decrease in the number of pay-per-use riders. As shown,

many 30-day pass users should have been using a different fare product. Most of the

shifting should have occurred into the pay-per-use option, with some riders moving

to 7-day pass products. Conversely, a significant number of pay-per-use riders could

have benefitted from pass products, mainly the 30-day and 7-day offerings.
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Repeating this process to determine the preferred fare products for each Ventra

account using post-COVID travel shows that the recommended mixture of fare prod-

ucts has shifted much more dramatically towards pay-per-use fares. Nearly 75% of all

trips taken by these riders should have been taken using single-ride pay-per-use tickets

as opposed to any of the CTA’s pass offerings. The largest loser due to COVID, in

terms of competitiveness, is the 30-day pass. This is illustrated clearly in Figure 5-12.

The y-axis measures how many rider travel days should have been taken on each of

the fare products. Travel days is used to adjust for the different validity periods of

all transit products. Riders utilizing multiple fare products have their travel assigned

based on the travel days conferred. As an example, a rider that purchases a 1-day

pass and a 7-day pass would have seven travel days assigned to the 7-day pass and

one to the 1-day pass. In other words, 7
8

of that rider’s travel would appear under

the 7-day pass.

Figure 5-12 adds another layer to this picture: the measured impacts of reduced

pass prices on fare product attractiveness. Recommended fare product choice after

lowering pass prices show that even given post-COVID travel patterns, each pass

product was returned to a level of attractiveness at least equal to their position before

the onset of COVID. Most fare products were actually made more attractive than

they were in October 2019. This is most clear with the 1-day pass, which was not an

attractive option for travel in 2019, but was made useful for many travelers with a new

price. The travel patterns observed in October 2021, alongside fare changes, brought

the amount of travel for which pay-per-use is recommended down substantially from

its pre-COVID levels.

Looking at the actual fares paid by riders, and the amount they could have saved

by switching to the recommended fare products, an average monthly savings can be

calculated. Table 5.2 shows this amount for the most commonly used pre-pandemic

fare products, alongside the number of riders for whom there was at least a $5 dif-
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Figure 5-12: Impacts of COVID and Pass Pricing on Relative Fare Product Utility

ference between actual fares and the recommended fares. The number of affected

accounts is shown as as both an absolute value and a percentage of the respective

rider segment. As can be seen, 30-day pass users would have saved the most from

switching to other products. There are also many more 30-day pass users that should

have chosen other products, given the number of riders in this segment. Riders that

used the 7-day pass could save nearly as much as 30-day riders on average. However,

there were many fewer of these riders and a higher proportion of them could have

benefitted from the recommended fare product. Some of these 7-day pass users would

have benefitted from pay-per-use travel, while other should have purchased a 30-day

pass. Those riders that could have benefitted from a 30-day pass might belong to the

group of riders for whom upfront costs of a 30-day pass are too great, and for that

reason they chose their second-best option. This table shows that counterintuitively
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it is pay-per-use riders who, as a group, stood to save the least from pre-pandemic

product shifting. This is at odds with the CTA’s preference to stimulate pass uptake

and encourage transit use. This finding largely boils down to pass multiples. A 30-day

pass required 42 trips to be more effective than pay-per-use travel. Given this high

multiple, there were few riders that stood to benefit substantially from an upfront

purchase, even pre-pandemic. The greater risk riders faced was purchasing a pass and

not using it to its full potential. The number of riders that took substantially more

than 10 transit trips each week was very low, which is necessary to make the 30-day

pass a vehicle for substantial savings over pay-per-use fares.

Updating this analysis and applying to October 2021 travel with reduced prices,

and looking at the potential savings to rider groups, the range of potential savings is

much narrower across all fare products. The number of riders that would benefit from

product switching is also much narrower, although 7-day pass users remain the group

making fare product decisions least similar to their recommended products. These

potential savings for 2021 are shown alongside the 2019 values in Table. Pay-per-use

riders in the post-COVID period, with new pass prices, stand to save much more on

average than they did pre-COVID. On the other hand, 7-day and 30-day pass users

have smaller losses from suboptimal fare product selection.

Another outcome of the lower pass prices is its effect on recommended product

mixing over a one-month travel period. Before pass prices were lowered, roughly

three out of four riders could have purchased their travel at the lowest price using

a single fare product, as shown in Figure 5-13. After pass prices were lowered, the

number of riders for whom mixing and matching multiple fare products to meet their

travel goes up significantly. The number of unique products in each purchase bundle

is more than one for nearly all riders. Riders that should use two products more

than doubles, with an even larger proportional increase in the number of riders that

should be using three different fare products. These results indicate that pass price
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Table 5.2: Potential Savings by Rider Fare Produce Choice

Fare Product Choice
30-Day 7-Daya Frequentb
Pass Pass Pay-Per-Use

October 2019
Accounts Overpaying by More than $5 12,683 6,758 4,927
% of Fare Product Users 70.6% 95.8% 36.0%
Average Potential Monthly Savings ($) 21 20 7

October 2022
Accounts Overpaying by More than $5 5,609 5,429 5,646
% of Fare Product Users 54.3% 89.1% 66.5%
Average Potential Monthly Savings ($) 16 15 14

aMinimum two 7-day passes; no 30-day pass usage
bFare spending equivalent to at least three 7-day passes; no 30-day pass usage

changes should have the effect of encouraging exploration of multiple fare products

while concurrently providing an opportunity for savings to discerning riders.

5.4.2 Estimated Fare Product Choice with Novel Fare

Products

Exploring the CTA’s existing fare offerings in light of both travel shifts and pricing

changes was insightful; the sequential nature of the changes allows the impacts of each

aspect to be isolated. The changing utility of each pass product can be apportioned to

either travel shifts or pricing changes, which together result in the utility experienced

by CTA ridership at large. The next step is to use the same procedure to experi-

ment with hypothetical fare product designs. The novel flex-passes explored were not

assumed to replace any of the currently existing fare products; they were additions

to the set of offerings. The CTA was specifically interested in considering additional

products that enhance rider options. This was not an attempt to substitute for any

of the products already used by current riders. Adding in new fare products to the

analytical procedure has the benefit of illustrating which existing fare products would
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Figure 5-13: Recommended Fare Product Mixing

lose trips to any hypothetical fare products. If a fare product were fully removed, the

riders using that fare product would all have to be reassigned; by simply adding a

flex-pass only the trips that are more economically served are reassigned, indicating

expected net benefits of any new flex-pass.

Both of the hypothetical flex-passes were evaluated individually for the post-

COVID travel month of October 2021, and the results differed in interesting ways.

The 7-day flex-pass was analyzed first. This product provides seven days of travel on

the CTA for $25. That travel can occur on non-consecutive calendar days, but must

occur within 21 calendar days of first use. Shifts in the recommended fare product

choice are shown in Figure 5-14. This chart uses the same travel records from Oc-

tober 2021 to evaluate three pricing regimes: first, product choice with pre-COVID

pricing; second, using the CTA’s adopted price decreases; and third, with the hypo-
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thetical 7-day flex-pass introduced as a payment option. Evaluating the travel using

pre-COVID fare product prices can help show whether the new flex-pass provides

additional improvements over the CTA’s current pricing, or whether any of the fare

product groups may revert towards previous levels. Results indicate that the 7-day

flex-pass would siphon trips from all existing fare products. Pay-per-use trips go down

marginally, with 1-day and 30-day pass purchases also seeing a slight decrease. The

largest shifting occurs from the existing 7-day pass, however, which would lose more

than half of its trips to the new flex-pass. Travel on the 7-day pass would actually

account for a smaller percentage of travel days than before the pass price reductions

in 2021. These findings show that the flexible 7-day pass might make sense as a

replacement for the existing 7-day pass, but as an additional product it does little to

move riders away from pay-per-use and onto transit passes.

Figure 5-14: 7-Day Flex-pass Results
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The second flex-pass design offers a fixed number of CTA journeys for a set price.

The first iteration considered 10 trips for $17.50, or $1.75 per trip. Each trip includes

systemwide transfers and there is no expiration date. As with the 7-day flex-pass,

the trip-pass must be used for all CTA trips after it is activated until it is completely

disbursed. This constraint on use was implemented for this analysis, but agencies

could choose to implement such a product without requiring consecutive use. Ana-

lyzing the trip-pass with 10 trips at this price-point ($17.50) shows the largest shifts

occurring out of pay-per-use travel and into the trip-pass. This is a positive result, as

the goal is to design a product that appeals primarily to riders that otherwise would

be traveling on single-ride pay-per-use fares. This can be seen in Figure 5-15. Pass

products, namely the 7-day and 30-day offerings, see a slight decrease in selection.

The 30-day pass sees a very small drop, whereas for the 7-day pass it is somewhat

larger, but usage remains above where it stood prior to the 2021 pass pricing changes.

After analyzing both of these flex-pass designs, a case can be made that a bundled

trip pass would be more effective than the 7-day flex pass in attracting pay-per-use

riders while minimizing the impact on traditional pass product purchasers. Figure

5-16 below shows a direct comparison between the results for each flex-pass. The

trip-pass was better for more travel, but only slightly. Nevertheless, it was successful

in pulling substantially more travel away from pay-per-use fares, with lower travel

taken from the pass products. The only pass option that lost more riders to the

trip-pass then the 7-day flex-pass option were current 30-day pass users. However,

total shifts from this pass are small, and only marginally different between the two

flex-passes.

After selecting the trip-pass as the more promising flex-pass option, the fare prod-

uct evaluation process was repeated while introducing different combinations of trips

and prices. Each variation of the trip-pass offered an even number of journeys for

ease of communication since many riders commonly think in terms of round trips.
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Figure 5-15: Bundle of Trips Flex-pass Results

Price points were set at increments of $5 with one exception where the price was set

at a multiple of $2.50. The decision to predominately price in $5 increments conforms

to CTA policy for pass products; this is done for ease of communication and the fact

that certain payment channels require exact change. Figure 5-17 shows the results

from iterating through the analytical procedure with trip-pass bundles of between 10

and 20 trips priced between $15 and $35. Having a clear goal in mind beforehand,

namely to identify a fare product design that appeals primarily to pay-per-use travel

with small impacts on pass product usage, allows these results to help ascertain the

sweet spot for per-trip pricing and volume of trips conferred. A trip-pass that pro-

vides riders 10 start-to-end journeys on the CTA network for $20 performs best in

terms of reducing pay-per-use travel while simultaneously supporting continued use

of existing pass products.
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Figure 5-16: Preferred Fare Product Choice by Flex-pass Type

A combination of 10 trips for $20 has one added benefit to the transit agency:

it can be framed as a complement to the existing 7-day pass which is also priced

at $20. Using pre-COVID assumptions of ridership, that 7-day pass offers 5 round

trip commutes, with evening and weekend travel included for free. This hypothetical

flex-pass offering with 10 trips likewise could be used for 5 round trip commutes, but

without the perk of traveling nights and weekends for free. Instead, it has the perk

that those transit journeys can be used whenever the pass holder needs to travel, with

freedom as far as travel day and little risk of buyer’s remorse.
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Figure 5-17: Results for Multiple Flex-pass Permutations

5.4.3 Potential Agency Impacts from Hypothetical Fare

Product Switching

The analytical procedure presented in this case study is oriented towards questions

of how well-designed fare products can be made to align with actual transit use.

However, looking at actual fare choices made by CTA users shows that riders often

purchase products that are economically suboptimal for their travel. This is most

clearly demonstrated in Table 5.2 above showing the potential monetary savings for

an average rider by choosing the fare products recommended.

There are many riders that do not choose an optimal fare product for their realized

travel. This was shown in Figure 5-11. Nevertheless, the procedure developed in this

chapter and the optimal fare product combinations it recommends can be used to
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approximate potential fare revenue impacts. Such approximations provide additional

information to the agency as it considers piloting or introducing flex-pass offerings.

To extrapolate to the fare revenue impacts, some assumptions must be made

about the relationship between actual and recommended fare product choice. The

first assumption is that riders using transit fewer than five days per month will not

switch to a new flex-pass offering. This is because the multiple for these passes occurs

at 5 travel days. An existing product will always be at least as beneficial as the new

flex-pass for these riders. The second assumption is that potential shifts to the new

flex-pass product will occur in the same ratio as the (optimal) recommended fare

product use. As an example, if recommended fare product choice has 20% of travel

on the 7-day pass shifting to a new flex-pass, then 20% of actual 7-day pass users

are assumed to shift to that new fare product. Third, any new flex-pass offering is

equivalent to a set number of existing pass products as defined in Table 5.3. The

number of flex-passes that would need to be sold to equate each current pass is a key

part of the revenue change calculation.

Flex-Pass
Existing Pass Bundle of Trips 7-Day Flex
1-Day Pass 5 5
3-Day Pass 2 2
7-Day Pass 1 1.5
30-Day Pass 1

3
1
3

Table 5.3: Pass to Flex-Pass Conversions

Using these assumptions, approximation of the fare revenue impacts of the 7-day

flex-pass and the trip-pass offering 10 trips for $20 shows that the costs to the CTA

would likely be small. The net change in fare revenues for October 2021 would have

totaled a loss of about $310,000 if the 7-day flex-pass was offered. The estimated

net change in fare revenues with the trip-pass introduced would be a loss of $50,000
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dollars. These decreases in fare revenue are quite low considering the benefits they

provide to the riding public, as well as the magnitude of CTA fare revenues. Lowering

fare revenues may be a difficult choice for an agency to make, but the benefits to

travelers are substantial.

Additionally, the fare revenue impact estimates are likely conservative in that the

better performing of the two hypothetical offerings, the trip-pass, may well spur in-

creased uptake as travelers use up their pass and decide to purchase another. The

per-trip savings are small, but available to all bus and rail riders. The price-point is

commensurate with the current 7-day pass. The flex-pass structure seems straight-

forward and easy to understand. Higher adoption rates may spur additional travel,

and tapping into demand for more travel would bring in currently unrealized fare

revenues, ultimately shrinking the amount of fare revenue lost.

5.4.4 Discussion

The methodology developed in this case study and applied to transit travelers riding

on the CTA evaluates the utility of existing pass products in different travel envi-

ronments. At a given price point the relative attractiveness of all products can be

ordered, showing which products are most useful for the transit-riding public, and

how effectively they accommodate travel patterns in aggregate. This analysis is fo-

cused squarely on the utility of product offerings, not on questions of how users choose

a fare product. Those questions are important to the success of any new product;

a well-designed product that sees little adoption is not achieving the outcomes for

which it was introduced. Accordingly, analytical evaluation of marketing practices

related to potential fare products would be a helpful step.

A more complete understanding of how CTA riders choose their fare product,

and why so few of them mix and match from among the offerings, would be a use-

ful extension of the case study presented here. Many riders make suboptimal fare
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product choices, and understanding why can help inform fare policy in productive

ways. Are these results caused by the design of fare products (e.g., high upfront

costs for passes), marketing (e.g., riders are not aware of their options), sales channel

constraints (e.g., transactions are difficult to complete), or something else. In partic-

ular, further research on the value riders ascribe to flexibility, and the corresponding

costs of uncertainty, would be highly beneficial. It is easy to purchase a monthly pass

and not worry again about paying for transit; that is exactly what research on price

salience would suggest. However, that can result in overspending, as observed among

many pass users in October 2019. Similarly, pay-per-use riders may decide against

a transit pass because they do not know what their travel requirements will be, and

they do not need to try and estimate those patterns if they accept they can just pay

for each ride. Pay-per-use is the easiest product to understand: the rider pays for

each trip they need. No further consideration needed. For this reason, some agencies

have chosen to implement fare capping, which is considered more extensively in 6.

The analysis framework developed by this chapter can be extended to various fare

capping implementations. However, understanding the perception riders have around

fare simplicity (exemplified by pay-per-use) would help design products that benefit

riders and predict adoption rates. Fare simplicity is understood to be important,

but the way it is appraised by transit users as they choose a fare product remains

unquantified.
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Chapter 6

Opportunities and Drawbacks from

Single-Day Fare Capping

6.1 Introduction

Chapter 5 explored how fare restructuring and pandemic-induced travel pattern changes

impacted the relative utility of Chicago Transit Authority fare offerings. The chapter

then proceeded to design, develop, and evaluate additional hypothetical fare prod-

ucts. These hypothetical fare products were referred to as “flex-passes”, and they had

more flexibility regarding around their usage constraints. This appendix considers a

separate approach for advancing another rider-friendly fare policy: fare capping.

Fare capping is a fare system that does not require each rider to preemptively

decide between purchasing a transit pass and paying individually for each journey,

instead allowing riders to “earn” transit passes based on the number of trips they

take. With fare capping, a rider simply taps their AFC card at the turnstile or on the

farebox each time they travel and once they have spent an amount equivalent to the

cost of a transit pass, that transit pass is conferred and the rider is not responsible

for paying any further fares until the end of the period. To give a simple illustration,
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if a bus ride costs $2.50 and a monthly pass costs $50, the rider will pay for each trip

until they have spent $50 on transit, at which point the fare system would recognize

the rider as traveling using the monthly pass. No matter how many trips a riders

takes in a month they will never pay more than $50.

Some people are drawn to fare capping because it has the potential to benefit

riders by eliminating the opportunity for any overpayments. Nevertheless, there is

a difference of opinion among two camps regarding the appeal of fare capping. One

opinion belongs to those who think that the surest way to boost transit ridership is

to increase the uptake of transit passes. Traditional transit passes provide unlimited

travel, meaning the marginal cost of each trip is $0 once an upfront commitment to

transit is made. The downside to fare capping, according to this philosophy, is that

the marginal cost for each journey is unchanged until the cap is reached. This creates

a disincentive to transit travel that is absent from pass products, potentially lowering

overall transit use. Conversely, the second camp believes the upfront commitment

of a transit pass is a major barrier to entry. This group believes that if riders could

gradually “earn” a pass through just by traveling, the public would be both more apt

to travel and more apt to generate additional transit trips after the fare cap has been

reach. In addition, riders would not need to break out a calculator and a crystal ball

before traveling to determine exactly how often they will be using transit and which

product is the best bet.

Awareness of fare capping as a fare policy has increased over the last number

of years. Forms of fare capping have been implemented at a handful of agencies

with some key differences. One of the aspects that sees the widest variation between

implementations is the duration or number of products considered for capping. There

is no uniform approach. For instance, some agencies apply caps on a weekly basis

and others on a monthly basis. Some agencies offer a mixture of pass products and

capping options, others offer only fare capping. Table 6.1 shows how a subset of
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agencies have chosen to institute fare caps.

Agency Metro Region Capped Pass Products
Day Week Month Year

AC Transit Oakland, CA X X X
IndyGo Indianapolis, IN X X
Transport for London London, UK X X
TriMet Portland, OR X X
Valley Transportation
Authority

San Jose, CA X

MTA New York City, NY X
Mass Transit District Champaign-Urbana, IL X X

Table 6.1: Fare Capping Implementations

6.2 Research Goals

Given differences in implementations, this chapter explores fare capping in the con-

text of the CTA. Given the CTA’s existing fare products and ridership, alongside

agency priorities, it is worth evaluating whether some forms of fare capping could

jointly benefit both riders and the CTA. The CTA’s price reductions for passes in

Fall 2021, which did not include corresponding reductions in single-ride pay-per-use

fares, indicate that the agency is interested in encouraging pass use among their

customers. The goal of increased pass use is to hopefully generate increased transit

travel volumes, as with passes the average cost per trip is reduced each time a trip

is taken and, simultaneously, the marginal cost per trip is always set at $0. Even

after incentivizing pass use, the CTA continues to see high usage levels of single-ride

pay-per-use fares.

Consider the cost of a 1-day pass, which the CTA reduced to $5.00. This cost is

equivalent to taking two rail journeys. All rail riders taking at least one roundtrip

have no reason not to purchase a 1-day pass. At this reduced price the uptake and

usage of 1-day passes increased, but pay-per-use nevertheless remained the dominant
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choice for fare payment. When considering the CTA’s clear preference to incen-

tivize pass use alongside the fare products currently offered, the utility of single-day

fare capping becomes an interesting implementation option. Single-day fare capping

would, in essence, support the same goals as the current 1-day pass offering, but with-

out requiring a decision to purchase upfront, and without any corresponding chance

of buyer’s remorse. Further, single-day fare capping would not devalue any of the

longer-duration passes offered, each of which would remain much more beneficial for

frequent CTA travelers. The hierarchy of pass products would remain unchanged,

continuing to support the CTA’s desire to incentivize pass purchases.

The high usage of pay-per-use travel, and the competitive pricing of the 1-day pass,

raises the question of how often CTA users take exactly two trips per day. Figure

6-1 shows the percentage of riders doing this for the six-month period beginning in

January 2022 and continuing through June 2022. The red column represents each of

the individual travel days for which the fare was either a 1-day pass or single-ride

pay-per-use. The smaller yellow column alongside shows the number of all travel

days on which the user took exactly two separate CTA journeys, but no more and no

less. As the figure demonstrates, the percentage of travel days composed of exactly

two trips is quite stable over this period, always falling between 40% and 42%. These

riders already taking two trips would be targeted by a single-day fare capping scheme.

Many of them already pay fares equivalent to the existing day pass, so setting the

cap at the same price point would not reduce the fare revenues these riders are

already generating. If these two-trip riders were induced to take another trip at no

additional cost, all of the extra ridership would be a win for the CTA without losing

corresponding fare revenues. Potential revenue losses would only come from riders

that are already taking more than two trips on the CTA system, but they compose a

much smaller portion of the ridership.
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Figure 6-1: Percentage of CTA Travel Days with Two Trips

6.3 Methodology

6.3.1 Accounts Identified for Analysis

To further evaluate the potential impacts, the first step is to better understand the

riders that would be affected. This is done using the AFC data available for CTA

travel. This information includes the fare product used for travel, from which the

appropriate rider segments can be identified for analysis. It also includes identifiers

for the first trip in a journey as determined for fare payment purposes, alongside

identifiers for the bus stops and rail stations visited by each Ventra account.

With single-day fare capping, affected riders would be pay-per-use travelers and

riders that currently purchase the existing 1-day pass. The number of riders belonging

to each of these two groups is not equal, however. Figure 6-2 shows the number of trips
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taken with pay-per-use fares and 1-day passes between January 2022 and June 2022.

The vast majority of the affected riders are those paying for each trip individually.

1-day pass purchasers form a small minority in comparison. The data shown in Figure

6-2 only includes trips taken with associated Ventra accounts, as payment by some

identifiable card would be necessary to track fare payments and apply fare caps. Cash

fares and limited-use paper tickets would not be usable for capping purposes.

Figure 6-2: Travel by Pay-Per-Use and 1-Day Pass

Fare capping prevents riders from overpaying for their travel. Pay-per-use riders

would never pay more than the cost of a 1-day pass. 1-day pass purchasers would not

have to worry about buying a pass and then not using its full value. Riders of both

types benefit, but seen through a different lens these rider savings can also be viewed

as fare revenue losses to the transit agency. We can measure what the agency revenue

loss from single-day fare capping would have been and categorize the loss based on
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whether it is from capping pay-per-use fares or from preventing 1-day pass overpays.

6.3.2 Transit Value Usage Differences

Even if the absolute levels of overpayments are known, it is important to understand

their spread across riders. The existing 1-day pass products offered by the CTA can

be purchased in two ways. First, the pass can be purchased by a Ventra account

holder and loaded onto an AFC card for use. Alternatively, customers can purchase a

paper ticket that is valid for one day. This can be done with cash or a bank card, and

this limited-use pass is not associated with any Ventra account. Riders purchasing

1-day passes through these two different channels are likely dissimilar in certain di-

mensions. Limited-use paper passes may be more frequently purchased by members

of disadvantaged groups using cash who lack access to a Ventra card. Paper-ticket

based passes could also be indicative of infrequent CTA users or tourists that do not

have any need for a reusable Ventra card. Figure 6-3 shows the distributions of CTA

travel value used by customers on these two 1-day pass media. The figure shows that

Ventra account-based 1-day passes are frequently underutilized by their purchasers.

Slightly over 50% of the passes purchased with an associated Ventra account did not

take CTA trips totaling at least $5.00. Conversely, 1-day passes that were sold as

limited-use paper tickets were much more likely to reach at least $5.00 worth of transit

travel. Only around 20% of the paper passes were used for less than their full value,

compared to over 50% of account-based 1-day passes. 1-day paper tickets also wit-

nessed more riders traveling well beyond the $5.00 value. Nevertheless, riders having

Ventra accounts would benefit from fare capping, as overpayment through purchas-

ing 1-day passes would no longer be possible. On the other hand, paper-ticket users

would not be impacted by implementation of a daily fare cap, as only identifiable

Ventra accounts are subject to the cap.

Looking at the distributions in Figure 6-3, one may wonder how so many CTA
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(a) Account-based (b) Ticket-based

Figure 6-3: Transit Value Usage Distributions of 1-Day Pass Users

users managed to spend between $4.00 and $5.00 on transit travel over the course of a

single calendar day. Among account-based passes, this transit-value bucket accounts

for over 25% of all 1-day passes. To fall into this bucket full-fare riders, who together

form the vast majority of all CTA users, must either take two bus trips, or one bus

trip and one rail trip. This highlights a specific area of difficulty for the existing

1-day pass; the pass is only an optimal choice for riders that either take more than

two CTA journeys in one day or that take two journeys both originating on the rail

network. For all other CTA two-journey users, it is actually less expensive to purchase

individual single-ride fares.

6.4 Findings

6.4.1 Fare Revenue Impacts

Figure 6-4 shows CTA fare revenues generated from pay-per-use fares and 1-day passes

alongside the fare revenues calculated assuming a $5.00 daily cap had been instituted.

In this figure, a $5.00 cap is used because that is the price at which the 1-day pass has

been set, allowing this hypothetical single-day cap to be a perfect substitute for the
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existing pass. As the figure shows, the decreases in fare revenue would be relatively

small each month. In no month is the difference in fare revenues between scenarios

more than 5.4%. The numbers displayed in the chart show only actual travel, with

no adjustments or assumptions about induced demand from a fare cap. The numbers

also indicate, however, that revenue neutrality could be achieved if 14% of travelers

that took a single CTA trip one day decided to take a second. Revenue neutrality

would also be achieved if 35% of the Ventra accounts active took one more paid trip

on another day.

Figure 6-4: Fare Revenues with $5 Daily Cap

Beyond the total savings to riders, the number of individual Ventra accounts

that stand to benefit from fare capping is a necessary consideration. It is important

to understand whether the benefits are accruing only to a small number of high-

frequency riders that should already be using pass products, or whether the benefits
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would accrue in a more widespread way across Chicago’s transit-riding public. Figure

6-5 shows the subset of pay-per-use riders that would reach a $5.00 daily cap, as well

as how frequently those riders would reach the cap. As can be seen, about 40% of

accounts would infrequently, if ever, reach the cap. Another 50% or so would reach

the cap no more than one out of five transit days. The remaining 10% of accounts are

those that more frequently spend at least $5.00 on pay-per-use fares during a single

calendar day. These numbers suggest the benefits of daily fare capping would accrue

to many Ventra accounts, and the fare caps would not have been regularly effectuated

for the majority of riders. All of the riders who spend more than $5 per day on pay-

per-use fares should have purchased a pass, and all riders who spent exactly $5 could

have purchased a pass and achieved the option of additional travel.

Figure 6-5: Overpayment Frequencies of Pay-Per-Use Accounts

Since pay-per-use overpayment occurs periodically among many Ventra accounts,
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it is worth considering whether this is because riders are truly unaware of their future

travel needs or whether riders avoid considering their travel. Figure 6-6 contains

only the subset of Ventra accounts that have purchased both 1-day passes and pay-

per-use fares between January 2022 and June 2022. To be included, the riders must

have traveled on at least twelve calendar days, and they must have purchased at

least six 1-day passes. The figure shows the frequency of fare overpayments among

this subset. Here, overpayments are defined as either pay-per-use fares totaling more

than $5 on a single calendar day, or less than $5 worth of travel on a 1-day pass. One

would expect these riders have a lower percentage of overpayments when compared

to the much larger cohort of riders shown in Figure 6-5. This hypothesis turns out

to be partially true, but not completely. The riders that have mixed-and-matched

products did overpay less often, with about under 35% managing to overpay no

more than 5% of the time. However, this subset of riders still overpay regularly;

20% choose the suboptimal fare product on at least 1 out of every 10 travel days.

While these overpayments are less frequent than observed among the entire ridership,

overpayments are still occurring regularly.

Taken together, these two figures indicate that even with a 1-day pass offering that

costs only $5.00, a single-day fare capping product would benefit many riders. Ideally,

it would also convince riders who have taken two trips to take another, as there would

be no further cost to utilizing transit for the rest of the day. As demonstrated by

the subset of riders who clearly tried to discern the best fare product for individual

travel days, certainty around upcoming transit travel is difficult to achieve. The large

majority of travel days already occur using pay-per-use as opposed to passes valid

for a single day, as shown in Figure 6-2. Providing these riders an incentive to keep

traveling should encourage additional trips. An upside of doing so, as found in Figure

6-4, it that impacts on monthly fare revenues would be small. The savings would

accrue over many riders, not solely those frequent riders that consistently overspend
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Figure 6-6: Overpayment Frequencies of Fare Product Mixing Accounts

by making the suboptimal choice of paying for each trip individually.

6.4.2 Consideration of Other Caps

An additional consideration concerns the level at which the fare cap is set. Given the

different pricing for bus and rail services, not all two-trip days on the CTA will cost

$5.00. Two-trip days could in fact cost as little as $4.50 if the rider only uses the bus.

To understand how many two-trip riders would achieve a $5.00 cap, we can explore

the combination of CTA services used by the public. Figure 6-7 shows that less than

50% of travel days composed of exactly two trips would be subject to a $5.00 daily

cap. The remainder of the travelers would be able to take a heavily discounted third

trip, but a small fare would still be required before hitting $5.00 in transit fares for
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the day. This suggests that perhaps a different daily-fare cap should be considered:

a two-trip cap. Capping fares after the first two trips would expand the benefits to

all Ventra accounts regardless of whether they are bus riders or rail riders. Everyone

would have access to continued travel for the remainder of the day at zero marginal

cost. Any additional costs to the CTA would likely be small, as full-fare riders would

be saving at most $0.50 compared to the $5.00 cap.

Figure 6-7: Percentage of Two-Trip Days Reaching $5 Fare Cap

The benefits of a two-trip cap as opposed to a $5.00 cap become even more com-

pelling when riders paying reduced per-trip fares are considered. Reduced fare riders,

seniors, and students currently have a discounted per-trip fare. Of the CTA’s pass

offerings, only the 30-day pass is available at a lower price to reduced fare riders.

The cost of 1-day, 3-day, and 7-day passes are the same across all fare classes and

rider groups regardless of how much each pays for a single journey. This runs counter
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to the CTA’s goal of encouraging pass adoption, as the incentives are not consistent

across rider populations. Consider a reduced fare rider, for whom rail fares are $1.25;

the 1-day pass is only beneficial if they take at least 4 rail trips. This is equivalent

to a $10.00 price point for the 1-day pass among full-fare riders. As a reminder,

$10.00 is precisely the previous 1-day pass price before the CTA’s fall 2021 pass price

reductions. A single-day fare cap that is triggered after two trips would not only

extend the benefits of a 1-day pass-like product to bus riders, it would also provide

a 1-day pass-like offering to riders regardless of fare class. It also removes difficulties

on the agency side regarding how to price passes and account for each of the various

single-ride fares charged by the CTA. The rider decision and agency communication

processes would both be simplified, as would the legibility and equity of the fare sys-

tem. The CTA’s message to riders could become that monthly and weekly passes are

still available and beneficial for frequent riders, but no matter what each rider will

not ever need to pay for more than two transit journeys on a single day.

Any additional fare revenue losses incurred by using a two-ride cap instead of a

$5.00 cap for single-day travel is expected to be small, as for the vast majority of

riders two trips costs between $4.50 and $5.00. There is a much smaller portion of

riders that are paying reduced fares and for whom two CTA journeys would total less

than $3.00. Figure 6-8 confirms this is the case. Fare revenues collected from pay-

per-use fares and account-based 1-day passes are shown alongside the fare revenues

that would have been paid by these riders had there been a $5.00 single-day fare cap,

as in the previous Figure 6-4. One additional column has been added to this figure

that shows the anticipated fare revenues under a single-day cap that is set at two

CTA journeys. Additional fare revenue loss caused by moving from a $5.00 cap to

a two-ride cap is minimal. This supports the position that a single-day fare cap, if

implemented, should be reached based on the number of journeys taken, not a set

dollar value. The benefits to riders are clear, and the costs to the CTA are marginal.
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Figure 6-8: Fare Revenues under Different Daily Caps

6.4.3 Geospatial Impacts

While exploring the benefits of fare capping to understand how the benefits are dis-

tributed, there are multiple ways to group the beneficiaries. The number of riders

who would benefit, and the frequency they would do so, is captured in Figures 6-

5 and 6-6. However, the benefits of single-day fare capping can also be considered

geospatially, allowing identification of the Chicago neighborhoods that would be most

affected. Chicago is known for racial and economic stratification, with higher-income

and whiter residents tending to live to the north of the Loop and lower-income and

minority populations generally clustered south and west. This can be seen in the

racial dot map of Chicago shown in Figure 6-9 [66]. This figure uses data from the

2020 US Census to illustrate where residents of different races live within the Chicago
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city limits, with each dot representing 100 residents. While race and income informa-

tion is not known for all Ventra accounts, the locations at which each transit journey

begins is known. Given the stark demographic differences across Chicago, geographic

information on transit journey locations can be used as a proxy to evaluate potential

differential impacts across race. It is important to consider whether single-day fare

capping would predominately benefit certain neighborhoods, and by extension certain

demographic groups, more dramatically than others.

Figure 6-9: Racial Dot Map of Chicago from 2020 Census

The AFC records used to analyze ridership and fare product use in Chicago include

information on the bus stop or train station at which a fare card was used. AFC

records include information on whether each tap is the start of a new journey or just

a leg in an ongoing trip. Combining this information with the calculations on Ventra

cards reaching a single-day fare cap supports a mapping of the locations frequented

by capped riders. Figure 6-10 shows a map of Chicago that illustrates the journey

origins for capped Ventra accounts. The cap used in Figure 6-10 is a two-trip cap,
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not a fare cap set at a specific dollar amount. Even so, most of the riders who would

reach the cap and benefit are taking trips in the northern parts of the city, with many

riders also benefitting along the Pink and Orange lines. However, the South Side and

sections of the West Side see many fewer trips that would be impacted by a single-day

cap. This is the case even though a two-trip cap is used, negating any differences due

to whether the rider is traveling on rail or bus. A natural follow-up question is why

this is the case.

Figure 6-11 illustrates a likely reason for this discrepancy, and gets to the heart

of the issue. As detailed previously in this chapter, a fare cap can only be applied

if all travel can be ascribed to a specific traveler. An identifiable transit card is

necessary, which in the case of Chicago is assumed to mean a corresponding Ventra

identity. Figure 6-11 shows, in gray, the stations where a higher percentage of travelers

would reach a two-trip daily cap. It also shows, in purple, the stations and stops

where more than 30% of trips are not paid for with a Ventra account. At these

locations many more riders are paying with cash or limited-use paper tickets, making

the trips ineligible for any benefits from fare capping. The areas with lower Ventra

account usage are clustered on the South and West sides in historically disadvantaged

communities. Improving Ventra access in these areas would be necessary to ensure

any fare capping policies could see a more equitable implementation. Further Ventra

uptake in these neighborhoods would be a useful goal in and of itself, even without

fare capping. There are benefits provided by Ventra that are not accessible to these

riders. Ventra adtoption could also improve the ridership data available to the CTA

for planning purposes.

The geographic differences in fare capping benefits are demonstrated at the ag-

gregate level, but Figure 6-12 shows these inequalities are less pronounced among

reduced fare transit users. Nevertheless, even among this subset of riders, the north-

ern neighborhoods continue to show the densest benefits from fare capping although
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Figure 6-10: Stop Locations Used by All Riders Reaching Fare Cap

many trips to the south and west would also benefit. One key takeaway from this

map is that there are many more reduced fare riders using Ventra account-based

travel in disadvantaged neighborhoods compared to full-fare riders. This suggests

that reduced-fare riders are much more likely to use a Ventra card regardless of where

in the city they travel. The reasons for this are intuitive; Ventra cards confer the
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Figure 6-11: Fare Capping and Non-Ventra Payment Locations

ability to ride the system for lower costs. To access this discount, one must have a

Ventra card. Further, a much higher percentage of all trips taken by reduced-fare

riders would benefit from a two-trip single-day fare cap than the percentage of full-

fare riders that would be affected. The legends shown in Figures 6-10 and 6-12 show

that the magnitude of riders benefitting varies significantly. Many rail stations and
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bus stops see more than 50% of trips by reduced-fare riders that would be impacted

by a two-trip fare cap. This map highlights the potential of a fare cap to provide

benefits to all riders, including those for whom the 1-day pass multiple is highest.

Many reduced-fare riders are traveling using pay-per-use single-ride tickets across the

entirety of the CTA’s service area because it is less expensive to take three or four

transit trips than to buy a 1-day pass. Even without fare capping, reduced fare riders

deserve pass products that are priced at a reduced level. They may be a small portion

of all CTA users, but incentivizing pass usage and transit travel is just as important.

6.4.4 Discussion

This chapter considers questions around one potential approach to fare capping in

detail. The implementation evaluated would only apply fare caps to single-day travel

on the CTA. A fare capping implementation that only extends to single-day travel

was selected because it leaves maintains incentives for pass adoption among frequent

riders. After selecting a fare capping implementation strategy, the riders who might

be induced to take additional trips under a single-day cap are identified, conservative

estimates of fare revenue loss associated with such a switch are generated and found

to be small, and the distribution of benefits from fare capping across ridership are

illustrated.

From this exercise, three key findings are identified. First, should fare capping

be implemented, it should be done a per-ride basis as opposed to a set dollar value.

The fare differences between travel modes and rider classes complicate pricing, but

focusing on capping at a given number of trips would ensure the benefits are spread

among all riders. Second, Ventra adoption is much lower in certain neighborhoods

within Chicago. The CTA should push to increase Ventra card uptake in these areas,

which would ensure riders have access to all of the benefits available through Ventra,

and simultaneously provide better travel pattern data for the CTA to use. Finally,
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Figure 6-12: Stop Locations Used by Reduced-Fare Riders Reaching Fare Cap

single-day fare capping with the cap set at a specific number of trips would negate

the need to offer existing passes at multiple price points. Nevertheless, if single-day

fare capping is not a strategy the CTA is interested in, discounted 1-day, 3-day, and

7-day passes for reduced-fare riders must be considered. These riders are traveling on

pay-per-use at much higher rates because they do not have access to short-duration
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reduced-fare passes. The CTA reduced pass prices to incentivize their use; these

incentives should be extended to all riders.
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Chapter 7

Regional Fare Integration

7.1 Introduction

Earlier chapters explored fare products and fare equity; this chapter considers another

important aspect of fares: multi-agency integration. Multi-agency fare integration can

provide benefits to both riders and transit agencies. In metropolitan areas with more

than one public transportation provider, differing fare structures and fare products

can discourage journeys that traverse multiple agencies. Riders can become captive

of a single system, even if improved journeys would be possible by utilizing multiple

agencies. The historical position of agencies may have been that they had more to

lose than gain, in terms of lower ridership and decreased revenues, by cooperating

with other providers. However, our post-pandemic transit environment provides an

impetus to reevaluate this position. Transit ridership decreased substantially due to

COVID-19 stay-home directives and public health emergency orders. Although those

orders are no longer in effect, and in many aspects society has returned to its pre-

pandemic patterns, transit use remains well below pre-COVID levels. Agencies that

had hoped to weather the storm of COVID and wait until riders returned are still

waiting. Mass transit providers hope to grow the size of the transit-riding public;
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simply defending against the defection of any existing riders is not enough for today’s

agencies. Transit providers looking to grow ridership through collaboration stand to

increase boardings as transit users end up with improved accessibility options. The

benefits to riders from such arrangements should be apparent; the chance to access

more transit at a given price is a benefit in itself. More efficient trips are available,

as are more travel options with fewer constraints.

This chapter presents a case study exploring the opportunities for closer regional

integration in fares between separate public transportation providers in the Chicago

metropolitan area. The three regional agencies provide urban rapid transit (the CTA),

regional commuter rail (Metra), and bus service in suburban areas (Pace). All three

of these agencies are under the oversight of the Regional Transportation Author-

ity (’RTA’), which apportions funding and guides region-wide policy in addition to

conducting oversight.

Over the past several years, the CTA and Pace have been working towards closer

integration of fares so that riders can traverse both systems seamlessly. The CTA

pass pricing changes made permanent in fall 2021 (discussed in chapter 5) applied to

both joint passes as well as CTA-only products. At that point the CTA and Pace

offered two joint passes: a 7-day pass and a 30-day pass. The CTA and Pace both

also offered a separate 7-day option valid only on their own networks. The CTA only

offers one 30-day pass option, and it is jointly valid on Pace. Conversely, Pace offers

a 30-day pass that is valid only on its network, and that option is $60 as opposed to

$75 for the joint-agency 30-day pass. The CTA’s 1-day and 3-day pass offerings were

traditionally only valid for travel on the CTA system. As of writing, those 1-day and

3-day passes have just been made valid on Pace, alongside the consolidation of the

7-day pass into a single jointly-valid pass [65]. This marks substantial progress in fare

integration as all CTA passes are now recognized on Pace, and nearly all Pace passes

are recognized by the CTA.
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Integrated fares between the CTA and Metra have been less common. Until July

2022 there was an optional add-on product available to commuter rail monthly pass

holders that provided CTA travel with restrictions. This add-on was called the Link-

Up and it offered CTA travel on weekdays during the morning and evening peak,

alongside unlimited Pace travel. Additionally, Metra riders could purchase the Pace

PlusBus pass for unlimited Pace travel with no CTA validity. These two passes cost

$55 and $30, respectively. Both add-on options were replaced in July 2022 by the

Regional Connect Pass, which provided Metra monthly pass users unlimited travel

across the CTA and Pace on all days and at all times for $30. This change was made

alongside deep discounts to the Metra monthly pass, which was priced at an even

$100 regardless of the number of zones traveled. To illustrate the deep discount this

represents for some riders, previously the most expensive pass had been $275. This

equates to savings for these Metra monthly pass users of up to 64%.

All three transit agencies use the same vendor to track their fare product sales

and rider boardings, but the agencies do not all record transactions uniformly. CTA

and Pace generate AFC records when a rider uses a Ventra card or limited-use ticket

to tap onto a bus at the farebox, or onto rapid rail by tapping at a turnstile. Metra

does not use validators to charge for travel; instead riders can purchase trips from

conductors onboard or through the Ventra smartphone app. Certain Metra products,

such as the Regional Connect Pass add-on, are only available to purchase through the

smartphone app. Correspondingly, smartphone ticket sales and usage constitute the

large majority of Metra travel. Riders launch their ticket and show it to the conductor;

this process creates a usage record in the AFC database. That record is associated

with a time and often a latitude and longitude, although no station, vehicle, or ticket

validating machine are recorded. This means time of travel, fare product, and use

frequency information is available for commuter rail riders, but origins, destinations,

and transfer points are not specifically identified.
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Recent changes have been made to pricing for products with single-agency valid-

ity, as well as to add-on products that provide travel on regional partners. Changes

to the add-on offerings were not limited to purchase price; usage restrictions were

also loosened, providing more freedom to travel. In this chapter the impacts of these

changes are first observed in terms of ridership, revenue, and customer fare product

choice. Second, fare elasticities are calculated for multi-agency and commuter-rail

riders post-COVID. Third, the potential market size for additional integrated fare

products is discussed, including a prioritization of existing fare product users to tar-

get. The results of this case study illustrate the potential gains for both rider and

agency from regional collaboration and suggest clear avenues to further improve rider

accessibility.

7.2 Research Goals

The purpose of the case study presented in this chapter is to explore the benefits

that might be realized should Chicago-area public transportation providers work to

further improve integrated fare offerings. The specific research questions explored in

this chapter are:

• How have riders responded to recent improvements in multi-agency

fare integration? The replacement of the Link-Up and PlusBus passes with

the Regional Connect Pass (‘RCP’) in July 2022 represents a major advance

in regional integration. The RCP provides a single add-on product conferring

unlimited travel across all of three transit providers. These improvements were

coupled with lower prices.

• What is the potential market size for multi-agency fare product? Each

agency uses the Ventra platform for ticket sales and fare payment, but the data

retained for analysis by each agency is not uniform. Differences across transit
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agencies are due to both different policy choices and differing fare validation

needs for different transit services.

• Which fare products should be prioritized for integration? The Re-

gional Connect Pass is an undeniable improvement over the Link-Up pass, but

it is only available to Metra riders that purchase a monthly commuter rail pass.

Continued progress on regional integration will require that riders using other

fare products have access to multi-agency travel. Assuming that progress con-

tinues incrementally, the next fare products to be targeted for improvement

need to be identified.

Taken together, these three questions provide both an understanding of the bene-

fits already realized through improvements in integration as well as a guide to future

strategic decision-making.

7.2.1 Rider Responses to Recent Improvements in Integration

The Regional Connect Pass, introduced in the summer of 2022, furnishes a real-world

experiment that can be used to analyze transit use and fare product choice. The

Ventra platform contains information on fare product validation used to access all

three transit agencies. AFC records are associated with a specific Ventra account,

represented using an anonymized identification variable. These AFC records include

information on the time and location of the fare tap, recorded transfer points, and

the fare product that was used for travel.

From these records, changes in travel patterns at the level of individual riders can

be observed. In this case, riders that have used the RCP can be identified. Any

changes in CTA travel can be directly detected. Observable changes can include

changes in travel frequency, travel regularity, different time of day for trips, or use of

new transit networks. Additionally, since CTA travel records include unique identifiers
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for Ventra accounts, other pass products purchased by these same accounts can be

observed over time. The availability of all of these details helps indicate what aspects

of the RCP have appealed to users. Is it the lowered price? The freedom to travel at

all days and times? Unfettered access to the CTA? Investigating rider travel using

available AFC data clarifies which riders benefit from improved integration, how they

have responded, and the extent of changes in their public transit use. These questions

can then in turn inform future enhancements while also corroborating any successes

to date.

7.2.2 Potential Market for Further Fare Integration

Quantifying changes in transit travel and understanding shifts in fare product choice

both provide powerful insights on regional fares. Regional integration of transit fares

has clearly been improved in Chicago, but the to-date improvements are concentrated

among transit riders that purchase a Metra monthly pass. To support extending

similar add-on products beyond only monthly pass users, it is beneficial to know what

the potential demand might be. Not all Metra monthly pass purchasers have opted

to purchase the RCP; in fact, only a small portion of them have. In October, only

around 5% of Metra monthly passes chose to add on the RCP. Nevertheless, because

of the introduction of the RCP, adoption and usage of an integrated option can be

clearly observed and monitored among a clearly defined subset of riders: monthly

pass users.

Prior to January 2023, the number of journeys and the volume of each fare prod-

uct sold were identifiable through Ventra AFC records, but the anonymized transit

account identifiers were not uniform between CTA/Pace and Metra travel. This ne-

cessitated that a link between the data be identified or, if necessary, constructed.

Understanding CTA travel patterns and Metra travel patterns does not provide in-

formation on joint-use of the systems. Figure 7-1 illustrates the crux of the issue.
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The market size for integrated passes could be small, as in diagram A; it could be

large, as in diagram B; or it could fall somewhere in between. Further, the extent

of the intersection between CTA riders and Metra riders could plausibly differ based

on the rider type, which is partially discernable through the fare products used for

travel.

(a) (b)

Figure 7-1: Illustrative Diagram of Multi-System Ridership

A common data field for account identification was found based on the payment

method for fare products. Each payment method used to purchase fares has an

anonymized, unique identifier for each system. These anonymized identifiers are not

consistent across agencies, meaning that a rider purchasing fare products from each

agency would have multiple identifiers corresponding to the same payment method.

This is the legacy of decisions made at each agency to use separate identifiers for tran-

sit travel, possibly to ensure that while data was available through a common vendor,

the analysis of each agency’s data would remain decoupled and proprietary. In mid-

2022, the agencies began populating a new field that allows the various anonymized

payment method identifiers to be linked to each other; a visual representation is

available in Figure 7-2.

A desire to tap all potential sources of ridership, especially given that travel vol-

umes have still not fully recovered post-COVID, has likely encouraged more collabora-
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Figure 7-2: Schematic of Cross-Agency AFC Record Keeping

tive approaches among the agencies. A rising tide lifts all ships, and more individuals

using transit to move from one point to another presents each agency additional

opportunities to increase boardings by offering complementary services.

Having constructed the ability to link AFC records across all three of the regional

public transport providers, understanding the current market-size for multi-agency

products is central to determining how many multi-agency riders exist. Once these

multi-agency riders are identified, the fare products used for travel on each transit

system, the frequency of travel on each system, and the number of travel days where

a single system is used all orient decision-makers as they weigh the risks and benefits

of expanded fare integration. The benefits from increased integration to riders are

obvious; ridership gains to each agency should be the major motivation to agencies.
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There are no drawbacks to riders from more multi-agency travel opportunities.

7.2.3 Fare Products to Prioritize

The case study presented in this chapter first analyzes travel responses to already

introduced improvements to regional travel; it then assesses the potential market-size

for continued fare integration. The next step is to assess the fare product choices

of existing multi-agency travelers to prioritize add-on products that provide multi-

agency access. Full integration is not considered an option in the immediate future;

improved integration is likely to first take the form of fare product add-ons, exempli-

fied by the Regional Connect Pass, or new products that are priced at a premium in

exchange for cross-agency travel.

Some of the fare products offered by each agency share commonalities, but there

are also pass products that are unique to specific agencies. The CTA, Pace, and

Metra all offer a monthly pass option, and a pay-per-use option, but only Metra

offers a ticket that is valid for ten rides. Given the number of fare products offered,

and the variations in those offerings, the question of how to combine add-on offerings

becomes pertinent. A Metra rider with a monthly pass can purchase the RCP, valid

for CTA and Pace travel during the same month. That same Metra rider cannot

currently purchase any other CTA fare product at a discounted price. That is to say

that current add-on integration is only an option for alike long-period passes. But

where like passes do not exist, what is the solution to encourage integration? Should

all riders be able to purchase any fare product from another transportation provider at

a discount, introducing the possibility of mixing and matching fare products across

agencies? Should agencies that do not have a corollary to a rider’s original fare

product introduce an equivalent offering? There are three ways to structure fare

integration which are illustrated below using the Metra 10-ride ticket as an example:

• Should the CTA be offering a discounted 10-ride ticket to Metra riders utilizing
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the Metra 10-ride ticket?

• Should Metra 10-ride ticket users not have any options for CTA travel using a

fare integration add-on?

• Or should 10-ride ticket users be able to select the CTA fare product of their

choice as an add-on at a discounted price?

How the agencies choose to approach these questions are important. Given the

permutations of potential fare product combinations across all three agencies, pri-

oritizing fare products for integration can make the burden smaller. Determining

in which order to consider fare integrations helps create a path for continued inte-

gration and pinpoints the fare products that hold the most potential to riders and

transit agencies. A priority ranking can guide not only integration decisions, but

also where further research would be conducive. Pilot programs or customer surveys

may help resolve the dilemma provided by the different fare product designs at the

three transport agencies; a ranking of the best opportunities for integration can indi-

cate transition points between high-potential, unknown potential, and low potential

integration options.

7.3 Methodology

The methodological approach used for this case study is set out in this section, which

is organized into three subsections roughly corresponding to each of the research

questions previously listed. The methodology employed by this analysis relies on

AFC travel records at the three Chicago-area transit providers. Identification fields

are first established at each agency; these identifiers are used to observe and analyze

how customers responded to previous improvements in fare integration. The insights

gleaned are then extended to all riders traveling jointly on multiple transit systems,

who are identified using AFC records available from the Ventra platform.
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7.3.1 Evaluating Travel Changes on Existing Integrated

Products

The transaction records available in Ventra provide detailed data on individual trip-

making and fare payment. Unique identifiers for each account that travels on the CTA

are available. Unique within-agency identifiers are also available at all three agencies

at the level of payments for fare product purchases on the Ventra smartphone app.

All identification fields are anonymized; their primary benefit to this analysis is to

track changes over time.

As the effects of improved multi-agency fare integration constitute the primary

analytical question of this case study, exploring previous improvements restricts the

cohort of relevant travelers to those able to take advantage of those improvements.

Therefore, this analysis narrowly defines the riders to evaluate as those that purchased

the Regional Connect Pass at least once in the five months following its introduction.

Riders who purchase the RCP are by definition multi-system riders, as only Metra

monthly pass purchasers are eligible for the RCP add-on. After identifying the ac-

counts that purchased the RCP add-on in at least one month, other fare payment

decisions can be observed across time. The fare products from which RCP users have

shifted can be used disentangle and quantify the benefits of an integrated offering.

7.3.2 Calculating Post-COVID Fare Elasticities for Integrated

Products

Elasticity is an economic concept used to measure the change in demand for a product

as the price of that product changes. When applied to transit, the product demanded

is transit journeys and the demand level is quantified as trip volumes. The cost for

that product is the transit fare. Application of elasticities to transit fares is well-

established with a detailed literature developed over many years. The relevance of
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elasticity measurements to transit fare changes is very intuitive; the higher the cost

to travel, the fewer journeys people will make. Discretionary trips may be foregone

as the costs overtake any benefits. Transit substitutes become more competitive.

Conversely, lower transit fares act to encourage additional transit use by reducing the

cost burden and increasing overall competitiveness.

Modeling fare elasticities requires consistent units of measurement for both travel

costs and trip volumes. These units of measurement can be defined in various way.

The most common and straightforward technique evaluates elasticities through pay-

per-use products. Periodic fare increases have a long history in transit, and they

provide for direct measurement. Following a clear, measurable, distinct change in

pay-per-use fares, assuming the rest of the transit environment remains constant, all

corresponding shifts in travel volumes are measured. These shifts are attributable to

the new higher cost of travel in aggregate, and the magnitude of travel volume changes

are analyzed. Using changes in single-ride fares and pay-per-use travel volumes as

the primary inputs, the rider fare-elasticity is estimated.

Given that fare elasticity measurements require a change in fare prices, fare elas-

ticity is most commonly estimated in the time period surrounding a fare restructuring.

In the long history of US mass transportation, such fare changes have normally only

occurred in one direction – upward. The COVID-19 pandemic scrambled the logic

on many traditional perspectives around mass transit, only some of which have been

detailed within this thesis. One of the notions that has been reconsidered is a need for

continual increases in fares in light of the steep declines in transit use. As a matter of

fact, in Chicago there have been actual, observable decreases in the cost of some fare

products. Chapter 5 discussed CTA pass price reductions in detail. Metra’s deeply

discounted monthly pass price, and the significant changes to fare integration repre-

sented by the RCP, are two additional instances of transit agencies actually reducing

the cost to ride.
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This chapter estimates post-COVID transit fare elasticities for commuter rail only

riders as well as elasticity for multi-agency access as calculated using joint CTA/Metra

riders. The detailed AFC data available is used to measure rider responses following

the July 2022 pricing changes to two specific fare products: the Metra monthly pass

and the Regional Connect Pass. The price change for monthly passes experienced by

Metra users is not uniform. The monthly pass was set at a single price regardless

of the number of zones for which it is used. Previously each of Metra’s ten defined

zones had a different monthly pass price. All customers that purchased a Metra

monthly pass following the price reductions in July 2022 is included in the analysis,

regardless of their prior fare product choice. These riders experienced a change in their

fare per trip, and their corresponding travel changes are germane to ensure accurate

elasticity estimation. Table 7.1 shows the change in prices for representative Metra

fare products in July 2022. To measure the elasticity for post-COVID commuter rail,

only riders that have experienced the change in fares are included, which are monthly

pass users. For single-ride and 10-ride tickets pricing, differentiation for each of the

ten zones remains. Any travel pattern shifts observed for the other riders are not being

driven by fare changes. The other riders are excluded from elasticity estimation to

avoid spurious impacts on the results.

All Zones Up to 3 Zones
Metra Product June 2022 July 2022 June 2022 July 2022
Monthly Pass $275.50 $100.00 $159.50 $100.00
Ten-Ride $90.25 $90.25 $52.25 $52.25
Day Pass $10.00 $10.00 $6.00 $6.00
One-Way $9.50 $9.50 $5.50 $5.50
CTA Add-On $55.00 $30.00 $55.00 $30.00

Table 7.1: July 2022 Metra Fare Product Price Changes

For similar reasons, fare elasticity for multi-agency travelers is estimated using

AFC data for all riders that purchased the RCP in the months following its introduc-

tion regardless of whether or not they had previously purchased the Link-Up pass.
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All riders switching to the new fare product are experiencing the fare change it rep-

resents. Although the RCP replaced a number of different fare products for different

riders, the price per ride can be measured regardless of fare product.

AFC data records for both RCP users traveling on the CTA and for Metra trav-

elers that purchased a monthly pass are individually identifiable. The fare products

selected, fares paid, travel patterns, and additional potential control variables were

assembled into a panel dataset with both rider and trip information.

The regression model base formulation used to estimate elasticities is as follows:

𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑙𝑦𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑠)𝑖𝑡 = 𝛼𝑖 + 𝑥𝑖𝑡𝛽 + 𝛾𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑎𝑣𝑔.𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑙𝑦𝑓𝑎𝑟𝑒)𝑡 + 𝜖𝑖𝑡 (7.1)

wherein

• i = 1, ..., N representing all Ventra accounts

• t = 1, ..., T representing all time periods, in this case months

• 𝛼𝑖 = Ventra account-specific constant terms

• 𝑥𝑖𝑡 = Control variables

• 𝛽𝑖𝑡 = Coefficient estimates for all control variables

• 𝛾 = Estimated elasticity

• 𝜖𝑖𝑡 = Error term

In a bit more detail, the dependent variable is the logarithm of the number of

monthly transit trips on the relevant network. RCP elasticity estimation analyzes

CTA travel and Metra trips are used for the Metra monthly pass estimates. 𝛼𝑖

represents a dummy variable that is specific to each Ventra account. It is used to

control for any unexplained heterogeneity across riders and to prevent bias in the

calculation of population-wide elasticities. The average fare per trip is used as the
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“price” variable; it is calculated on a monthly basis for each rider and the logarithm of

this value is calculated. The coefficient estimate (𝛾) represents the overall estimated

fare elasticity for the entire population of riders. Various control variables were also

considered; the control variables explored will be discussed more completely in the

Findings section of this chapter.

Taking the logarithm of both the demand variable (monthly trips) and the cost

variable (fare per journey) allows for a direct interpretation of the estimated coeffi-

cients as the percentage change in demand given a percentage change in cost. This is

the exact definition of elasticity. Transformation of the data is therefore a straight-

forward and beneficial tactic for elasticity estimation.

Previous fare elasticity findings have often been in the range of -0.3 to -0.6. This

range is useful to provide some context on the results of model estimation in the

post-COVID environment. Table 7.2 shows a variety of estimated elasticities cited

in a handful of previous studies, including studies that reported results separately

by transit mode. While this table is not an exhaustive list, it does serve as a useful

reference point. Two additional benefits of the model formulated here is that they can

be used to compare the elasticity of multi-agency riders against those of commuter

rail only riders.

7.3.3 Clarifying Potential Market Size for Multi-System

Riders

Building from the observed travel changes among Regional Connect Pass users along-

side estimated post-COVID elasticities, the next step in advancing fare integration

across the Chicago region is identifying what market exists for multi-system products

outside of monthly pass purchasers.

Using the data at hand, the potential market size for multi-system riders will

be approximated using rider segments defined by their multi-system transit use and
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Transit Mode Short Run v.
Long Run

Elasticity
Estimate Source

All -0.33 Cummings et. al.
(1989) [67]

All -0.30 Webster & Bly
(1981) [68]

Bus Short -0.38 to -0.42 Balcombe
et al. (2004) [24]

Bus Short -0.40 Dargay & Hanly
(2002) [69]

Bus Medium -0.56 Balcombe et al.
(2004) [24]

Bus Long -1.00 Balcombe et al.
(2004) [24]

Bus Long -0.90 Dargay & Hanly
(2002) [69]

Commuter Rail Short -0.37 to -0.6 Balcombe
et al. (2004) [24]

Metro / Light Rail Short -0.29 to -0.30 Balcombe et al.
(2004) [24]

Metro / Light Rail Long -0.6 to -0.65 Balcombe et al.
(2004) [24]

Subway / Rail Short -0.33 to -0.46 Balcombe et al.
(2004) [24]

Subway / Rail Long -0.65 Balcombe et al.
(2004) [24]

Table 7.2: Previous Transit Elasticity Estimates

their fare product choice. There are other ways to define the potential market size,

which could include geographic trip-making patterns or areas with overlapping transit

services. However, this thesis focuses on recorded travel frequencies and observed fare

product choices.

Having settled on a definition of potential market size, the newly established link

within the Ventra database can be utilized to fully quantify the overall potential

market for integrated products. The market size can be broken down at a more

granular level, with subsections of the potential market grouped by existing fare

product choices. The major advance offered by the recently introduced data link
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is the opportunity to quantify how many residents of the Chicago area are actually

utilizing multiple public transportation providers, and how often they are doing so.

The detailed nature of Ventra usage records provides for exploration based on all

combinations of fare products offered across the three agencies. To give an example,

the number of Metra monthly pass users can be subdivided based on how frequently

they travel on the CTA, but they can also be subdivided based on which CTA fare

products they choose for that travel. Such distinctions provide for a ranking of the

fare products with the riders most likely to take advantage of multi-system, region-

wide integration. This insight is valuable as the agencies collaborate to improve joint

offerings, and can guide the sequence and extent of those integrations.

7.4 Findings

7.4.1 Travel Patterns of Multi-System Riders

Multi-system riders are the basis for pursuing regional fare integration. Integrated

fares can be a tool to better serve existing customers, but they can also be used

to make transit a more competitive form of travel and therefore capture additional

ridership. To investigate travel patterns of multi-system riders, the riders can be

partitioned into three segments. First, there are the riders that travel on multiple

transit networks and already use some joint fare product conferring travel by all

providers. The second group comprises those riders that travel on multiple systems,

but purchase fare products for each system independently of each other. Expanding

the extent of integrated fare products benefits both of these rider segments, but

the second segment of riders offers a greater potential to increase travel volumes.

Third, there are the riders that could be drawn into traveling on an additional system

if offered an integrated product. These individuals present a completely untapped

market from which to generate travel.
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The Regional Connect Pass constitutes a specific fare product that provides im-

proved fare integration between the CTA and Metra. Additionally, as an add-on

product it is only available to multi-system travelers. The extensive AFC records

available within the Ventra database provide clear identification of the riders that

chose to purchase the RCP, and these riders are definitionally multi-system riders.

Analysis of this rider cohort can show not only how CTA usage changed among these

riders, but also how their fare product choice changed. The customers that have cho-

sen to purchase the RCP are not comprised only of those that previously purchased

the Link-Up pass; in fact, it is only a minority of RCP users that previously purchased

the Link-Up pass.

Only riders that have purchased a Metra monthly commuter rail pass through

the Ventra smartphone app are eligible to purchase the RCP. Concurrent with the

introduction of the RCP, the prices of all Metra monthly passes were reduced to a

uniform price of $100. Before diving into travel findings for RCP users, it is revealing

to observe how all commuter rail riders responded to the price changes. Figure 7-

3 shows how all Ventra accounts moved between primary Metra fare products on

a monthly basis. The figure clearly shows that in the months leading up to the

price reduction, monthly pass users were a small but steady fraction of all Metra

riders. Single-ride tickets and 1-day passes served the majority of Metra accounts,

with riders traveling on a 10-ride ticket comprising the remainder. Following the deep

discounts to Metra’s monthly pass, there are small but clearly observable shifts among

riders to the monthly pass. Shifting to the monthly pass is exactly what one would

predict to happen, although the magnitude of the resulting shifts may be smaller

than expected. Nevertheless, riders continue to move into the monthly pass from the

time of its price drop in July through November. Figure 7-3 further shows a large

chunk of users switching into the inactive category and back each month. These riders

predominately choose a 1-day pass or a single-ride ticket when they are active on the
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system, and their in- and out-flows are consistent over the entire observation period.

This does show the inconsistent nature of much commuter rail use. It is possible some

of these riders shown as moving into and out of the “unknown” category are sometimes

purchasing tickets through the Ventra app, which is captured in the AFC data, and

sometimes purchasing tickets on-board or through other channels. However, the vast

majority of all Metra ticket sales occur through the smartphone app, and these riders

clearly utilize the app, suggesting any switching between purchase channels is likely

to only affect a small fraction of riders.

Figure 7-3: Metra Primary Fare Product per Month by Account

The flow of customers between fare products over time illustrates which products

are gaining riders from which other products and to which products they are losing

customers. The primary fare product choice of each Ventra account can also be used

to categorize Metra travel volumes. Figure 7-4 shows how many Metra trips were
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taken each month, and the fare product used for each of those trips. This same data

is presented alongside the number of active Ventra accounts broken down by primary

fare product choice in each month. The second chart on the righthand side of the

figure displays a stacked bar chart showing only active riders for each month. The

juxtaposition presented in this figure helps clarify the scale of ridership offered by each

of the fare products. Metra monthly pass users are a small portion of all Metra riders.

This is true before and after the price decrease, although there has been a steady

increase in the number of monthly pass purchasers since July 2022. Nevertheless, these

riders are a large share of all trips taken on Metra. These monthly pass users are high-

frequency riders, which is intuitive since they have decided to purchase a monthly pass.

Conversely, single-ride tickets are a large number of all Ventra accounts, but a small

portion of trips taken each month. Coupled with the shifts between single-ride users

and inactive accounts seen in Figure 7-3, single-ride users are much less consistent, as

well as less frequent, Metra travelers. These charts do reveal one surprising finding,

which is 10-ride usage remained relatively steady in terms of both riders and trips

even after the monthly pass price was heavily discounted. The monthly pass and

the day pass both offer better options for round-trip travel following the July 2022

price decreases; currently the 10-ride pass is only optimal for regular one-way travel.

Nevertheless, many users have remained committed to it over time. The 1-day passes

offered by Metra comprise a large number of both trips and active accounts. This is

true both before and after the monthly pass saw its price cut to $100.

Figures 7-3 and 7-4 help clarify the potential number of riders that are eligible to

purchase the Regional Connect Pass, and how that number has changed over time.

The next step is to explore the number of riders that chose to purchase a Regional

Connect Pass, and how that impacted their CTA travel over time. Many commuter

rail users that are commuting to the Loop or another business district can walk from

the Metra station to their destination. And Metra monthly pass holders could be
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Figure 7-4: Metra Trips and Accounts by Fare Product

considered generally more likely to have a destination that has close proximity to

the commuter rail system just by fact that they are high frequency users. The CTA

network also offers many connections to Metra stations, providing an alternative.

RCP holders have the ability to use the CTA, potentially leading to a large increase

in CTA travel among monthly commuter rail riders. These riders still have the option

to walk, but on any day when there is inclement weather or the rider has an errand

to run, the CTA is right there.

As with the Metra fare product choice changes over time, fare product shifting for

CTA travel can be charted for Regional Connect Pass users. The RCP was introduced

in July 2022 and replaced the Link-Up pass, providing fewer restrictions at a lower

price. Figure 7-5 shows that many riders have shifted to the RCP in the months

following its introduction. It also indicates that very few of the riders that have

adopted the RCP were previously traveling on the Link-Up pass. The Link-Up pass

was always known to serve a small audience, but Figure 7-5 illustrates just how few

of its potential riders it was reaching. There has been continual shifting into the RCP

among these multi-agency riders, and only a small portion shifted away from the

RCP. Two compelling takeaways from are that the RCP actually drew in individuals

that previously had no identifiable CTA travel and that single-ride pay-per-use riders
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have seen the largest number of riders migrate to the RCP. Both of these are positive

outcomes for riders and transit agencies. Among the riders that did not have any

previously recorded CTA travel, the fact that they are now traveling on the CTA

shows clearly that improved integration is expanding the transit market. Perhaps

some portion of these riders previously traveled on the CTA system but did not use

a Ventra account to do so; even if this were the case, moving riders onto Ventra is

another agency benefit. It allows different journeys to be associated with each other,

improving data analysis opportunities to improve service and understand the riding

public. The continual flows into the RCP over time show that more and more riders

are aware of its benefits, which speaks to the strength of the product.

Figure 7-5: CTA Primary Fare Product per Month by Account

The RCP has clearly attracted users away from other products over the months

since its introduction. This could be due to its lower price, the elimination of any
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time period restrictions on usage, or a combination of both. Further exploration of

the impacts of the RCP on travel patterns in this section will focus on the cohort of

riders displayed in Figure 7-5. This group of Ventra accounts comprise riders jointly

traveling on the CTA and on Metra, by definition of their RCP purchase. Observable

changes in the travel behaviors of this subset of riders after the introduction of the

RCP, and their adoption of it, are indicative of the ridership benefits of fare integra-

tion. Additionally, shifts among RCP riders can inform expectations for additional

integrated products.

Analyzing the change in trips across three distinct day and time periods can help

clarify to what extent removal of usage restrictions drew riders in. The Link-Up

pass only provided CTA travel on weekdays during the peak periods. It is worth

investigating whether there were any observed changes in the days and times people

chose to ride on the CTA following the Link-Up pass’s replacement by the RCP.

Figure 7-6 indicates that there was little change to the time of travel of RCP users.

The proportion of trips taken on weekends remained steady before and after the RCP

was introduced. This is also the case for weekday trips taken in off-peak periods

and weekday peak trips. The number of CTA journeys taken in each of these three

periods increased consistently in the months following the introduction of the RCP

before leveling off in the late fall, but the proportional travel in each period was little

changed. This suggests that loosened restrictions on CTA use were not the primary

driver of RCP uptake, although the loosened restrictions help to serve travelers and

draw them to the RCP.

Total travel on the CTA by the subset of multi-system riders that purchased the

RCP increased in the months following its introduction, including across all days and

times (Figure 7-6). Many riders that had used various CTA fare products, or had no

identifiable travel at all, switched to the RCP (Figure 7-5). Figure 7-7 emphasizes

another impact of the RCP; the interplay between travel and fare revenues. This
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Figure 7-6: Regional Connect Pass Trip Volumes by Time of Day

chart shows total CTA travel by these multi-agency riders from April until November

2022. CTA travel volumes for this consistent set of customers increased noticeably

in July 2022 and the months following. The colors in the stacked bar chart represent

the CTA fare product on which those trips were taken. The Link-Up was a consistent

but small portion of all trips pre-RCP, with single-ride pay-per-use constituting the

most travel. There was a major jump in pass trips and a corresponding drop in in

pay-per-use travel among these riders concurrent with the RCP’s availability in July

2022. By October, the number of trips taken on the RCP outnumbered all trips taken

in June, the month immediately preceding the RCP’s debut.

Figure 7-7 also displays the CTA fare revenues generated from these trips on a

monthly basis. The story told by the fare revenue numbers is somewhat different;

fare revenues were highest in June immediately prior to the Regional Connect Pass
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becoming available. This is true even though June had the third fewest trips in the

analysis period. Following the introduction of the RCP in July 2022, the fare revenues

collected by the CTA from these multi-agency riders remained relatively steady as

travel volumes climbed. The CTA received slightly lower fare revenues than in June

2022, but the collected fare revenues in each of the following months were still above

April and May totals. Ultimately, the CTA witnessed clear increases in travel that

were proportionally larger than corresponding drops in fare revenue.

Figure 7-7: CTA RCP User Travel Volumes vs. Fare Revenues

Travel on the CTA network among these RCP users increased at an aggregate

level. However, inspection of travel at the aggregate level does not reveal if travel

increases occurred uniformly among all riders. Users that chose to purchase the RCP

can be segmented in various ways. One particularly useful way to categorize these

riders is by the fare product they chose to use for CTA travel before the RCP was

available. Segmenting riders in this way is intuitive; these riders chose their fare

product based on the frequency and times of day they needed access to CTA service,

as well as the price point that was best. Given their choice from among the available

fare products, riders can be sorted into three separate groups:

1 Riders that always purchased the Link-Up pass in every month preceding

the introduction of the RCP. As shown in Figure 7-5 these riders all shifted into
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the RCP. They are frequent CTA users that have a commuter travel pattern,

using the CTA every month and always determining that the Link-Up with its

time of day and day of week usage restrictions was an optimal product for them.

2 Riders that occasionally purchased the Link-Up pass in the months

before July 2022. This group of riders predicted each month whether there

travel needs would best be served by the Link-Up, and they did not always come

to the same conclusion. These discerning customers use the CTA frequently,

but not always in ways best served by the Link-Up.

3 Riders that never purchased the Link-Up pass. Most of these riders

used the CTA before the RCP was offered, but they chose other products for

their travel. This could be because of the price of the Link-Up or misalignment

between its restrictions and their travel behaviors.

To help crystalize which riders drove the travel increases, the travel patterns of

each of these three groups is explored after the RCP was introduced. Figure 7-8 charts

the average number of CTA trips taken by each of these three groups in the months

immediately preceding and following the replacement of the Link-Up pass with the

RCP. Riders who always purchased the Link-Up pass have the highest average CTA

travel each month. This makes intuitive sense; they should travel the most if the

higher-priced, restrictive Link-Up pass made sense for them to purchase in the first

place. However, this group did not see any uptake in CTA travel frequency. It

is a similar story for the riders that selectively chose the Link-Up pass; their CTA

use included some sporadic increases and decreases over time. Among those newly

selecting the add-on option for CTA travel, there is a clear and consistent increase in

CTA use following the RCP’s introduction. And this latter group constitutes by far

the largest number of individual accounts and passes purchased, and these accounts

clearly show the benefits of integrated fares.
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Figure 7-8: Average CTA Trips per Ventra Account

Figure 7-8 shows the mean number of trips across all riders based on their seg-

ment. However, it does not disclose the underlying distributions of CTA travel among

these groups. Figure 7-9 does show the travel distributions for two months, one before

the RCP’s debut and one for a month following. Individuals are again partitioned

according to their Link-Up use, but in this case the occasional and constant Link-Up

purchasers are grouped together. Figure 7-9 corroborates the results from Figure

7-8: the RCP has encouraged Metra riders to travel more frequently on the CTA.

There is a clear rightward shift in the distribution of the non-Link-Up riders. Pre-

viously, the majority of these riders took very few trips on the CTA each month.

By November, the center of the distribution was just above 20 rides per account per

month. These riders that never purchased a Link-Up were the target audience for

the new, improved integration offered by the Regional Connect Pass. These riders
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responded by switching to the Link-Up from their various prior fare products, and

then proceeded to use the CTA more. They are traveling more frequently, and doing

so because of the advantages now available through the RCP. In contrast, the much

smaller cohort of riders who had purchased the Link-Up pass show almost no change

in the distribution of their CTA travel. The RCP has benefitted this group as well

without the corresponding boosts to CTA trip volumes.

Figure 7-9: Distribution of CTA Travel by Ventra Account

The debut of the Regional Connect Pass in July 2022, coupled with deep discounts

to the pricing for Metra monthly passes, have proven to be a boon to riders. The Metra

monthly pass has drawn riders away from other Metra products, and this is especially

true of high-frequency riders. The monthly pass users may remain a small portion of

all Metra riders, but they make up a much more significant chunk of all Metra travel

in the months following the pricing discounts. The fact that the Regional Connect
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Pass is only available to monthly pass users may add an additional pull towards the

monthly pass for high-frequency multi-system riders, potentially accounting for some

of product shifting. Regarding fare integration, all of the observed changes on CTA

travel by multi-system users indicate that the introduction of the Regional Connect

Pass, and the improved fare integration it provided, has been a success. It has induced

additional ridership, which is beneficial to the CTA. It has done this at a relatively

low cost in terms of reduced fare revenues, which is again a win for the CTA. And it

has given riders more travel options for seamless multi-agency transit use, improving

their travel experience. Given these findings, extending integration to additional fare

products beyond the current base of Metra monthly pass users would likely provide

simultaneous benefits to both riders and transit agencies.

7.4.2 Post-COVID Fare Elasticities

The detailed data on fare product choice and travel behavior changes following July

2022, which concurrently saw changes to the Metra monthly pass and the RCP made

available to purchasers of the commuter rail monthly pass, provides the basis for

estimation of post-COVID fare elasticities. These two interrelated subsets of com-

muter rail users experienced the pricing changes in July 2022: first, the larger set of

commuter rail riders who purchased a Metra monthly pass. Second, the subset of

these riders who additionally purchased the Regional Connect Pass add-on. Utilizing

the new pricing structure for Metra monthly passes, the elasticity of long-distance

commuter rail travel in the post-COVID environment can be estimated. Travel pat-

terns were changed by COVID, so it is possible that fare elasticities for commuter

rail systems have similarly changed. Here we have a clear opportunity to explore

this in the Chicago area. Similarly, commuter rail riders that utilize multiple transit

systems experienced a price change in their access to a secondary system, in this case

the CTA. This pricing change, and any corresponding changes in travel volumes, can
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be used to estimate fare elasticity for mass transit among multi-system riders.

The Ventra system provides the underlying data necessary for estimates of rider

fare elasticity. The AFC data available through Ventra does require cleaning to ensure

that calculations are made only within the pool of travelers that actually experienced

the fare changes. As shown in Figure 7-4, Metra monthly pass users are a small

number of all Metra travelers, but they account for a proportionally large number of

commuter rail trips. This group of Metra monthly pass users are the key segment

to analyze when estimating post-COVID commuter rail elasticities. Riders who did

not ever purchase a monthly pass did not experience any change in the cost of travel

during this time period.

The Metra riders who purchased a Metra monthly pass need to be subset further

to adjust for changes in the number of zones covered by their monthly pass. When

estimating elasticities, only the riders who consistently purchased products covering

the same number of Metra travel zones were included. As Metra monthly pass prices

were set to a uniform level ($100) in July 2022, the change in travel prices across

Metra zones is not consistent. An apples-to-apples comparison requires riders travel

the same distance, in terms of Metra zones, before and after the pricing changes.

This is possible to identify, as even though pricing was standardized, Metra continued

differentiating among fare products for each of the 10 zones in the system. Further,

although the optimal decision for each rider would have been to start buying the pass

covering all zones, most Metra riders did not do this. Instead, they opted to continue

buying the same fare product covering the same number of zones. Among riders that

purchased a Metra monthly pass following its price drop, 71% purchased only fare

products covering the same number of zones between April 2022 and November 2022.

One final constraint was applied to these riders; any riders that switched from

purchasing full-price products to reduced-fare products, or vice versa, were excluded.

These riders similarly experienced an additional pricing change unrelated to the fare
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restructuring implemented by Metra. Fortunately, this is a very small percentage of

riders. After applying each filter described, the resulting dataset comprises 11,324

Ventra accounts.

This dataset contains both observations across both time and across individu-

als, necessitating the panel formulation as described in the methodology section and

shown in Formula (7.1).

Given the panel nature of the data, with each user being accounted for individu-

ally, control variables for the number of zones traveled and previous use of the Link-Up

pass are unnecessary, and in fact are perfectly colinear with the individual-specific

constants represented by 𝛼𝑖. This model is also referred to as a “fixed effects model”,

with 𝛼𝑖 representing the fixed effect ascribed to each individual Ventra account. Nev-

ertheless, to provide a fuller picture, regressions were also run using a model without

individual-specific fixed effects. This model estimates rider elasticities at the aggre-

gate level over time by comparing riders to all other riders, as opposed to tracking

the changes of specific riders across months. Regression estimates for three different

models are shown below in Table 7.3. First, for elasticity estimates at the aggregate

level with no fixed effects. Second, with fixed effects for each Ventra account. And

third, with fixed effects for both Ventra users and calendar months, resulting in panel

data.

Model Description Coefficient
Estimate

Standard
Error

T-
Value

P-
Value

1 No Controls -0.912 0.0048 -190.4 <.0001

2 Account-specific fixed
effects -0.779 0.9964 -121.0 <.0001

3 Account- and month-
specific fixed effects -0.783 0.0066 -118.1 <.0001

Table 7.3: Metra Elasticity Regression Results

Across the three models shown in Table 7.3, the coefficient estimate on the cost per

trip variable is very consistent. This acts as the estimated elasticity in each model, and
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in all three of the displayed models it is highly significant. This coefficient estimate

is found to be significant well beyond the 0.1% level. These findings indicate a very

elastic demand for commuter rail travel in historical context. A short-run elasticity

of just under 0.8 indicates a higher sensitivity price than is often observed for transit

fares. This 0.8 estimate from the fixed-effects model is the lowest of the estimated

elasticities, and it is controlled at the individual level for both accounts and travel

months.

A regression model is also used to estimate the short-run fare elasticity of multi-

system riders who are represented by Regional Connect Pass users. This is a subset

of all Metra monthly pass purchasers, and preparing the data to regress requires less

cleaning given that the CTA system does not charge fares based on any measure of

distance. The panel data used to evaluate price sensitivity among multi-system riders

is restricted to individuals that purchased the RCP at least once between its debut

in July and November 2022. These individuals are not only multi-system riders by

definition, they also experienced the price change and reacted to it. That reaction

could take the form of benefiting from a lower price, as with Link-Up users, or the

reaction could be adoption of the add-on pass in place of a different fare product.

The second requirement for inclusion is identifiable travel on the CTA prior to July

2022, regardless of which fare product they used to travel. Riders with no previously

identifiable travel have unknown travel demand before the introduction of the RCP,

and there is no average cost per trip if there are no trips taken. Applying these

requirements to the data leaves 1,380 unique accounts to analyze.

Table 7.4 shows the results of three different fare elasticity estimations. As dis-

cussed with regards to the Metra monthly pass, the fact that this is panel data

reduces the number of variables potentially needing to be controlled in the fixed ef-

fects formulation. Previous use of the Link-Up pass, rider use of transit benefits, and

general ridership trends are all captured by the individual-specific constant estimates
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𝛼𝑖. Nevertheless, the results from two simpler models are also included in the table.

First, a model with no fixed effects which compares total travel and overall cost at

the aggregate level for all ridership. Second, a model with rider-specific fixed effects,

where each rider is compared to themselves. And third, the panel formulation with

fixed effects for both the rider and the month of travel.

Coefficient estimate representing fare elasticity is 0.56. This is lower than the

estimate for commuter rail users, but still on the high-side of historical estimated

short-run transit fare elasticities. The results further show that at the aggregate level,

ignoring fixed effects, the impacts of improved regional integration are even higher.

Riders are still showing a clear sensitivity to the costs of multi-system integration,

even if that sensitivity is less than among monthly commuter rail riders as a whole.

This is understandable as Commuter Rail riders are choosing whether to use transit

or another form of travel, whereas the RCP riders are choosing whether to keep using

transit.

Model Description Coefficient
Estimate

Standard
Error

T-
Value

P-
Value

1 No Controls -0.781 0.0145 -53.7 <.0001

2 Account-specific fixed
effects -0.567 0.0152 -37.3 <.0001

3 Account- and month-
specific fixed effects -0.550 0.0160 -34.3 <.0001

Table 7.4: Regional Connect Pass Elasticity Regression Results

7.4.3 Add-on Products

AFC data records from the Chicago area show clearly observable changes in use of

CTA services by Metra riders after improved integration of the available fare offer-

ings. There was an increase in multi-system travel across all days and times of the

week, and customers that were new to the integrated product showed the largest

response in terms of increased trip-making. These observed changes were used to
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model post-COVID fare elasticities for long-distance commuter rail travel and multi-

agency integrated products. The modeled estimates showed relatively high sensitivity

to transit fares in a historical context.

The impacts felt and insights learned from the Regional Connect Pass are use-

ful to guide integration among other CTA and Metra fare products. Benefits from

multi-agency fare products are currently restricted to individuals that choose to pur-

chase a monthly pass for commuter rail travel. As shown, monthly pass purchasers

are a small portion of all commuter rail riders, and a proportionally larger volume

of commuter rail trips. Even so, monthly pass travel constitutes less than 1
3

of all

recorded commuter rail trips. That leaves a significant portion of trips, and an even

great number of individuals, that would potentially benefit from multi-agency inte-

grated fare offerings. Coaxing some of these riders to an integrated product presents

opportunities to further boost ridership at each agency.

A case can be made that agencies should provide a variety of integrated add-

on products that are available to mix-and-match between service providers. Riders

would be able to choose the options that best meet their regional transit needs from

an a la carte menu of offerings. For instance, if Metra monthly pass users could

add on a discounted CTA day-pass when needed throughout the month that could

capture a portion of users that have not chosen to purchase the Regional Connect

Pass. Bringing these riders onto the CTA for some travel could create the habit of

regular multi-agency use, perhaps convincing them of the RCP’s utility such that

they purchase it in a future period.

Assuming the agencies do not want to offer mix-and-match fare integration, which

they have not as of yet shown a propensity to do, identifying similar products between

agencies that could be leveraged as a jointly integrated offering. When evaluating

additional integrated offerings, the fare products at each agency can be prioritized

based on the propensity of riders towards multi-agency travel. This could include a
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fully integrated 1-day pass, offered at a slight discount when compared to purchasing

each individually, or a single-ride ticket. How each of the potential like-product

combinations should be ranked in order of potential market size is a question that

must be answered to guide this process. Which Metra fare products serve riders that

have high rates of multi-agency travel, and which do not, should be considered.

Figure 7-10 displays the number of CTA and Metra trips taken by each Ventra

account. Travelers that use both agencies relatively equally would appear equidistant

from both axes, while those riders located near an axis do not travel equally on

each agency. High-frequency users of both the CTA and Metra are circled in green.

These charts can help lay the groundwork for further exploration. It appears that

promotional products, such as weekend and holiday passes, serve riders that travel on

both agencies relatively evenly. In particularly, it appears a large number of Metra

monthly pass users do travel on the CTA, even if they do not purchase the RCP.

They travel using weekly passes, promotional passes, some pay-per-use travel, and

(shockingly) travel on the CTA monthly pass. Any riders using both a Metra monthly

pass and a CTA monthly pass should absolutely be using the RCP; the reason that

they are not deserves some exploration. Similarly, Metra’s 10-ride ticket and day pass

offerings see riders that travel on the CTA at levels relatively close to their Metra

travel. The results also suggest that CTA travelers are sometimes drawn to Metra for

occasional travel when Metra offers promotional products, as demonstrated by the

CTA 30-day pass users that travel using uncommon and/or promotional Metra fare

products.

Preliminarily, 1-day pass offerings and promotional products both seem like promis-

ing areas to explore integrated products. In particular, promotional and weekend fare

products can be seen as a first step in closer integration, or as a useful pilot through

which to explore integration. Riders that take advantage of these are often infrequent

transit users, so offering them a new and improved product and then tracking whether
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Figure 7-10: Metra and CTA Travel Frequencies

that product encourages them to use transit throughout the region more often could

provide strong support for continuing widespread integration.

Next steps should focus on differentiating between multi-system riders that are

CTA-first riders and Metra-first riders. The primary transit provider for each Ventra

account can add context to any integrated fare offerings, as well as guiding agency

strategy for rolling out and marketing products. Pilot programs for integrated fare

offerings would be a boon, particularly among lower-frequency commuter rail travel-

ers. If a similar number of 1-day pass and single-ride travelers chose an integrated

offering, and responded by increasing travel as obviously as witnessed following the
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RCP’s introduction, a large market of potential ridership can be tapped, benefitting

agencies. From the rider perspective fare integration improves the travel experience,

reduces costs, encourages transit use, and expands travel possibilities. Regional fare

integration makes sense to all involved parties and encourages overall transit use in

the region benefitting operators as a whole.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

This thesis presents four case studies used to reevaluate major aspects of transit fare

policy. This is done with particular attention to how fare-policy decision-making and

public transport agency priorities have changed in the aftermath of the COVID-19

pandemic. Public perceptions of mass transit have continued to develop with greater

focus placed on transit-dependent riders and front-line employees. Alongside societal

awareness and the spotlighting of continuing inequities, questions of fare equity have

only been magnified. Massive COVID-induced shifts in the travel patterns of the

transit-riding public, and (at least temporary) reductions in the size of that group,

have altered the utility of traditional pass products, providing a powerful impetus

for agencies to provide additional offerings. Changes in ridership levels and travel

behaviors further provide an opportunity for transit providers to collaborate more

closely on integrated fares, incentivizing transit use across entire metropolitan regions

and providing individual agencies avenues for capturing new customers.

In this chapter, the results of the four case studies presented in this thesis are

summarized. Key findings from each of the analyses are restated and used to identify

high-level commonalities. Drawing from these commonalities, generalized insights

and recommendations are made on future directions for fare policies, fare products,
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and fare research across scales and geographies.

8.1 Key Findings

The case studies presented in this thesis each individually provide insight on specific

aspects of effective fare policy in the current post-COVID environment. Compared

to traditional agency positions or pre-pandemic studies, the findings from each case

study reinforce the magnitude of change with which transit agencies are grappling.

But these case studies also help outline strategies to encourage transit use, streamline

usability, and ultimately grow ridership while better serving riders. The environment

for travel has changed drastically, and transit providers must respond to remain com-

petitive. Fare policies and fare products are one tool at their disposal.

Two examples of agencies going against traditional precedent have been witnessed

in Chicago. The CTA’s reduction in pass pricing and Metra’s deeply discounted

monthly passes were choices made to encourage transit ridership even at the expense

of fare revenues. These were bold choices; agencies face a difficult balancing act in

that they exist to provide transportation options but providing that service requires

expenditures funded, at least in part based on past public policy, from collecting

passenger fare revenues. Post-pandemic travel numbers, with ridership levels still well

below pre-pandemic levels, suggest a primary short-term need to increase ridership

even at the expense of traditionally robust fare recovery targets. A focus on serving

riders, and growing ridership, can pay dividends.

Particularly important takeaways from each of the case studies presented are as

follows:

• Given the local context in which WMATA operates, fare structures that

retain peak pricing differentiation improve equity for low-income rid-

ers. Further, a straightforward move to all-day fares in a revenue neutral way
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would actively disadvantage low-income riders who would face fare increases for

many trips. Additionally, under the existing distance-based fare structure the

penalties for indirect Metrorail travel are inequitable. Low-income riders and

non-white riders both take more circuitous trips, requiring more time and higher

fares. Alternate fare structures that maintain higher rates for circuitous trips

likewise maintain the inequitable effects of the existing distance-based struc-

ture. A simple, understandable solution that improves equity exists: WMATA

should switch to crow-flies miles as a measure of distance for travel.

• The CTA’s decision to reduce transit pass prices during the COVID-19 recovery

was an effective step to improve the relative utility of those passes given COVID-

caused changes in transit travel patterns. Prior to the price reduction, pay-per-

use fares comprised not only the majority of pandemic-era travel, they were

also the optimal choice for many individuals. However, opportunities to further

enhance pass products remain. A preset number of one-way journeys on

the CTA, with an upfront payment at a reduced per-trip cost, would

offer the most benefit to riders whose current best fare product choice

is to ride pay-per-use. Such a pass could induce additional travel, while

simultaneously creating an upfront commitment to transit use by the customer.

• Existing short-term transit passes offered by the CTA do not provide the same

incentives for purchase to all riders. This is due to factors that include

the fare differential between bus and rail, a rider’s fare class, and

travel expectations. Single-day fare capping, with no changes to other pass

products, would have small impacts on CTA fare revenues, but would offer

opportunities to spur additional travel. For infrequent or occasional riders, it

would also simplify travel decisions. Analysis shows that benefits from single-

day capping would accrue to residents in the north and west of the CTA’s
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service area. But that shines a light on two important aspects. First, there

is no 1-day pass for reduced fare riders, leading to low pass adoption. If

a single-day cap is not possible, reduced fare options for all passes are

necessary, and consistent with existing CTA strategy. Second, Ventra

penetration appears much lower on the South Side and West Side

in disadvantaged neighborhoods. Increased usage of Ventra would

benefit these residents even absent fare capping, and strides should be

made to increase Ventra usage.

• Regional fare integration across commuter rail and mass transit systems is an

effective way to both increase ridership at individual agencies and boost the

appeal of transit travel to the riding public. Access to multiple regional tran-

sit providers at a single price has increased travel on each; collaboration be-

tween these agencies effectively creates an even larger transit network with each

provider acting as a single component. However, the opportunity for unified

travel at only a small price premium is currently only available to a small

fraction of all transit users. The market for additional travel is much larger

and remains untapped. Integrated products beyond the Metra monthly

commuter rail pass should be introduced. Opportunities for CTA

users to access Metra at a lower cost premium need to be explored.

Another substantive finding that repeatedly arises across each of the case stud-

ies, and indeed is key to this entire thesis, is the existence of rider-focused policies

that simultaneously support substantial opportunities for transit providers to both

boost ridership and align fare policies with rider behaviors. For example, the fare

equity analysis conducted on Metrorail fares in Washington, DC pinpointed discrete

aspects of fare policy that can be changed to improve fare equity. Fare structure

changes were explored ranging from minor tweaks to extensive revisions, indicating

the ability agencies have to be creative with fare policy to achieve their priorities.
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Estimates showed that many of the alternate fare structures generated additional

transit travel among certain rider segments as a positive knock-on effect. However,

in other alternate scenarios, any additional travel had inequitable side effects caus-

ing large negative financial impacts to historically underserved groups. Ultimately,

the analysis was able to illustrate fare policy decisions that would increase ridership

without harming equity, benefit equity without decreasing ridership, or benefit both

simultaneously. These opportunities to improve fare equity were possible within a

revenue neutral framework, and some of the beneficial changes require only slightly

adjusting existing structures. This is exemplified by the measure of distance used to

charge fares, which is currently the composite mile. Simply switching to the crow-flies

distance between origin and destination would both improve equity and more closely

align the benefits and costs of transit.

Similarly, the exploration of multiple hypothetical “flex-pass” products that could

be offered by the CTA illustrates the extent to which pre-pandemic pass products

lost their competitive edge to pay-per-use travel. The CTA fare restructuring that

was made permanent in fall 2021 successfully realigned the utility of various fare

products, better incentivizing pass product purchases. This fare restructuring was

a straightforward step taken by the CTA that was clearly rider-oriented, and it was

successful in encouraging uptake of pass products. The methodology developed in

this thesis can be further extended to fare product designs not analyzed here.

The third case study considers single-day fare capping as a potential fare product

in Chicago. The riders that would be affected are identified, fare revenue estimates

are generated, and differing impacts to different rider groups are explored. From here,

the benefits of a single-day cap are made clear in relation to the existing short-term

pass offerings which are not uniformly appealing to bus riders and rail riders, nor to

reduced-fare riders and full-fare riders. A cap could address these differences, making

single-day travel discounts the same for all riders, incentivizing more transit use, and
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leaving current differentiated fares intact.

In case study four regional fare integration across transit providers in the Chicago

region is explored. The results indicate that by collaborating to offer fare products

that confer travel on multiple transportation networks, transit agencies can success-

fully tap into new markets for ridership. The to-date measurable impacts of the

multi-agency Regional Connect Pass clearly support this. CTA travel volumes among

multi-system riders that adopted the Regional Connect Pass increased across week-

days and weekends. Additional riders were drawn to the CTA who had no identifiable

previous travel. As with findings from the other case studies, rider-focused fare poli-

cies are not only able to coexist with but can actually complement agency goals

around maintaining and even increasing ridership.

8.2 Commonalities and Differences Across Case

Studies

Comparing individual results across the case studies can identify where commonali-

ties exist, as well as to help pinpoint any contradictory findings. The most impor-

tant, consistent finding across these case studies is the overlap between rider-focused

fare policies and agency ridership goals. This is true when evaluating equity, when

designing novel pass and fare product offerings, and when exploring regional fare

integration. Additional commonalities exist and are important to recognize as well.

Not every solution that aids riders doubles also supports internal agency goals, but

exploration and analysis can identify synergies to leverage. Win-win policies are im-

portant to identify as the impacts of COVID-19 on transit seem to have reached an

equilibrium; transit agencies should plan accordingly, instead of continuing to look to

pre-pandemic norms for guidance.

This thesis has shown that fare equity in Washington, DC is dependent upon
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the geographic distribution of residences and workplaces, but post-pandemic it has

also been impacted by differing reliance various rider segments have on Metrorail.

Another case study shows that in Chicago, the utility of existing fare products has

changed considerably due to pandemic-induced travel changes. In both case studies,

not all pre-pandemic trips were equally likely to remain necessary after COVID-19,

leaving agencies with tough decisions about the most effective and most equitable

changes that are possible. Working within constrained resources, agencies must con-

sider whether to target continuing riders with enhanced fare offerings, or instead

focus on appealing to inactive and lapsed riders. To provide one specific example,

commuting travel remains an important component of transit ridership, albeit much

smaller than in the past. New fare products more closely aligned with post-pandemic

commute patterns could attract infrequent commuters away from pay-per-use single-

ride fares and induce more frequent use through the provision of new discounts. Such

a hypothetical commuting-oriented product could also invite riders onto the transit

system and generate an upfront commitment to at least a minimum amount of tran-

sit use. This, in turn, can help reinforce the practice of utilizing transit, creating

longer-term habits of transit use. However, commuting-oriented products would not

necessarily improve transit access or streamline travel for transit-dependent individ-

uals that never stopped riding in the first place. Transport providers have limited

resources, and decisions on how to prioritize different rider segments are driven by

agency values and policies, but decisions must inevitably be made.

The case studies presented in this thesis do find tradeoffs between certain policies

oriented towards increased ridership at an aggregate level and approaches to pro-

moting fare equity among rider segments. This is most obvious in the findings from

the equity analysis conducted on WMATA’s system. The removal of peak pricing

lowers the average fare for the largest number of trips and would be expected to

result in higher systemwide trip volumes. But these ridership gains would occur at
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the expense of low-income riders, who would face disproportionate increases in fare

levels as they take off-peak trips at higher levels. Looking to Chicago, the current

fare integration offerings are targeted at frequent commuter rail users that purchase

a monthly commuter rail pass. Riders that cannot afford a monthly pass, or CTA

users with alternative service options from Metra, are excluded. Expanding the range

of available integrated products could improve equity by providing options for these

riders, while also increasing ridership overall by capturing new trips and inducing

new travel, both of which have been demonstrated following the introduction of the

Regional Connect Pass.

One other important commonality across all case studies in both Chicago and

Washington, DC occurs when comparing the analytical findings to prior expecta-

tions. Fare policy can be used to improve the rider experience, boost travel volumes,

and the negative revenue impacts are estimated to either be lower than prior as-

sumptions or can be easily mitigated through modest changes to the fare structure.

Traditional worries about significant ridership or revenue losses are not borne out

by the data in any of the four case studies examined here. Instead, developing an

equitable fare structure supports ridership and equity benefits in tandem. Novel fare

products can capture riders who are not served by any existing products and have no

lasting commitment to transit beyond a payment each time they board. Single-day

fare capping could encourage discretionary travel that might not otherwise be taken,

adding trips without reducing revenues. Fare integration has clearly increased rider-

ship significantly with little cost in terms of revenue. A reevaluation of fare policy

shows that, in the current environment, any negative impacts of rider-centric fares

are small and are often overcome or outweighed by the benefits they provide.
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8.3 Important Considerations for Post-COVID Fare

Policy

This thesis has developed and presented four insightful analytical approaches that

agencies can draw from to help guide their work. Nevertheless, the analytical frame-

works must be adjusted to account for the local environment in which an agency

operates. Local context is key in accurately diagnosing where policies can be im-

proved. The geographies of residents, employment centers, and travel patterns within

an agency’s service area must be considered. These aspects, alongside the physical

infrastructure of the transit network, all impact the utility of fare products and the

equity of fare policies.

The importance of local context has been found consistently across the previous

fare equity literature, and it is reinforced by the new methodology this thesis presents

to analyze the equity of Metrorail’s current fare structure in Washington, DC. The

WMATA case study finds that a revenue-neutral switch from distance-based fares to

flat fares would disproportionately disadvantage low-income riders. This finding is

an artifact of where low-income populations live and how they travel in DC, meaning

this same finding is not guaranteed to hold in other metropolitan areas. It is also

important to note that if revenue neutrality is removed as a constraint, each of the

alternative fare scenarios could be structured to benefit all riders compared to the

existing baseline, albeit to differing extents. Revenue neutrality is necessary to con-

textualize the relative impacts on equity of various aspects of fare structure, but in

practice revenue neutrality is an agency decision that could be abandoned in pursuit

of both increased equity and ridership.

Along these lines, the choice to move away from a staunch focus on maintaining

and maximizing fare revenue has been observed in the Chicago area, resulting in

positive ridership outcomes. The tradeoff between maximizing fare revenues and
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spurring transit ridership has always been a balancing act for public transport. In our

current environment the calculus may have shifted, given society’s increasing attention

to sustainability, environmental justice, and equity. The COVID-19 pandemic helped

to thrust these topics further into the spotlight, while simultaneously upending transit

norms. Transit agencies will need to review and reconsider longstanding policies

through this prism to be responsive to local and societal priorities.

It is important for transport providers to be responsive because the many benefits

provided by mass transit extend beyond those experienced by the riders themselves.

For instance, public transport has been shown to expand the economic opportuni-

ties available to all citizens of metropolitan areas and the communities within them.

Viable, effective transportation options enhance the economic vitality of regions and

boost their attractiveness to employers. The advantages of agglomeration to both

business and employees have long been studied and are well established; an efficient,

frequent, and reliable transit network helps ensure that full advantage of these ag-

glomeration effects can be accessed and exploited. Doing so can help support the

business and political cases for continued funding to offset ongoing COVID-induced

revenue losses.

Travel options beyond the traditional automobile can help lower carbon emis-

sions, reduce local pollution, and support longer-term sustainability, all of which are

paramount to combating climate change and advancing the continued livability of our

urban areas. The equity, economic, and environmental impacts of transit use are ex-

ternal to any individual public transport agency, but they are nevertheless inherently

and exceedingly valuable impacts. What is good for supporting transit use is good

for society. Transit agencies must focus on rebuilding transit use, and fare policy is

one tool that should be used.

As transit ridership continues to lag below pre-pandemic levels, societal benefits

should be emphasized to justify and reset expectations around farebox recovery ra-
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tios. Some public transport agencies have mandated target fare recovery ratios set

by governmental bodies. The CTA is one such agency, which is subject to a state

law requiring that 50% of operating revenues be covered by fare revenue collection.

Such requirements should be reconsidered, and additional external funding sources

secured. While fares are a valuable funding source for transit, supporting effective

transportation options, economic opportunity, and region-wide livability should be

primary purposes of public transit. The current state of work travel, with work from

home and hybrid schedules continuing to demonstrate staying power post-pandemic,

suggests that a focus on measures of success beyond fare recovery is necessary.

Ridership has traditionally been used as a proxy measurement for the success of a

transit agency, and within this thesis it has continued to be used as such. Nevertheless,

it is only a proxy. The real goal should be to increase the percentage of all travel that

is taken on mass transit systems. Given changes in travel and commuting patterns

due to COVID-19, measuring travel volumes in absolute terms and comparing to a

pre-pandemic baseline is no longer the most effective or insightful lens. Fare policies

and products that encourage increased transit are a more applicable perspective for

evaluating transit success.

Capturing travel, and growing ridership, should be primary goals of post-COVID

transit fare policies. Agencies will always need to navigate the delicate tension be-

tween revenue generation and ridership, even if that balance may have shifted in the

wake of COVID-19. New and reimagined fare products can contribute to the twinned

goals of increasing ridership and generating additional fare revenue, but as in all

realms of fare policy any changes must be introduced with attention paid to equity.

Gaining new customers is important, but capturing additional trips made by existing

transit riders is also essential. As with any proposed improvement, it is important to

determine which riders are being served, and which do not experience any benefits.

Not all individuals are equally in need of additional support. Discounted travel for
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its own sake is less compelling when the beneficiaries are already relatively well-off.

Accordingly, setting any policy requires a high confidence that the desired beneficia-

ries will be effectively targeted. Fortunately, the case studies presented in this thesis

demonstrate that fare equity improvements, new fare products, and enhanced regional

fare integration provide substantial opportunities to benefit both rider and agency.

Additionally, along each of these dimensions the magnitude of change required to im-

prove equity is not singular, nor are the impacts. Instead, potential actions to improve

equity span a range from small policy tweaks to major structural reconfigurations.

There are a range of actions agencies can take, individually and in cooperation with

each other, to improve fare equity that overlap with the goal of boosting ridership to

some degree. These gains in total transit ridership across all agencies, which can be

achieved through collaborative decision-making, can build support for transit funding

at an aggregate level.

Finally, one still unknown but important consideration is whether transit rider-

ship will continue to stabilize around its current levels, or whether there will be a

move away from remote work and back towards pre-pandemic travel frequencies at

some point soon. There are a number of potential transit ridership recovery scenarios

that are yet to play out. This thesis, and the case studies it presents, focus on what

I consider the most likely scenario, which also happens to be the current scenario –

namely that travel behaviors have reached a stable equilibrium and this steady state

is the environment in which transit providers will be operating for the foreseeable

future. However, this outcome is not certain nor predefined. Mass transit has some

influence over its own future; agencies are not completely powerless to outside forces.

Operational and capital choices are two of the strongest levers transport providers

can use to influence the future. Fare policy is another powerful tool at their disposal.

Decision making around fares must consider multiple potential ridership scenarios.

Nevertheless, the findings presented in this thesis would not be negated by a future
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that has higher than anticipated transit use. The methodologies developed and em-

ployed in each of the four case studies are purposefully responsive; they can be revised

and reevaluated as more information becomes available. Policymaking and approval

take time; the analyses in this thesis can continue to support and update findings

throughout an iterative process. The case studies assume that existing pass products

would remain available; should they again become useful to a large segment of riders

those riders could simply switch back to them. Equity improvements are not based

on ridership levels, they are informed by trip making across rider groups. The ben-

efits to individual riders of regionally integrated fares will remain just as appealing

regardless of how many riders are eligible to purchase integrated fare products. While

the exact future of transit ridership is an unknown, the methodologies and findings

detailed within this thesis can nevertheless guide fare policy decisions.

8.4 General Recommendations and Research

Extensions

This thesis lays out approaches to evaluating key aspects of transit fares and does

so within our post-COVID environment. Nevertheless, there remain many additional

aspects of fare policy worthy of detailed investigation.

Throughout the case studies presented, the benefits fare products could provide

were used as a measure of utility to ridership, but questions of how riders choose a

fare product were set aside. This second question is integral to ensuring that the

benefits of transit fare products reach the intended audience. Understanding why

riders make the choices they do can inform better design of new fare products, and

potentially allow those products to be more closely tailored to specific rider segments.

One particular aspect of transit user fare product choice that is perennially de-

bated is the value individuals place on fare simplicity. It remains undetermined how
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important a simple fare structure is for generating transit use. Many people assume

that there is some inherent value associated with fare simplicity, but the measure-

ment of that value remains unknown. Further, there may be a subtle but important

difference between fare simplicity and fare legibility. The number of inputs used to

calculate the cost of a trip and the ways they interact can be complex, but perhaps

that complexity can be masked or negated by having the cost clearly communicated.

As technology continues to become more ubiquitous, fare information that is cur-

rently presented through fare tables might be communicated in more legible formats.

In the context of WMATA, the distance-based fares charged for Metrorail use provide

opportunities to improve fare equity. The value, if any, of fare simplicity is assumed

to be constant across rider segments. However, this may not be the case. It is possible

that the importance of fare simplicity or fare legibility varies substantially across rider

segments. Any such differences are not accounted for when estimating the impacts of

alternate fare structures on ridership. An estimated value for simplicity could recon-

textualize the findings. Perhaps a move to a simple fare structure such as a flat fare

would recoup some of the estimated ridership losses by attracting riders drawn in by

a simple, understandable cost. Similarly, a high value for simplicity may suggest that

single-day fare capping will spur even more additional trips than might otherwise be

expected.

Beyond exploring how riders choose between multiple fare products and seeking to

quantify the value riders place on simplicity, there are non-monetary costs associated

with transit use that are not captured by the analyses presented here. The time

required to travel from origin to destination is its own form of cost and perhaps

the primary determinant of mode choice. Since these costs are in addition to the

monetary fare due, they are not incorporated into the results presented here. Under

a distance-based fare structure, there is the probability that certain riders pay higher

monetary fares and bear higher costs in terms of travel time, resulting in a double-
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penalty. Synthesizing the interactions between fares and non-monetary costs could

help come up with a more holistic measure of transit costs, including a breakdown of

the portion of those costs that are governed by agency fare policy.

Regarding agency fare policies, long-standing expectations and requirements around

farebox recovery ratios need must be reevaluated. While ridership levels remain low,

the idea of a 50% recovery ratio seems insurmountable, even though the services pro-

vided by transit agencies remain integral. Even a lower recovery ratio requirement

may be unsustainable. The costs of public transit have a history of rising more quickly

than the rate of inflation, and fare revenues have not kept pace. Given this trend, and

the need to ensure transit is accessible to all riders, questions about the underlying

concept of the recovery ratio arise. Other funding streams to support the provision,

operations, and maintenance of transit services must be identified. This creates a

quandary, as political support for transit likely relies on effective systems and high

ridership, and system operations and ridership are impacted by fares, creating a dif-

ficult feedback loop. Aggressively courting ridership may be worth considering in

the short-term to build ridership and corresponding political support for transit, but

research would be necessary to identify effective strategies for doing so.

In addition to transit fare elasticity, estimates of cross-elasticities would help in-

form society-wide transportation decisions. New regulations affecting future sales of

automobiles, in particular mandated shifts away from internal combustion vehicles,

will impact the consumer market in ways unknown at present. Widespread electric

vehicle adoption, which is anticipated, will require households to purchase vehicles

with price tags that are (at present) clearly higher. It also requires costs associated

with installation of all new charging infrastructure, or access to installed infrastruc-

ture somewhere outside the home. Given these cost increases, and questions about

charging infrastructure, perhaps effective public transit systems can act in place of

second (or third, or fourth) cars, reducing the number of average cars per household.
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Cross-elasticities for transit and newer technologies could guide policy, especially if

long-term elasticities show an ability to impact long-term spatial decisions.

Questions also remain about cash-paying transit users. Each of the four case

studies in this thesis make extensive use of AFC records to analyze travel patterns,

fare levels, and transit usage in both Chicago and Washington, DC. The available data

records are comprehensive and provide powerful insights on most transit users. They

do not capture all transit riders, however, and the riders that are absent are more

likely to come from historically disadvantaged groups. In DC, this manifests clearly in

the different ratios of fare payment media used between rail and bus. Cash payments

are not accepted for rail, but they make up a very high proportion of all bus fares.

Bus riders, especially those without SmarTrip AFC cards, are disproportionately low-

income. In Chicago, the geographic distribution of Ventra AFC cards is not uniform

across the CTA service area. Minority and low-income areas to the south and west

side of downtown show much higher rates of travel on paper tickets and other fare

products that are not associated with any Ventra accounts. Account-based analysis

of travel patterns misses a higher percentage of trips taken in these areas, potentially

underestimating any impacts on these riders. Increasing the number of riders using

AFC cards in both systems can help build up datasets for more complete analyses

in the future, but the additional benefits extend beyond fare research. The riders

currently paying for rides with cash or riding on paper tickets deserve to access the

same benefits and transit modes other riders already experience. There are few, if

any, benefits for regular riders continuing to travel via cash or limited-use tickets.

Further, the entire cost-burden of transit for these riders could be calculated to arrive

at a more holistic understanding of transit use. The non-monetary costs associated

with transit travel often compound inequities caused by fare policy decisions. Slower

travel is often the cheapest in monetary terms, sometimes excluding riders from trips

that are more efficient for travelers to take and for agencies to operate.
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Strategies to significantly increase the use of employer-based transit benefits are

worth considering, both to support riders and as a funding source for agencies to

tap. The economic benefits from agglomeration in large urban areas and the negative

costs imposed by significant congestion suggest the need for this expansion from

an employer perspective. In addition, the pre-tax nature of transit benefits can be

leveraged to make existing pass products a competitive choice, even if office commutes

remain less frequent than prior to COVID.

In this same vein, providing transit benefits programs through non-employer chan-

nels or introducing low-income fare products deserve continued consideration. Exist-

ing employer-based transit benefits allow pre-tax money to be used to purchase travel,

lowering the relative cost of transit fares for eligible riders. Riders from disadvantaged

groups are less likely to have access to employer-based transit benefits programs, ex-

cluding riders with high need from access to lower transit prices. Reduced fare offer-

ings for such riders would work to level the playing field. Additionally, fare elasticity

estimates for lower-income riders and riders from other disadvantaged groups may be

subject to income effects as transit fares correspond to a more significant portion of

their income. Such impacts have been explored, and differentiated elasticity estimates

have been used in this thesis where available, but continued refinement can further

demonstrate opportunities for rider equity and ridership gains. The opportunity to

save on transit fares can spur ridership across all rider segments, likely at even higher

rates across disadvantaged rider groups. Advantages should not be restricted to only

traditional commuters that currently have access to transit benefits programs. Ex-

panding access to transit benefits and/or providing reduced-fare offerings can improve

equity outcomes, and it can be considered a move towards fairness for all riders as

opposed to a give-away targeted at only certain groups.

Lastly, dissimilar ridership patterns and rider segments across transit modes de-

serve further attention to ensure effective and equitable transportation is supported
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by an agency’s fare policy and fare products. As mentioned, across WMATA there

are clear differences between the makeup of bus users and rail riders. In Chicago, the

quest for regionally integrated fares has focused on opening CTA travel to Metra com-

muter rail travelers. CTA users could technically access the Regional Connect Pass,

but the required cost premium is substantially greater for CTA monthly users than it

is for Metra monthly users. This makes the barrier to regionally integrated fares much

higher for CTA users. Piloting additional integrated products, especially those with

shorter validity periods, may provide more equitable access than is currently avail-

able. When considering both metropolitan areas and the transport agencies serving

them, the modal differences between ridership is an area rich for further exploration.

Such exploration can add further context to discussions of fare equity, and guide

development of effective fare offerings.
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Appendix A

Updated Post-COVID Fare Equity

Results

Chapter 4 develops a methodology for analyzing transit fare equity which is then de-

ployed in the Washington, DC region. WMATA’s distance-based Metrorail fares were

evaluated through an equity lens at the time of the most recent regional travel survey

(‘RTS’). Detailed more fully in Chapter 4, the RTS was conducted by the Metropoli-

tan Washington Council of Governments between October 2017 and December 2018.

For this reason, it is important to specify that this most recent travel survey, and

the contemporaneous AFC records used to contextualize fare equity, preceded the

COVID-19 pandemic. While the geographic distribution of jobs and residences are

unlikely to have changed substantially between the analysis period and the present,

travel frequencies and commute patterns have changed substantially. Further, such

changes may have been inconsistent across rider segments. For example, the ratio of

peak and off-peak trips is likely to have shifted with pandemic-induced increases in

remote work. The transit riders most able to take advantage of remote and hybrid

work opportunities are likely concentrated among certain ridership subsets. To un-

derstand Metrorail fare equity in a present-day context, it is important to reevaluate
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the aspects of the existing fare structure and understand which advance equity and

which harm in the aftermath of COVID-19. Ideally, revisiting the analysis with post-

pandemic travel will reconfirm that the evaluated fare structure features retain the

same impacts in terms of direction and magnitude.

The same methodology is reapplied to post-COVID AFC records to understand

the extent of any COVID-induced fare equity changes. However, this requires once

again that rider demographics be confidently linked to specific journeys taken on the

Metrorail network. The RTS is conducted approximately once per decade, meaning

that no post-COVID survey has been administered and no survey responses are avail-

able. Nevertheless, the SmarTrip card numbers identified in the pre-COVID period

provide one potential source of rider demographics. These SmarTrip card numbers

all have associated rider demographic information. The rider demographics were con-

fidently assigned to representative AFC trips in one of two ways. The first approach

required matching travel-diary entries made by RTS respondents to travel records in

WMATA’s Trace database. The second, and more straightforward, approach simply

uses demographic information provided by SmarTrip card holders when they register

their card with WMATA. The second approach is easily repeatable across time peri-

ods, and can be reapplied to post-COVID data. The first approach, which resulted

in SmarTrip card numbers matched to RTS responses, provided a large sample of

representative trips during the RTS period. However, some RTS responses returned

matches to multiple trips recorded in the Trace database. While any of those matched

trips can be randomly selected as representative of the demographic group to which

the RTS respondent belongs, the exact card belonging to the RTS participant remains

unknown.

This issue with multiple matching records was most common for RTS travel di-

ary records occurring between high-ridership stations during the busiest parts of the

day. While a random matching trip can be used during the RTS period, multiple
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possible SmarTrip card number matches prevent a specific card from being identi-

fied and reused for analysis in other time periods. Fortunately, a number of RTS

travel diary responses did return only a single SmarTrip card match from the Trace

database. Among these singly identified cards, the demographics of the owner are

known with high confidence. These singly matched cards allow inferred demographics

to be assigned to an anonymized SmarTrip card number itself, not only to a represen-

tative trip. Figure A-1 illustrates this approach, with the intersection of Trace records

and RTS responses identifying one set of SmarTrip cards, and the second group of

cards with known demographics being identified once again directly from the labeled,

registered SmarTrip cards in WMATA’s dataset.

Figure A-1: Schematic of SmarTrip Card Demographic Identification

After linking anonymized SmarTrip card numbers with cardholder demographic

information, the travel diary approach used to generate synthetic RTS data in Chap-

ter 4 was replicated. The time period selected for analysis post-COVID runs from

January 2021 through September 2022. The original Regional Travel Survey spanned

only 14 months, but a longer period was chosen post-pandemic so that a larger sam-

ple of Metrorail travel could be generated considering lesser transit use post-COVID.

Transit-dependent Metrorail riders who remained active throughout the pandemic

would be captured by a smaller analysis window. However, the majority of riders
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who stopped using transit after the onset of COVID-19 returned slowly, and some

still remain inactive. Figure A-2 helps illustrate the importance of a longer analysis

window by showing the first month after January 2021 that each individual SmarTrip

card with associated demographics traveled on Metrorail. Ultimately, by the end of

the analysis window, slightly over 2,000 cards with known demographics had used

Metrorail at least once. Of this cohort, roughly 1 out of 5 were already riding by

January 2021. By May 2021, 50% of all cards that ended up returning had taken a

trip. Nevertheless, riders continued to trickle in and slowly return to Metrorail over

the entire period, with each calendar month witnessing at least some riders return.

Figure A-2: First Active Month in Analysis Period for Card with Known Demograph-
ics

Using these roughly 2,000 SmarTrip account holders with known demographics

that used Metrorail to travel between January 2021 and September 2022, synthetic
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travel diary entries were generated from WMATA’s Trace database. The travel diary

format mimicked the synthetic data generation described in Chapter 4 and used dur-

ing the RTS period. In brief, each SmarTrip card holder with known demographics

and less than 8 registered SmarTrip cards was assigned a random weekday on which

they traveled during the analysis window. On that random weekday, all transit use

records for the card holder were queried from the Trace database. The resulting

dataset comprises individual Metrorail trips with associated rider demographic infor-

mation, allowing the methodology used for the pre-COVID fare equity analysis to be

reimplemented. The post-COVID compiled trips dataset is, however, much smaller

than the one created during the RTS period. Table A.1 below shows a comparison

between the two periods.

RTS Period Post-COVID
Unique Riders 6,174 2,007
Trips 12,129 3,710
Origin Stations 91 91
Destination Stations 91 91
Unique Station Pairs 1,973 1,486
OD Combinations (Potential) 48.2% 36.3%
OD Combinations (Weighted by Travel Volume) 86.5% 69.5%

Table A.1: Pre- and Post-COVID Data Sample Summary Statistics

As shown, the post-COVID sample size has roughly 1
3

as many unique riders

and 30% as many trips. All of the stations remain present as both an origin and

a destination, but the number of represented station pairs is lower. Further, when

the station pairs are weighted by actual travel volumes between each pair, the post-

COVID data represents just under 70% of all Metrorail travel during the period.

Post-COVID, the data generated by this approach to rider demographics seems less

comprehensive, and likely somewhat less representative of overall ridership, than the

comparable dataset compiled for the RTS period. Nevertheless, it is still a relatively

large sample to explore.
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However, one important indicator that this approach results in a less representa-

tive dataset post-COVID can be observed in the average travel distance. The average

travel distance for a journey in this post-COVID dataset is just over 6 miles, but

the average travel distance for all Metrorail trips taken during the same period is

5.5 miles. The trips with known demographic information are, on average, 0.5 miles

longer than systemwide average trips. This seemingly small difference is important in

the context of distance-based fare analysis, however. It amounts to as much as $0.16

per trip under the current system, meaning the average fare paid by these riders with

known demographic information is measurably different than the overall average fare.

When evaluating alternate fare structures, the magnitude of this discrepancy could

grow or decrease.

The post-COVID synthetic dataset was then weighted along three dimensions

using iterative proportional fitting, following the same procedure used in Chapter

4. Weights were calculated for each individual trip such that the results match the

income and race values from the 2016 WMATA rail ridership survey. While the demo-

graphic information from that survey also comes from a period before the COVID-19

pandemic, it is the closest data to being contemporaneous. The ground truth on rider

demographics may have shifted somewhat, but the best observations of that ground

truth still come from prior to the pandemic. On the other hand, weighting also ac-

counted for peak and off-peak trips. This dimension was weighted using the observed

peak ratio of all trips taken on Metrorail during the analysis window between January

2021 and September 2022. After calculating weights, and applying those weights to

each individual trip, the post-COVID travel patterns of rider segments as defined

by race and income are observable. A summary of average travel taken by the rider

segments is shown in Table A.2.

The observed travel differences across demographic groups are insightful, and

largely remain consistent with findings from the pre-COVID RTS period. Low-income
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People of Color White

Weighted
Metrics

All riders
Below
Livable
Wage

Above
Livable
Wage

Below
Livable
Wage

Above
Livable
Wage

Trips 3,710 390 1,372 122 1,826
Pct. of total 10.5% 37.0% 3.3% 49.2%

Average
distance

6.06 5.50 6.31 5.75 6.02

(Crow-flies miles)

Travel circuity 1.28 1.37 1.31 1.27 1.27
(Track miles / crow-flies miles)

Trips by period
Peak 61.6% 56.1% 62.1% 56.2% 62.9%
Off-peak 38.4% 43.9% 37.9% 43.8% 37.2%

Average
fare ($)

3.23 3.14 3.32 3.06 3.21

Table A.2: Weighted Post-COVID Travel by Rider Demographics

riders of all races continue to take more trips in off-peak periods than their higher-

income peers. This is true even though overall the ratio of peak travel has decreased.

Low-income riders of color continue to take the most circuitous trips on the Metrorail

network, and will therefore be the most negatively impacted by the choice of composite

miles as the distance basis used to measure and calculate fares. Riders of color earning

above the livable wage continue to have the longest observed trips. While the pre-

COVID and post-COVID findings are directionally consistent, there are nevertheless

some slight shifts. In particular, low-income white riders are found to take trips that

are equally circuitous with their higher-earning peers post-COVID. Prior to COVID,

low-income white riders had trips that were marginally more circuitous than trips

taken by white riders with incomes above the livable wage.

In addition to the sampling approach described above, a second approach to infer-

ring rider demographic information for individual Metrorail trips was developed based
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on previous work done by Cambridge Systematics in cooperation with WMATA [70].

The Cambridge Systematics team developed demographic probabilities for individual

WMATA journeys based on a hierarchical evaluation of trip characteristics and AFC

information. Up to six aspects of a WMATA journey are considered to determine the

probability that a traveler has certain demographic attributes. These six aspects of a

trip used to estimate probabilities are, in order: transit mode, origin, destination, fare

class, time of travel, and multimodal transfers. The aspects available from the data

are ordered based upon their explanatory power regarding rider demographics. From

these observable trip characteristics, demographic probability weights were generated

that matched actual travel records available using WMATA’s Trace database, one

bus passenger survey from 2018, and two rail passenger surveys from 2016.

From the previously developed demographic probability model, a methodology

to apply these probabilities to understand travel patterns of demographic groups

was finalized and deployed by Nineveh O’Connell1. This methodology apportions

fractional transit trips to predefined rider demographic group based on the calculated

demographic probabilities. As applied to this fare equity analysis, each Metrorail

journey is split into four unequal pieces. Those unequal pieces are then assigned to

rider groups defined by income and race. Table A.3 illustrates how this would be

done for a single transit journey. For the sample record shown, the probability of the

rider being low-income and white is 20%; each of the remaining combinations of rider

income and race also have probabilities attached. Together, the probabilities sum to

100%. In this way, the entire trip is accounted for even though it is split up and then

assigned as a fractional probability to the rider segments.

This approach to inferring demographic information for Metrorail trips was used

to create an alternative second post-COVID dataset to analyze. The approach was

extended to all trips for which demographic probabilities could be estimated during a

1Current Masters of City Planning student at MIT
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CARD_ID TRIP_ID Other
Variables LOW_INCOME WHITE WEIGHT

3733673 12028 ... Y Y 0.20
3733673 12028 ... Y N 0.10
3733673 12028 ... N Y 0.45
3733673 12028 ... Y N 0.25

Table A.3: Probability-based Trip Apportionment Example

one-week analysis window. Demographic probabilities were estimated at the level of

individual SmarTrip cards, as opposed to being estimated for each individual transit

journey. This technique was decided upon to ensure model consistency, as demo-

graphics belong to the individual making a trip; demographics do not belong to the

trip itself. The most common originating station was used as the basis to estimate de-

mographic probabilities for individual SmarTrip card numbers. Resulting estimated

demographic probabilities were then applied to all trips taken by that SmarTrip card

during the week beginning Monday, October 3, 2022 and ending Friday, October 7,

2022 [71].

This second approach to assembling a dataset of Metrorail trips with inferred rider

demographics has the benefit of generating a much larger sample, ensuring that travel

patterns within the sample are representative of all Metrorail trip making. On the

other hand, the demographic information linked to trips within this second sample is

less certain in comparison to the rider-reported demographics available in the original,

matched travel dataset. Nevertheless, both datasets together can be used to support

and reinforce each other. Comparing findings results from both approaches provides

a convincing robustness check with each providing cross-verification for the other.

After applying both approaches, the summary travel statistics for Metrorail rider

segments defined by race and income are generally consistent with the values shown

in Table A.2. The differences between rider demographic groups are directionally

uniform, although some magnitudes vary between the two approaches. Figure A-

3 illustrates this using the average circularity for trips as calculated for four rider
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segments. As can be seen, the measured differences between all four groups are smaller

for the larger, probability-based sample. Conversely, the smaller sample utilizing

rider-reported demographics finds much more circuitous travel for low-income riders

of color. Nevertheless, the ranking of trip-circuity among the groups is the same

regardless of approach. Table 4.3 in chapter 4 shows a similar chart displaying the

average trip circularity during the RTS period; comparing the results before and after

COVID-19 similarly indicates that while trip circuity may have changed slightly, it is

the same groups taking indirect trips in both periods.

Figure A-3: Post-COVID Metrorail Travel Circuity

Regardless of approach to linking travel and rider demographics, after compil-

ing the travel dataset revenue-neutral rates for each, alternate fare structure must

be recalculated for the post-COVID period. The procedure used to calculate these

rates during the pre-pandemic RTS period is described in Chapter 4, and the same
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methodology was reimplemented using systemwide post-COVID travel. Utilizing

post-COVID travel to calculate alternate fare rates results in little observed change

compared to the pre-COVID period.

Using the recalculated post-pandemic revenue neutral fares, fare changes under

each alternate scenario were estimated for all journeys with associated demographic

information. Elasticity estimates were then applied2 using rider and trip charac-

teristics to capture responses to any changes in the overall fare levels. With these

estimated changes to average fare and travel volumes for each rider segment, the eq-

uity of each structure can be understood given current post-pandemic travel patterns.

Further, the equity of the current distance-based fare structure can be contextualized.

Although revenue neutral fare rates for all of the alternate fare structures were

recalculated post-COVID, ultimately four representative fare structures were chosen

as the focus of this updated analysis. One fare structure each was chosen from

scenarios 1-4. The representative fare structures were chosen to capture the major

equity impacts of the scenario within which they were situated. The current fare

structure, represented by Scenario 1a, was chosen from the composite-miles distance-

based fares. Scenario 2a, where crow-flies miles is used as the distance basis, was

selected as a counterpoint. Among the zonal implementations 3c was selected; this

zonal structures utilizes a boundary-crossings basis with peak differentiation. As

a reminder, this boundary-crossings implementation charges a higher rate for the

first 5 zonal crossings and a lower rate for any further crossings. Finally, Scenario

4b was selected, which uses a simple flat fare with no peak-pricing differentiation.

One additional fare structure was included, but only for post-COVID travel. Labeled

Scenario 5, this new structure represents WMATA’s proposed Metrorail fare structure

for fiscal year 2023. This proposal would remove peak-pricing differentiation, retain

composite-miles as a distance-basis, use the current off-peak minimum fare as the

2For any questions about methodology, please reference Chapter 4 where the process is described
in detail
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minimum at all times of day, and raise the maximum fare per trip to $6.50.

The four representative structures, as well as WMATA’s proposed fare structure,

are represented in Figures A-4 and A-5. As shown, both of the approaches used

to compile a sample of Metrorail travel with linked rider demographic information

find largely similar fare equity impacts on rider groups defined by race. The largest

discrepancy between approaches occurs when looking at the revenue-neutral flat fare

(4a) and WMATA proposal (5). The updated sample with self-reported demograph-

ics shows a proportionally smaller decrease in travel volumes given the new fare rates.

This discrepancy can be ascribed to the dimension in which this smaller sample is not

representative of overall Metrorail travel: journey length. As previously described,

the trips in this sample are slightly longer than the systemwide average. This means

that these riders are already paying slightly higher than average fares. A systemwide

revenue-neutral flat fare would therefore be relatively less costly to the trips in this

sample, meaning that any expected decreases in travel volumes would be less drastic

given this sample of trips. Similarly, the removal of peak pricing and the increase in

the maximum fare in Scenario 5 disproportionately impacts off-peak trips and long-

distance trips. Regardless which of the two approaches is used to create a sample

of demographic-linked travel, the findings are consistent that riders of color take the

longest trips. For that reason, this segment of riders is expected to see a larger re-

duction in travel volumes under Scenario 5 when compared to white riders. The most

obvious discrepancy between the techniques for identifying trip demographics oc-

curs when comparing alternate Scenarios 4b and 5. The larger, inferred demographic

approach shows a flat fare (4b) depresses travel more than WMATA’s proposed struc-

ture (5). The smaller sample, using rider-reported demographics, finds that Scenario

5 would have a much larger chilling effect on travel than a simple flat fare (4b).

The results tell a similar fare equity story when considering riders defined by

income as opposed to race. Scenario 2a, which uses crow-flies miles as a distance basis,
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(a) Matched Demographics (b) Inferred Demographics

Figure A-4: Differences Across Identification Technique by Race

results in slight benefits to fare equity and travel volumes. The zonal implementation

considered (3a) has negative impacts on ridership and on equity. The two scenarios

that would depress travel volumes to the largest extent are the revenue-neutral flat

fare (4b) and WMATA’s proposed fare structure (5). Both would also have a negative

impact on equity, with the larger impacts, in proportional terms, expected to be felt

by low-income riders. As when considering race, the two approaches to creating a

demographic-linked travel sample come to different conclusions about which of these

two scenarios (4b, 5) is worse for ridership. WMATA’s proposed fare structure (5) is

expected to result in the largest travel volume impacts when considering the smaller

sample containing rider-reported demographics. The larger sample, with inferred

rider demographics, indicates that it is the flat fare (4b) that will cause the largest

travel volume decreases.

Both approaches to generating a post-COVID sample of Metrorail travel with

rider demographic information offer provide advantages and drawbacks. The benefit

of using both together is cross-verified results. While the estimated equity metrics

change depending on which sample of Metrorail travel is used, the story does not.

The differential impacts between rider groups is similar, and the equity impacts of

each representative fare structure remain consistent.
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(a) Matched Demographics (b) Inferred Demographics

Figure A-5: Differences Across Identification Technique by Income

Another important question to consider with these post-COVID findings in hand is

whether, and to what extent, fare equity has changed since the pre-pandemic period.

To explore this, pre- and post-COVID fare equity calculated using the smaller sample

of rider-reported demographic information is used. Results from either of the two

approaches to link demographics and travel post-COVID could be used as the findings

are consistent. The rider-reported sample is chosen because it matches the approach

used prior to COVID. As a reminder, pre-COVID fare equity was measured using

travel records during the time period covered by the most recent Regional Travel

Survey. Comparing the pre-pandemic and post-pandemic equity metrics is a useful

approach to capturing any fare equity changes. In particular, it is important to

identify if the equity impacts found in any of the alternate fare scenarios have flipped,

or whether they have continued to remain similar in both periods.

Figure A-6 shows the four representative fare structures (excluding WMATA’s

fiscal year 2023 proposal) and the corresponding equity metrics calculated for both

pre- and post-COVID time periods. The first key takeaway, when considering riders

as defined by race, is that the equity benefits of a crow-flies distance structure remain

unchanged. The fare differential between rider groups decreases, a higher percentage

of trips are generated among riders of color, and there are no decreases in trip volumes
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among white riders. On the other hand, the findings regarding the zonal implemen-

tation (3c) have changed somewhat. Prior to COVID this structure was expected to

decrease travel among all groups, with a slightly larger proportional decline among

white riders. Post-COVID, this zonal implementation shows at most a marginal im-

pact on ridership and no impact on the fare differential between groups. The impacts

of a revenue-neutral flat fare (4b) have remained constant across periods; decreased

trip volumes and larger impacts on white riders.

(a) Pre-COVID (b) Post-COVID

Figure A-6: Changes Across Time by Rider Race

Figure A-7 shows the same four representative fare structures, but with riders

segmented based on their income level instead of their race. Here the pre-pandemic

and post-pandemic equity findings are once again very similar. A crow-flies distance

basis (2a) would benefit low-income riders who would experience a decrease in the

fare differential and an increase in travel volumes. Higher-income riders would also

potentially benefit from a marginal increase in trip volumes. A zonal system that

charges for each zonal boundary crossed (3c) once again has disproportionately large

negative impacts on low-income riders, who would reduce travel volumes at higher

levels. Finally, revenue-neutral flat fares (4b) are expected to lower travel volumes,

with low-income riders forgoing trips at much higher levels.

It is reassuring that all three approaches to associating rider demographics and
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(a) Pre-COVID (b) Post-COVID

Figure A-7: Changes Across Time by Rider Income

Metrorail travel come to the same recommendations when evaluating the equity of

WMATA’s distance-based fare structure. The aspects of the fare structure that can

be leveraged to improve fare equity remain stable regardless of time period or travel

sample. Flat fares (4b) are bad for travel volumes, as the revenue-neutral rate is

much higher than the current cost for most short-distance trips, which would result

in many of these trips being foregone. The decrease in travel volumes would impact

rider groups as defined by race and income disparately, with higher travel volume

decreases for white riders and also for low-income riders. Crow-flies as a distance

basis (2a) shows both equity and ridership benefits across all approaches and time

periods, suggesting this a simple and straightforward way to improve fare equity.

Zonal implementations based on the number of boundaries crossed (3c) provide no

strong benefits to riders of color, but would negatively impact low-income riders.

Ultimately, updating the analysis to consider post-COVID travel affirms the find-

ings of chapter 4. In the aggregate, low-income riders take less direct trips on Metro-

rail, so structures that penalize indirect travel have negative outcomes for fare equity.

Such penalties for indirect travel include using composite-miles (or track-miles) as a

distance basis or charging for each zonal boundary crossed. At a high-level the equity

of a distance-based structure within the geography of Washington, DC is dependent
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on whether rider groups are defined by race or by income. This is true both before

and after the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic. There are avenues to improve equity

without harming any other disadvantaged groups by tweaking the existing system.
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